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ABSTRACT

At present, there is far-reaching unrest that is 
reshaping the commercial film industry. Six large motion 
picture making companies lost $100»000,000 for the fiscal 
year 1969 and the portion of the film industry's recrea
tional dollar has dropped twenty-four percent since 1946. . 
Nevertheless, certain motion pictures are making money, 
many of which are being created on low budgets by generally 
unknown individuals. Commercial films are made either 
by a large corporation or a few individuals. Neither 
system seems compatible with the other! Thus a conflict 
has arisen between two methods of film making.

It is the purpose of this thesis to study the eco
nomic history and financial structure of these two systems 
in order to discern the future trend of the motion picture 
industry. As well, in order to determine the economic, 
operational, and practical differences between these 
systems, two motion pictures are examined; Lilies of the 
Field, the prototype of the independent film, and Hawaii, 
a representative of the large motion picture.

vii



CHAPTER I

ECONOMIC BACKGROUND OF THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY.

Motion Pictures Is a photographic technique whereby 
a sequence of still pictures In black and white or color 
is projected In rapid succession onto a screen to give the 
illusion of motion.^ Through this simple concept has 
developed a whole society?s subculture. Because of the 
complexity of the motion picture industry certain terms 
need definition.

'Nomenclature ef'the Motion Picture Industry
Commercial motion pictures, movies, or film as it is 

commonly called in the United States, can be broken down 
into three major areas; production, distribution, and 
exhibition. Production covers all elements of the physical 
acts of making a movie. Included in production is the 
research of social feeling to determine audience desire 
which may be done scientifically through marketing analysis 
procedures or emotionally through personal intuition, whim, 
or feeling. Once audience desire Is determined, the writing 
or buying of an existing script is generally, the next step.

^Arthur Knight, Motion Pictures,11 Funk &. Wagnails 
Standard Reference Encyclopedia (1959)» XVII, ^3.



The script may come, for example, from an idea casually 
mentioned to its creator, or from a best-selling novel. 
Whatever its source, the script, will serve as the basic 
unit from which the film will grow.

Production then concerns itself with the acquiring 
and budgeting of all facilities including equipment, time, 
and location. While gathering facilities, production also 
acquires talent that will, work both in a technical capacity 
behind the camera and in an acting capacity in front of it. 
Once all these items have been gathered and contracts nego
tiated, the screen play is recorded on film. After the 
film has been processed, it is edited to hopefully create 
a desired story flow. Finally, a negative print is
developed which represents the script in its final filmed 

2form. The cost of this film is known as the negative, 
print cost and it represents the primary investment and 
total effort of production.

Distribution, the second area of the film making . 
industry, covers all the elements from acquiring the nega
tive print to selling the use of a positive print copy to 
an exhibitor for public viewing. Though ownership and 
physical control of this negative print are generally kept

A negative print is used during filming rather 
than a positive print (one that will transfer a positive 
image on a screen when projected) because negative prints 
enable the making of.many positive.copies which are shown 
to the public.



3
by production, it is part of the function of distribution 
to determine how many positive prints will be necessary to 
be made for release to the public. Several ways of deter
mining the number of positive prints are in effect today: 
sneak previews, road shows, and first successive runs. In 
order to do this, distribution must decide what type of 
release program or run, the successive.exhibition of a 
feature for a given area, will have.^

Preview showing or sneak preview releases the film 
to the public at certain set locations. The picture is 
shown from one to three.weeks, and then is drawn off the 
market for six to eight months. The sneak preview, not 
advertised, but generally shown along with another movie, is 
used to test audience reaction to a certain idea or type, of 
film. It is not uncommon for the film to be re-edited 
after audience reaction is determined. In the road show 
method, a limited number of prints are made but in this 
case they are scheduled.into different specially selected, 
movie houses at premium prices, usually between $3.50 and 
$4.50 for a reserved seat. The third method of distribu- . 
tion, and the one most commonly used, is the first run. The 
first run is the first exhibition.in that area, the second 
run being the next subsequent one and so on. and includes

-̂ U. S. v. Paramount Pictures, 70 P. Supp. 53 (S.D. 
N.Y., 1947JV'. ^  :



all successive exhibits in different theaters even though 
such features may be under a common ownership or manage-

4ment.
Prints are made available to theaters throughout 

the country through film brokers in New York City. They 
send contracts to film exchange,offices which both sell 
the use of and service the positive prints as part of the 
distribution function. : The person in charge of putting a 
film into a theater is known as a booking agent. He often 
represents many theater owners or several chains which 
depend upon his selection of films for their theaters.

The selling of prints is done in the form of a 
rental contract agreement known as licensing* The price 
paid will be arrived at by one of several methods; flat- 
rate paid for film; flat-rate plus a percentage of gross 
attendance paid for the film; and/or a percentage of gross 
attendance paid for film. There is always a clearance 
period between the time a road show print is shown and when 
it comes out for first run showing. Clearance is the period 
of time usually stipulated by license contracts which must 
elapse between runs Of the same feature within a particular 
area or in specified theaters. Clearance is generally

' "ibid. ■ :
. &bid. .



twenty-one days, but this may vary greatly according to 
the saleability of the film. The second run release 
differs from the first run in that it cannot command as 
high a rental price or is usually a reshowing of a first 
run print. First and second run releases are important 
in differentiation from road show releases because the 
distributor in deciding his release program will be forced 
to decide the amount of money which he must allocate in 
the making of prints. Naturally if he decides on a first 
or second'run release, known as saturation booking, he will 
have to spend.more money on prints than if he initially 
released through the road show process.

Advertising of a movie is also a main function of 
■ distribution. Both advertising and print costs are absorbed 
by the producer's share of the profits. On films ranging 
in cost from one to four million dollars the producer must 
often make two and one-half times the cost of the produc
tion in order to show a profit.

Once a film is playing in various theaters, distri
bution is responsible for the spot-checking, collecting and 
disbursing of revenues to the film's creator and paying

6 ' ■ ' -U.S., Congress, House, Committee on Small Business 
Practices, Motion Picture Distribution Trade Practices, 
Hearings,, before a subcommittee of . the Committee on Motion 
Picture:Exhibition, 84th Congress,. 2nd sess., ,1956, p . 7. ■:
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7for advertisements. Often production and distribution 

functions are owned by the same company, though they are 
kept separate in order to maintain a more accurate and 
manipulative accounting method. It is possible for a pro
duction organization to use the distribution facilities of 
a company which it does not own.

Exhibition, the third area of the film industry, 
covers all elements pertinent to the showing of a film: 
owning or leasing a theater; maintaining and Collecting 
revenue from ticket sales and concessions; securing theater 
personnel and advertising. Unlike the marriage of pro
duction and distribution, it is illegal for a film pro
ducing company to own an exhibiting chain; however, in 
recent years several film exhibitors (e.g., Walter Reed & 
Company and National General) have invested in the pro
duction of films.;

. In the area of production there are two types of 
film makers-— the large corporation and the independent 
producer. The large corporation may be broken down into 
two structural groups. The first group is owned as part 
of a large corporation conglomerate. Companies which fall 
into this conglomerate system of organization are: Para
mount Pictures, a subsidiary of Gulf & Western; United .

/'j. Lowengrub, *'Internal Reporting for Motion Pic
ture Distributors," Management Accounting,- LXXXIV • (July, 
1967) , ^5-50. yr . : , :
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Artists owned by Transamerica Corporation; Universal,
corporate control by Music Corporation of America; and
Warner Brothers Seven-Arts owned by Kinney National Service
and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, a part of Seagram*s Distilleries,,'
control of which has recently been acquired by Kerkorian

o '
Enterprises. Of this group only MCA is totally involved ... 
in entertainment and they are diversified into sporting . 
goods, music, and other recreational areas. The second 
group under the large corporate structure differs from 
the conglomerate-owned film company in that they are 
independently owned and have as their main function the 
making of films. Companies in this category are:
Twentieth Century Fox, Columbia Pictures Industries, Walt 
Disney Productions, and a relative newcomer, Avco Embassy 
Productions. It may be noted that though the large corp
oration* s independent film company's main function is 
making films; making profits often takes place in other 
areas, especially that of real estate where Columbia, 
Twentieth Century Fox and Walt Disney have extensive hold-1 
ings.

All of the aforementioned companies have under their 
control, or are directly associated with,. distribution

gThere is presently a tender stock-takeover by 
Westinghouse which would absorb MCA in the process.



subsidiaries which sell their films„ All, except for
United Artiste,:bwn vast production facilities (at the
time of this writing Paramount is considering selling all
of its permanent studio facilities)„^ United Artists is
unique in that it owns no studio and has no. stars under
contract. It has a vast administration corporation and
often contracts with smaller independent film makers to
produce whatever films will be distributed through United
Artists’ organization. It also acts as a funding agent

10for established and larger independent film companies.
Opposing the large corporation structure, in film 

making, are a hearty band of independent producers. They 
are independent in the sense that they do not own extensive 
facilities for the production of film. The independent : 
film producer is generally one person. As in the large 
corporation, a producer is used to cover administrative 
functions; but in the large corporation, no one man has 
complete control over a film, only partial control cover
ing his area. A producer is the general overseer in both

^"The Day the Dream Factory Woke Up," Life, LXVIII 
(February 27, 1970), 36-48. .
* '10 ' 'The trend of industry seems to be toward the

United Artists system. See: Michael J. Edmonds, "Cellu
loid Jungle," Barron’s, XLIX.(January 27, 1969),11;
"The Business of Movies," Newsweek, LXXIII (June 23, 1969), 
81; Leonard Wiener, Chicago Daily News, January 12-18,
1970.
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the large corporation and the independent production, but 
he, has complete control under the Independent system.
The director also is important as he is the maker of the 
film and Is responsible for the performance of the actors.
In the large corporation the director is usually not the 
producer, but in the independent system he often is.

The emergence of the independent producer, sometimes 
known as the "Hyphen" producer because he is often director- 
screen writer-deslgner=aetor»etc.„ is not a relatively new 
phenomenon. This type of film maker is often found in a 
low budget film where, out of economic necessity and often 
out of desire, he serves in one or more of the aforemen
tioned functions. The independent film, maker may be either 
a producer or director. He ielies on what he does best.
He is the generator of capital, either through his film 
making or administrative, abilities, and he has final and 
complete control over all phases of production. He may 
also act as distributor, but this is highly unlikely as the 
economics of the system necessitating many exchanges in 
Various locations preclude him from performing this function.

Economic History of the Motion Picture industry .
To understand the future.trend of the movie industry 

an examination.of 1 ts pas t his to ry is necessary. Motion 
pictures began at no one discernible time, rather a series 
of events brought forth this complex industry. No one
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Individual created the movie picture camera. The first 
device used was the Klnetoscope* as the Nickelodeon was 
commonly known. This invention was very similar to the 
motion picture camera. It had all the basic fundamentals 
necessary. The only thing that it did not do was project

v
on a large screen. It is also safe to assume no one person 
can claim real credit for the Nickelodeon invention; it was
the creation of many men, working independently, and in
most cases sharing their knowledge, that brought this device 
about. . Thomas A. Edison is often given credit for the 
Invention, of a motion picture camera and projector. He was
not the inventor but, because of his legal maneuvers from
the very outset of the film Industry, he was able to control 
much of the film making and ideas of others, especially those 
of his associate, ¥. L. K. Dickson. Dickson did much of 
the work in the area of motion picture development which 
Edison later patented.

The seed of most of Dickson8s ideas on movie pro
jectors probably grew out of the Muybridge photographs.
These pictures came about when California Governor Leland 
Stanford commissioned Eadweard Muybridge, a photographer, 
and John D. Isaacs, an engineer, to prove that a horse when 
running had all four feet’off the ground. The photographs 
proved Stanford right and won him a $25,000 bet. The feat 
was accomplished by putting a series of cameras in a line 
with string running /across an especially constructed track.
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As the horse ran,, he tripped the string, causing the photo-

11 . graphs to be taken. As the photographs caused a great
deal of interest within the academic community, Muybridge 
found it economically successful to go on tour displaying 
and explaining the photographs which he had helped to make. 
While on tour he lectured in West Orange, New Jersey, where 
both Bdison and Dickson met and spoke with him regarding 
his photographs. What made the photographs so interest
ing was that if they were moved rather rapidly in front of 
the eye they created a certain feeling of motion through 
the phenomenon known as persistence of vision, Dickson, 
as.a photographer, was very interested in persistence of . ;
vision, which led him to the idea of motion pictures. He 
was not the first to think, about the ideas of motion 
pictures and knew that other photographers, such as Jules . 
Etienne Marey and L, Lumlere of France and Ottoman An- 
schultz of Germany, were working on ideas very similar to 
his.

Though Dickson was the Edison Company photographer, 
his close association with Edison caused him to work in 
many other areas$ thus very little was done in 1888 regard
ing motion picture photography, a date often claimed as 
the first showing of motion pictures. Dickson nevertheless

For complete historical survey through 1939 see Benjamin B. Hampton, A History of the Movies (New York, 1931).



was able to persuade Edison to file a caveat regarding mo
tion pictures„ The caveat is a description of an invention 
design to be patented at some future date. It is logged 
with the patent office and operates as a bar against appli
cations on the same type of inventions. The caveat’s pur
pose is to allow the inventor develop his product under 
relative secrecy while preventing some other inventor from 
coming up with perhaps a less valuable invention of the 
same nature, Edison filed many caveats on many different 
inventions„

In regard to the first caveat which.Edison filed
concerning motion pictures, it is obvious from a reading
of the caveat that the invention described had no workable

12application regarding film making or projection. It'was
hot uncommon for Edison to allow others to do work and.
develop ideas which he later capitalized on. The motion
picture invention was no exception to this rule. He
allowed Dickson to work on motion picture projection.only
in his spare time because he did not feel the apparatus
had any commercial value. He also needed Dickson to work

13on ore milling experiments in the South. ■ An examination

■'"^Motion Picture Caveat I (October 8, 1888) ; Motion 
Picture Caveat II (February 3» '1889); Motion Picture Caveat 
III (May 20, 188.9) ; Motion Picture Caveat IV -(November 2, 
et seq. 1889) 0 Library of Congress Patent Files * Washington
D. C. , ' ;. v , / V;

■^"The Dickson Kinetoscope Notebook,’' Item #8?06l0 . 
in The;Dickson Notebook, EdIson Museum, .West 0range,: New ' ,
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of the Edison laboratory files showed that a great deal of 
energy and money was expended in the area of ore milling 
experiments, especially through the period of 1888 and 
1889, times later claimed by both Edison and Dickson as 
used for the invention of the motion picture camera.

. The first experiments done by Dickson reveal in 
his journal the use of a cylinder device through which to 
photograph and view film, but this was not before I889 as 
Edison claimed in patent testimony. One of the main 
reasons that work of this nature could not occur was be
cause flexible film which was necessary to the invention. 
had not been received at the Edison Laboratory before June 
of I889. The celluloid film that was received came from 
the Carbutt Manufacturing Co. and not from the Kodak Com
pany as is commonly thought.^ This can be proven by
examination of early invoice records of the West Orange 

16Laboratory.

Jersey, lists February 1, 4, 13, 2?, 29; March 1, 3, 7,
10, 12, 20; April 27; May 1, 3-6, 8; June 13 as ore milling 
experiment days. Considerable correspondence adds weight 
to this opinion, e.g., a June 11,1888 letter from Dickson 
to Edison, in' document file "Edison Ore-Milling Co.,"
Edison Archives Document Files» Edison Museum, West Orange, 
New Jersey.

"^"Edison Patent Monopoly.Equity #8289," U.S.C.C. 
(S.D.N.Y., 1902).

. ^ Journal; of the Franklin Institute, CLVIII 
(December, 1903)» p . 46l. ~ ~ '

"^"Laboratory Quotes for Equipment 1889," Edison Ar
chives Document Files, Edison Museum, West Orange, New . 
Jersey,.



It Is probable that Dickson, invented the first mo
tion picture device known as the Kinetoscope in 18918 again 
following the ideas of other men, mainly Marey, Lumiere- and 
Anchultz, Information of the workings of these men was 
received by Dickson in three ways. The first was Edison’s 
return from a European trip where he had spoken with both 
Marey and Lumiere, and William Freise-Green. All of these 
photographic scientists freely exchanged scientific infor
mation with Edison not considering capital gain, something 
Edison was. very hesitant to do. The second way in which . 
Dickson received information was by examining the Lenox . 
Lyceum projector of Anchultz known as the TachyscOpe at 
the New York . Exhibi t in..I.890.. This device probably used 
the Muybridge glass plate photos as film and projected them 
in rapid succession on a wall. The third way in which 
Dickson received information was through a book which Marey 
had sent Dickson discussing his work in film.

While Edison was away in Europe, Dickson had con
structed a building for the purpose of taking photographs. 
The model for this building seems to have come from a 
manual.of photography, a copy of which is found in the West 
Orange-Edison Library which bears considerable evidence, of 
use. The studio described is the same one built by Carey 
Leas in France several years earlier. Dickson, like Edison, 
was also not above using the ideas of others. It may be 
noted that shortly after receiving Marey’s book on film, V



Edison filed his fourth caveat concerning motion pictures. 
Much of the work. in the caveat wa.s taken directly from 
Marey's book and„ though it is by far a more practical out
line for motion picture making» it still has defects that 
show that Edison obviously did not yet understand the work
ings of a camera. This was in late 1889.

Finallys by 1891» Dickson had developed a device 
for viewing and taking pictures. His first invention 
was a cylinder method of viewing film on a drum. He later 
abandoned his cylinder method and used a device that moved 
film from one spool to another. ^  The Kinetoscope, as the 
Invention was called, probably had its first public viewing 
ih'T8'91 "beTore 'fhe'National ̂ Federatlon of the Womenf s Clubs 
in which Mrs. Thomas A. Edison was extremely active. All 
that was seen was a viewing device of two spools separated 
by a lens and light in the middle. As the film passed from 
one spool to the other, one saw in the lens moving pictures.

. Edison put in three, patents in 1891 for the Kine- 
toscope; the first covered the method of taking pictures 
and subsequently reproducing or exhibiting the same 8 the 
second covered the method, of taking the pictures, and the 
third covered the apparatus for reproducing the pictures in 
an exhibiting machine.^®

\ The Dicksoh Hinetoscopen.p.
^Patent applications #408340*. #408334 and #408378 

filed 1891 in Library of Congress Patent Files, Washington,



Through trial and error Dickson was able to'develop, 
by 1892, the fundamental machinery that was necessary for 
motion pictures. This included intermittent movement on 
strong sensitive film, which by this time Kodak was supply
ing at relatively inexpensive prices. The machine was 
probably vertically fed and acted as both camera and pro
jector,

Very little early commercial use was made of this 
machine because Edison felt (as though) it could not be 
economically successful. Finally, by I896, Edison's 
investors forced him into mass distribution of the Kine- 
toscope when they realized its commercial possibilities. A 
'"favorable patents decision given to" Edison allowing him as 
the creator of the invention forced many other less 
wealthy inventors out of the movie making business. Never
theless, other less scrupulous men, realizing the possi
bilities inherent with not only the nickelodeon peep show 
but with large screen projection, were invading the market 
wherever they could find the means to make or show movies,. 
Edison would not sell any device for the manufacture of 
movies and considered anyone who tried to make them as

D, C. See also Edison's letter of application to Patents 
Office, October 30, 1891, "Motion Pictures 1891$" Edison 
Archives Document Files, Edison Museum, West Orange,. New 
Jersey.: _

19Ibid.
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breaking the law, though he was willing to distribute
Nickelodeon machines to different Nickelodeon parlors
around the country.

After I896 the tiny embryo of a motion picture
industry was to begin a growth unparalleled in, the annals
of American industry. The first two projection machines
for large screens had appeared in 1895 and were called "Pan-
topticon" and "Vitoscope" , The. Pantopticon was produced. by

20the Lambda Company, organized by Major Npodville Lanthan,
In Washington, D, C „, Thomas Armat and C, Francis 

Jenkins were working independently on making a motion pic
ture projector. They got together in 1895 .and by that 
summer they were giving exhibitions on a machine they called 
the Vitoscope. In the autumn of that year, Jenkins withdrew 
from the. association and set up his own business, Armat 
brought suit against Jenkins and Armat received the court's 
decision. Neither Armat nor the Lambda Company had funds 
enough to mass produce projectors, but two of Edison's 
phonograph associates, Frank Gammond and Norman Raff, knew 
of Armat's invention and were able to bring both parties, 
together by convincing Armat that his machine would sell 
much more rapidly and could be produced much quicker if he 
allowed Edison to put his.famous name on Armat's machine„
 ----------------- —  y  '■ ■ : ■ ■ ■Hampton, History of Movies, p, 10,
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Aimat conceded to this idea and in April of 1896 the ‘’Edison 
Vitoscope" gave the first performance at Koster & Bales 
Music Hall in New York. After the Koster & Bales exhibition 
the movie industry grew quickly. Managers of Edison’s 
kinetesdope machine wanted to have large screen, mass audi
ence entertainment« By changing the Kinetescope slightly
and pasting together several Kinetescope film reels9 they

21were able to do this* often against Edison’s wishes.
As Edison wanted to control the making of films, he 

allowed no cameras to.be sold. Consequently, it was the 
projection makers such as Edison and Arm&t in America, 
Lumiere, Graman and Paths in France, and Robert Paul 
in England who were the early film.makers because they were 
the machinists who created the equipment.

The reason that so many people wanted to get into 
the film business was because of the great amount of profits 
that could be derived from making and showing movies. Huge 
profits were feasible because the movies offered the first 
low-cost, mass entertainment. Froin their very inception, 
movies were a recreation for the working class. Early movie 
houses or nickelodeons, as they were called, were nothing 
more than small stores with folding chairs, a projector 
and a screen, offering entertainment for the price of a

21Ibid., p. 9. ;



22nickel. The theater was generally out of the reach of
the average citizen. Tickets ranged in price from $1,50
to $2,00 for orchestra seats and fifty cents for gallery
seats. The range for the second price theater houses was
$1,50 to twenty-five cents. To a. $1,00 a day workman,

23these must have been high prices.
Films grew rapidly in content and form from the 

early beginnings of the industry, Hampton writes in his 
History, of the Movies, (pp. 56-60) that the screen passed 
through three periods and entered a fourth by 1910, The 
first period was the peep show (1886-1889) in rural areas. 
Motion pictures were a novelty. The second period, over
lapping the first, was 1888-1900; here comic, educational 
and thrill elements were introduced. The chase scene, and 
comic sight gag began to appear, both of which triggered, 
instant emotional response. Also travel scenes, pictures 
of people in foreign lands, appeared under the headings of 
news reels„ The third phase, 1900-1903-190^.» showed a 
marked development in the film content. Characters were, inte
grated in both the chase and comic scenes, causing the 
development of short stories. Film lengths which.had 
varied from 50 to 100 feet during peep show days now went

p pTerry Ramsay, A Million and One Nights (New York,
. 1926), I, 308,

23William J , Baumol and William G. Bowen, Performing - 
Arts: The Economic Dilemma (New York, 1966), pp. 292-293.
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from 300 to 600 feet. Comedies became more or less
standardized at between 350 and 500 feet, offering the
viewer from four to five minutes, of viewing pleasure.
After 1904,. story telling became a central part of most
films. This marks the beginning of the fourth period.
Two basic things helped the films to grow after 1900:
better equipment and better films.

. The two most notable early film makers were George
Melies and Edwin S. Porter. MSlies was a former magician
who was fascinated by the.optical effects which movies
could create.

Meii§s made three contributions to the screen.
The least important was increasing the length 
.,of 'fictionyfilms, "An Impossible Voyage" was 
ls4l4 feet long, and "Cinderella" is supposed 
to have run to 2,000 before his distributor, 
the Pathe Bros., had cut it to 410.. Malles' 
second contribution was the invention or develop
ment of almost all the optical maneuvers that 
we use today. This third contribution lay in . ' 
turning so soon toward imaginative story telling.

Edwin S. Porter, director in the Edison Company,
made The Great Train Bobbery in 1903 at a length of ?4o
feet. It is a classical movie because Porter was the
first to develop a story from the chase motif. Porter
is also considered one of the first film makers to use .
editing, and the cut to close-up, which he did in 1902 in

24. Kenneth MacGowan, Behind the Screen (Hew York,
1965), p. 101.
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a movie named The Life of An American FIreman0 This film
did not receive the attention that The Great Train Robbery 
did because it was much shorter and had only one basic 
scene. There is also some dispute as to whether the orig
inal. version of this movie contained editing techniques<,, 
or whether they were added later.

The major companies developing, between 1896 and 1906 
were the Edison Company„ The Biograph Company, The Vitograph 
Company, and Lambda Company, Edison was by far the fore
most manufacturer of projectors, but both Biograph and Vito
graph were close competitors in the area of film making 
The Biograph Company was formed by Henry N, Marvin, a scien
tist -and * coi lege pro f e as or; Dickson; E. V. Coopman, a 
dealer in optics; and Herman easier, an electrician and 
machinist. As, the company expanded, it gained financing 
from several sources. Since the movies were thought to be 
a fly-by-night adventure which would not last, most of the 
larger investment firms would not back them. Jeremy J„ 
Kennedy was ah exception to the rule. As a large industri
alist, he undertook to help out Biograph. Percy Walters, 
an exhibitor and trader in films, also joined the company, • 
With Coopman and Dickson making the films, Marvin, Kennedy 
and Walters managed the company. The Biograph Camera was 
first designed to get around the Edison patents and did so 
by using a larger film size. This... caused certain problems 
in regard to exhibition, since there: were more movies in



circulation that had been made on the .Edison size film. 
Though Biograph wanted to get as much business as possible* 
its policy was not to install any of their equipment in a 
theater unless an experienced operator could be found or 
trained to handle it. Since experienced operators were in 
short supply, so were many of the company‘s projectors.

Vltograph, the third important company, was formed 
in 189? when James Blackton and Albert Edward Smith dis
cussed the opportunities in the movie business. Blackton, . 
sometime newspaperman, did a story on Edison... During the 
interview he was able - to convince Edison that he should 
sell him a. projector and outfit him with films for about 
'"§'860 ."00. ■ ''Th'ough" 'B'laok ton ''and Smi th did not - have the money, 
they were able to get it. Soon realizing that the real, 
money market lay in the making of films, they set out to 
acquire a camera. They were intelligent enough to under
stand that the projector and camera were very similar devi
ces. After a short time, they transformed their projector 
into a camera and started the Vltograph Company. A tight
rope walker, and a friend of both, by the name of William 
Bock, soon joined forces with his two friends. The three of 
them had a capital investment somewhere in the neighborhood 
of #4,000.00. (Some seven years later, in 1906, the company 
was showing an annual c.api tal gain of #250 ,000.00).. As the 
demand for movies far exceeded the supply, they made a good 
profit. Since the Vitograph machine was an Edison projector



transformed, the film that they used could be exhibited 
from any Edison projector; thus Vitograph helped cause 
the more or less size-standardizing of Edison^s film.

Production costs within the industry did not in
crease greatly between the years 1896 and 1906. A film 
script known as a scenario sold from $10.00 to $25.00.
Actors were engaged by the. week and received from $25.00 
to $50.00. The best received about $10.00 a day and. the 
average was $5.00 a day, while extras appearing in mob 
scenes received $2.00 to $3.00 a day. Marvin,. of Vito
graph, had started the trend of paying for good scenarios.
A newspaper man by the name of Roy MeCardell, realizing . 
that films might offer a profitable job in writing, con
tacted Marvin who offered him $10.00 apiece:for ten scena
rios a week. Word: soon spread, and many newspaper men 
became screen writers..

'' Films were made and sold by the foot, thus costs 
and profits were computed on a.linear basis and no consider
ation was given to content or artistic ability; however 
shrewd producers noticed that they gained greater sales 
for innovative films.

The exhibition of movies also increased at a great 
rate. In 1900 there were only several hundred store front 
movie houses9 but within eight years the number had in
creased to between'eight and ten thousand.
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In the early days„ the exhibitor bought his film

directly from the producer. "Black and white prints cost
from ten to twenty cents a foot. These prices didn't worry
the exhibitors so much as the fact that they soon had a
stock of films on hand. Hence, they began trading with one
another, and, the 1 exchange’— along with a new economic

24concept— was born." ^ The practice of renting instead of 
buying pictures then came into existence. The "exchange11 
man became the jobber or the distributor between the manu
facturer (producer) and the retailer (exhibitor). Ulti
mately, distributors became established through offices 
still called ’’exchanges" today. Though the cost of a film 
varied considerably depending upon the bargaining ability 
of_ the exhibitor, the average film rented for about |35<> 00 
at an "exchange" in 1905« As the number of exhibitors 
increased, so did the film "exchanges". By 1910, a well 
developed distribution program was established with one 
hundred or more exchanges in thirty-five cities.

The years between 1906-1916 created and broke the 
monopoly of the Motion Picture Patent Company, ruined half 
of its producers, yet left independent movie makers—
Adolf Zukor, Carl Laemnle, William Fox, Jesse Lasky,
William Hodkinson, and others— to pioneer the novelty of . 
movies into a recognized art form'.

25Ibid., p. 130. ;
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Edison had the greatest control over the industry 

because he held most of the workable camera and projector 
patents. Nevertheless, he was having many problems trying 
to enforce legal restrictions, as patent violations were in 
great abundance. The courts were slow to act and to Edi- : 
son's way of thinking, justice was inadequate. In the rush 
for film-making profits, everyone was ignoring Edison's 
patents. Edison could not prosecute fast enough; production 
companies were forming everywhere. Edison demanded that all 
producers be licensed under his patents. He thus hoped to. 
control the. industry. Unfortunately, for Edison, no one 
would comply to his wishes.

'‘Other companies besides Edison had patents and were 
fighting not only. Edison but each other, these were: Bio-
graph, Vitograph, Selig, Essaney Gaumbnt, Lumiere, and 
Pathe. Between 1906 and 1909 the industry was growing 
rapidlyi The situation which existed and caused the devel
opment. of the monopolistic Motion Picture Patent Company 
was as follows: (1) almost everyone in the movie business
felt that movies were a fad, there was great money to be 
made immediately but the situation would not last; (2) the , 
movies were a novelty in America and not an art form;
(3 ) money received from this novelty was the important 
consideration, the. content of the movie bore no relation to 
money received, and one film was considered the same as 
another; (4) there was no regulatory body defining the

t- ' ■ V; ' ■/ / . ■ - - '
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industry, its outlook, or its practices; (5) no one company 
controlled the industry, although Edison tried, there were 
too many violations to be stopped, and the courts acted 
slowly; and (6) even among small independent producers and 
exhibitors, both of whom needed the other for survival, 
there was little honesty. Example: Exhibitors would make
negative copies of positive prints called duped prints and 
go into the distribution business. One exhibitor would 
rent a print and show it in many houses, yet pay only one 
fee. This was known as bicycling prints because a boy would 
run the prints around to different theaters on a bicycle.

By 1909 the industry would either have to stabilize 
itself or collapse under the weight of its own ineffici
ency. Thus,with total insanity in sight, George Kleine 
suggested a merger to the largest companies and independent 
groups. These were; Vitograph Motion Picture Company, Bio
graph Motion Picture Company, Edison Motion Picture Company, 
Essanay Motion Picture Company, Kalem Motion Picture Company, 
Selig Motion Picture Company. These companies in turn 
brought in Lupin, Pathe-Freres Motion Picture Company, and 
Melies Motion Picture Company. Kleine*s proposal was to 
get together, stop fighting,, and form a corporation which 
would virtually control the industry. They did and the 
Motion Picture Patent Company (MPPC) was formed in January, 
1909. This company was commonly known as "The Trust",
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The above producing organizations agreed; (1) to

acknowledge Edison’s Kinetoscope patents and pay royalty
for the right to operate under them; (2) that Edison
acknowledge various patents of other men and allow them
to operate; and (3) to issue licenses to the ten parties
involved and compensate several owners for use of devices."
No other licenses would be issued. This made it impossible
for any independent movie maker, of which there were

26approximately 5j200, to operate.
In this way "The Trust’1 controlled virtually all 

rights necessary in the production of films. Their hope 
was to push the small independent film- maker completely 
out of business. Though "The Trust" was. a monopoly, 
formal litigation was not brought against it for several 
years because of the previously chaotic condition which 
existed within the industry.

Soon after its conception "The Trust" tried and 
almost completely, brought the movie industry under its 
control. Because of the fantastic amount of profits to be 
made requiring very limited investments, independent pro
ducers came into the industry at such a rate that they were

of. : xU . S. v* Motion Picture Patent Go., 225 F. 800 
(E.D. Pa. ,' 1915) •
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impossible to stop. By 1909 film commerce was growing at 
a rate of ^25,000,000 a year. ^

One reel of film which ran between twelve and fif
teen minutes was the standard length in 1909. The reel 
may have been a single play or split in half containing a 
short comedy and travelogue. Programs changed daily. 
'Usually an exhibitor presented thirty to sixty reels a 
week. Production of three to six reels a week was required 
from each of the MPPC production groups.. All independent 
producers combined could not have produced this many films 
per week, but the MPPC could. Thus exhibitors were forced 
to accept products solely from the MPPC or be forced out of 
business as the 'MPFC did not 'allow any but their own films 
shown at a house which they supplied.

Once production was under Control the MPPC went to 
work in taking over the distribution phase of the industry. 
As In production, there were several large distributors and 
many small "shoestring" outfits. The distributors resented 
and defied the MPPC*8 control. The MPPC, though, in order 
to better control the industry and sustain larger profits, 
realized that it had to go into the business of distribu
tion of movies. Thus in 1910 the General Film Company was

•. 28*formed and acted as the distribution arm for the. MPPC.

^Hampton, History of Movies, p.; 6?,
28' ;U. S. V. Motion Picture Patents Co., 1915; in 

appeal dismissed by stipulation, 247 U.S. 52^ (1918).
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General Film bought fifty-seven of the fifty-eight

best organized exchanges. They eventually closed five and
operated a distribution system throughout the country with
fifty-two exchanges. Any exhibitor who would not buy.
solely from General Film and comply strictly with Its
operating procedures had to go entirely to independent film

29makers, of which there were few in 1910. y
Though the MPPC and General Film were monopolistic 

they brought much needed regulation and control to the 
industry. As film was thought of not as art but as com
merce, it was sold and created on a cost per foot basis. 
General Film paid ten cents a foot for all film received. 

«!r,e,ga2d.less..»o£-,,9-uallt.y..:£rom,,,thevariaus,..:MEPGp.rQducing 
companies. Definite rental prices were established.
General Film charged exhibitors, depending on location, 
anywhere from #125.00 per week to #15.00 per week for film 
rental. Specific release dates for films were made. Each 
movie house had to acquire a license to operate at a week
ly charge of #2.00. The licensing allowed General Film to 
cut off supplies to any exhibitor who, they felt, might be 
showing films from some independent. All of this activity, 
to say the least, caused some dissension among exhibitor 
and independent producer alike. Most Importantly, the

29Ibid.
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MPPC caused Independent producer and exhibitor to join
forces on a common ground. A bitter battle was to follow

30
which would leave financial ruin in its wake.

The independents were operating outside of the law 
but, as always. Federal law was slow in acting. Thugs were 
employed by MPPC"to destroy, physically take over, and use 
any coercive means possible to stop the small independents. 
The fight was heaviest between 1909 and 1914, but the inde
pendents hung on.

Edison had failed to register his Kinetoscope patent 
in foreign countries, ah action which aided the independents 
greatly. The normal procedure for an independent was to 
buy a Bianchi camera which did.not use the same system of 
film movement as, the Edison camera "(specifically the Lath- 
ram Loop), tear out its internal parts, and replace it with 
the Edison mechanism. It was impossible to tell the in
ternal structure of the camera by anyone watching the camera 
operate. If suit.was filed against an independent, the 
Camera which generally arrived in court was a real Bianchi, 
thus destroying any prosecution efforts of the MPPC.

The independents did several things to fight the 
patents company. Most effective was to hire the best patents 
company: men at generally twice the salary they had been 
making. Once small independents began to make money and.
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could afford the price of lawyers the threat of prosecution 
diminished greatly. Thus by 1911' the MPPC was back in the 
same legal situation that Edison.had been in several years 
earlier. By 1912 there were enough independent film makers 
to effectively withstand the wrath.of the MPPC and General 
Film, and to supply independent exhibitors with films not 
made by MPPC. Though the MPPC and.General Film profited 
greatly, they were unable to stop the growth of indepen
dents. '; - .

Because of the difficult position that the inde
pendent film makers were in, they were forced to take 
chances and try innovations which the conservative MPPC

OUt bf economic necessity the inde
pendents created better films. Because the MPPC was reap
ing large benefits, it would not alter its extremly 
conservative methods.

Since the MPPC would not alter its cost per foot 
system, it would not allow any artistic creation which 
extended beyond this system. The independents, meanwhile, 
were developing artistically made films often in excess of 
the ten cent per foot production costs basis of the MPPC. 
The MPPC did not believe that the mass audience could 
effectively change its tastes and thus the type of produc
tion it wanted to see. The downfall of the MPPC.can be 
attributed in a large part to their unwillingness to listen 
to the demands of the public. The independent producer and



exhibitor, on the other hand, watched closely the demands 
of the public and gave them the type of movies which they 
wanted to see. They noticed with great interest that 
certain screen personalities became exceedingly popular 
and the independents, just as they had bought directors 
and cameramen away from the MPPC, did not hesitate to buy 
Mary Pickford away from Biograph and the star system was 
born. By demanding stars, the public was again beginning 
to exert its influence over the industry. The MPPC could 
not realize that, though a monopoly, it had lost its eon-

i . . - - ■

trol of the industry not so much to the independent film 
makers as to the desires of the public. Since the MPPC 
could -not' 'atick"'to I ts 'budgeting schedules if it had stars,
"The Trust" had none. : .

As stars were created and films became more complex, 
they became longer. The independents gladly accepted the . 
fact of longer films and began to produce two, three, and 
four reel films. The MPPC, again because of budgeting 
procedures and conservative ideas, would grudgingly go no 
further than a two-reel film. Again because of accounting 
procedures, the General Film Company would not distribute 
a film longer than two reels. As General.Film was chained 
to its daily change of program, the longer films which cost 
more could only make returns if they were shown at a theater 
for longer than one day, but this would upset the schedule



of most MPPC films which only had one-day showings at one 
location. General Film, then, was stuck to a rigid account
ing system which allowed longer films no opportunity to

31maximize profits through word-of-mouth advertising.
The independent, on the other hand, not chained to 

the General Film system, began .to-rate films and sell them 
at varying costs depending upon the quality of each film.
This rating system brought into being the class distinction 
between theaters. . The more expensive houses would take the 
better films and charge admission price of twenty to fifty 
cents. These theaters,then became known as first-class 
theaters. The system carried itself over to second and third 
"class 'picture's, and second and third class theater houses, 
Some men within "The Trust" realized the public's demands 
for longer films but the general consensus of opinion was 
against change. Unfortunately for them, they did not 
realize that the history of the motion picture business and 
its future was a condition of innovative change which 
necessitated, growth. George Kleine, one of the innovators 
of the MPPC, tried on several occasions to introduce longer 
films. The Life of Moses was one such film which he had 
distributed through the General Film system. The film was 
five reels long but General Film released it one reel at a 
time, destroying the effectiveness that the film could have
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had. The film did not make money and the members of the 
EPFC allowed no more longer films to be released through 
the distributing arm of its General Film Company. Kleine, 
however, would not be daunted and imported another film 
from Italy called Quo Vadls which he exhibited at the Astor 
Theater. The film was a huge financial success. It was 
shown in its entirety and not as a broken one reel presenta
tion^ Quo Vadls was considered a feature film. A feature 

. film is a film five or more reels in length containing a 
single story.^ The structure of the MPPC did not allow the 
release of feature films. If the distribution system had 
been revised, perhaps '.'The Trust" wbuld have survived; how- 
‘everi "why '‘"sheulh 'General - -Film "be ’'revised? The sy s tem had 
made plenty of money. The owners had grown conservative 
lest they kill the goose that laid the golden eggs. Little 
by little the MPPC moved out of the mainstream of public 
thought down the path of oblivion.

The years of decision for the MPPC and the inde
pendents came between 1911 and 1913 when experimentation 
was tried only by the independents, who had nothing to lose, 
and suits were decided against the MPPC„̂  One of the first 
individuals to defy the MPPC was William Fox who would not

. 32U. S. v. Paramount, 1947.
33u. S. v. Motion Picture Patents Co., 1915.
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sell ills distribution service to General Film. Through 
cross-litigation he brought and won suit against the MPPC. 
Though he won on a technicality, which was later reversed, 
it was a great moral victory for the independent film 
makers. In 1912 the government finally filed antitrust ■ 
suit against the MPPC and General Film for unreasonable 
restraint of trade and monopolization of commerce in films 
which included cameras, projectors, and accessories, The 
MPPC was found to have control of motion picture business 
through the supply, and price of films. •

In an infringement case against Carl Laemmle’s Uni
versal Film Company, it lost a decision that held the sale 
or lease of motion picture projectors on the condition that 
only films distributed by General Film be screened with' 
those projectors was an illegal, tying agreement in viola
tion of Section 3 of the Clayton Act. The court held that 
patented infringement could not be just cause for illegal 
restraint of trade.

Several treble damage suits were filed by other inde
pendents against General Film and MPPC calling for remunera
tion reaching an excess of $20,000,000. In 1918, the .

Ibid.
• ̂ ^Motion Picture Patents Co. v. Universal Films "Co.,. 

235 F. 398 (C.C.A. 2, 1916), affirmed 2^3 U.S. 502 (1917)..
-^Motion Picture Patents Co, v.. Eclair Film Co. , '

208 F. 4l5 (N.J. 1913O ; Imperial Film Exchange V. .General:
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Lathram Loop.was held i n v a l i d , a n d  the trust of the 
MPPC and General Film Co. disbanded In 1919.

While the MPPC was in power, only several individuals 
and companies of merit stood against them with any effective
ness. They were: The Mutual Film company, managed by Harry
Aitken, John Freuler and Sam Hutchinson; William Fox Thea
ters, self-owned; Universal Film Company, owned by Carl 
Laemmle; Independent Motion Picture Company (IMP), owned by 
William Powers; the Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Company, 
owned by Lasky, Samuel Goldfish (later Samuel Goldwyn) and 
lawyer Arthur Friend; Lou Selznick under World Films Corpo
ration; W. W. Hodkinson, head of Paramount Pictures Corpo-
• ■'ration; and last, ‘but not least, Adolph Zukorls Famous

38 ■ ‘Players Company. Within this group, the last four deserve
some special attention.

Jesse L. Lasky was a young vaudeville producer with
an understanding of: all phases of theater. He turned to
movies as a possible money-making outlet for his talents.
Lasky, along with Goldfish and Friend hired, a then unknown

Film Co., 2 #  F . 985 (S.D.N.Y. 1915); General Film Co. v. 
Sanroliner, 232 P. 95 (C.C.A. 6 , 1916), 252'Tr^T~(C.C,A.:
6 , IpTBTT Motion Picture Patents Co. v. Calehuff Supply Co., 
.248 F. 724 ( E . D ~ P a . 1918)7'affirmed" 25l"F'.' 298" (C.C.A. 3,I9I8).

^^Motion Picture Patents Co. v. Independent Motion 
Picture Co.7  200 F. 4lT7c'Tc"lA% 2, 1912) .   "1

38 -v In the Matter of Famous Players-Lasky Corp., 11
F.T.C. 18?, 200, "203,. 210" (1927). :
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director by the name of Cecil B. DeMille. Their idea was 
to present famous actors in stage plays for the movies.
This was not a new idea as Zukor had been doing it a year 
earlier. They were not wealthy; they had no connection 
with the MPPC but they were able to secure small loans and 
convince stage star Dustin Famum to do a role for them in 
The Squaw Man which he had done on the Broadway stage. So. 
as not to compete with the MPPC, Lasky’s group went to 
Hollywood as;many independent film makers were doing. The 
Squaw Man was released through independent distributors to 
independent exhibitors a,s a feature film. The negative 
print cost was $40,000. The film made money.

Lou Selznik also got into the movie business in 1913 
and, like many of his associates, was. full of dashing and 
innovating ideas. Often known for the speed at which he 
was able to talk rather than for sound thinking ability he, 
nevertheless, advanced rapidly through The World Film 
Company and finally in and. out of partnership with Adolph 
Zukor. . :

Of all the independents Adolph Zukor stood out alone 
as the most complex, shrewd, and .successful. His ability 
to master the ideas of others led him to create one of the 
film industry’s largest dynasties. Starting out as an 
exhibitor, Zukor, like Smith and Black ton, saw the profits 
available if he could get into film production. In 1912
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he formed The Famous Players Company. His Idea was to use 
famous stage stars in.film. By so doing, he felt he would 
gain immediate box office appeal„ His first picture was an 
import from England entitled Queen Elizabeth which starred 
Sarah Bernhardt, He then made The Prizoner of Zenda at a 
cost of #20,000— quite high by 1912 standards— but this 
film, like Queen Elizabeth, was a financial success. Zukor 
soon realized that older and not often photogenic stage 
stars did not always make good screen personalities; where
upon he started to buy and develop screen personalities.
By 1912 the star system, though operating, was not fully 
developed. The main reason for this was the MPPC’s non-star 
policy discussed earlier. Zukor?s realizing the public's 
desire for recognizable.photogenic personalities which 
caused the star system, was a key factor in his growth;.
By offering Mary Pickford twice the salary she was making 
under IMP, he was.able to exploit a personality which the 
public had already seen and of whom the public wanted to 
see a great deal more.

Procuring personnel from other companies was, of 
course, hot new. ' Most other independents» such as Fox,
Lasky, and Laemmle, had done the same thing with regard to 
behind-the-scenes technicians such as writers, directors, 
and cameramen, all in an effort to win dominance over the 
MPPC,. Since work was on an assembly line basis at the
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MPPCs costs had to be kept at a minimum. Personnel went 
elsewhere when more money was offered. The same situation 
held true for independents who could not afford to keep 
growing screen personalities who were quickly bought up by 
larger Independents.

One other important Independent was William W. Hod- 
kinson. Starting out in the nickelodeon business, much 
like Zukor and Fox, he believed that- by keeping a clean, 
nicely furnished film parlor, people would pay more to see 
a movie. He was right, and was able to increase his 
admission price from five cents to a dime.

As he acquired more theaters, he held on to his idea 
"that'?the - p tzbli'c -’appreci'ated and * wo uld -p ay for quality not 
only in the theater house itself but also in the type of 
films they were shown. When the MPFC came into power, Hod- 
kinson went to work for them. By 1912 he had become dis
tribution manager of General Film’s West Coast office. He 
had noted that the independent., producers and exhibitors 
were developing a system whereby they rated each movie 
according to its quality. With his beliefs developing 
along the same lines, he instituted his own rating system . 
for General Film whereby.he gave better pictures longer 
and thus more profitable: runs, at the expense of poor films. 
As he was dealing solely with.the MPPC’s films, certain of 
that company’s members experienced an Increase.in their
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revenue, while others experienced a loss in revenue.
Though the makers of better films were flattered, the 
other company members— who by far outnumbered the former 
group— 'expressed their displeasure by having him fired.

Hodkinson decided to go into business for himself 
opening up several exchanges in Los Angeles and San Fran
cisco, which were soon giving fierce competition to Gen
eral Film, George Marion and Samuel.Long of Kalem Co, 
became his silent partners. These. MPPC members realized 
Hodkinson had a good idea and, though they were weakening 
the Trust by. supporting him, they were also creating a
future market for their more creative and expensive 

39'

Hodkinson believed that better pictures were made 
if there was a separation between production and exhibi
tion. He, therefore, did not make films but contracted 
others to do so. .

Hodkinson’s main function was that of distribution 
of film and the system under which he distributed films 
was known as the state’s rights method. When Hodkinson 
became an independent distributor, the state’s right method 
was in its embryonic form. . The system operated by having 
the independent film maker sell to the independent exchange 
the exclusive, rights to distribute that film maker’s

. ■ 39Ibid,'..
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product in a certain area. Hence, the name state’s rights 
exchange.^® In later years Hodkinson would be given the 
credit for developing this system to be the dominant me
thod of distribution for many years after the fall of the 
MPPC.

Many different state’s rights exchanges existed 
throughout the country where independent exhibitors had 
banded together for protection and bargaining power against 
General Film. Hodkinson named his distribution company 
Paramount Pictures Corporation which he created in 1913.
He was elected president of the corporation; Raymond Pauly,
. a Philadelphia independent exhibitor, was elected treasurer.

-among three other . 
large distributor-exhibitors: Roland and Clark of Pitts
burgh; W. L. Sherry of New York, Walter Green and Hiram 

. '41Abrams of Boston. The state of the industry at that time 
was one large distribution company. General Film, and many 
state’s rights companies often with, only one or two exchange 
offices. The independents, though small, nevertheless were 
scattered throughout the country. . Most of the film exchan
ges were owned by independent exhibitors, many of whom had 
gotten rich over the past several years. Wealthy exhibitors, 
in order to secure first-run feature films which they

fy°Ibld.
^1Ibid.
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regarded as economically successful„ would often advance 
film producers necessary capital in order to make a feature. 
This situation often left the producer unhappy because most 
of the profits would be absorbed by the distributor^ 
exhibitor.

In organizing Paramount, Hodkinson realized the pro
ducer's desire for profits on successful films. As a 
distributor, he would advance necessary capital to the 
producer and distribute that producer's product for which 
he was paid thirty-five percent of the particular picture’s 
gross returns. If the picture was successful, obviously 
both the producer and distributor made money. Hodkinson 
also brought under his control other distributor-exhibi
tors by offering them exclusive showing rights of the 
products under his control. This method enabled Hodkinson, 
through his support of other distributor^exhibitors, to 
back a feature film costing from $10,000 to $20,000 (quite 
high by 1913 standards)„ Paramount had the largest inde
pendent producers under long-term contract. Both Zukor and 
Lasky were under twenty-five year contract to manufacture 
two, and finally four, features a month apiece. -Other pro
ducers were also brought in under the same arrangement.
By 1914; each producer received, an average of $25»000 per

42 • . "five-reel negative.

42Ibid.
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Paramount*s rentals ranged from $100*00 to #700,00 

per week» depending upon which class of house the film 
played. Class of house was determined by the type of 
picture. The list of theaters showing Paramount releases 
grew to five or six thousand by 1916, with gross rentals 
of $100,000 to $125,000 per week. By 1916, Paramount had 
clearly taken the initiative away from General Film.

The only competing system of any significance was 
Metro Pictures Corporation. The Metro Company was struc
tured similar to Paramount, except that it produced the 
pictures which it distributed. This company was.later to 
merge into Metro =>Go 1 dwyn-Mayer and have some financial 
sirgnl finance.

■ What the public had. wanted to see and what Bodkin- 
son, Zukor, and most of the independents realized, was the 
feature film.^

■ The first .feature film was probably made by J. Stewart 
Blackton of Vifograph in 1909 called The Life of Moses; how- 
ever, as already mentioned, the public never saw the film
in one continuous viewing. Though the independents were 
not the first to realize the importance of the feature film, 
Vifograph and George Kleine had attested to its power; they 
were the first to fully exploit its market possibilities.

^Ibid.
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The first feature film which accomplished artistic 

superiority was made by David W„ Griffith in 1914 who, like 
Mary Pickford, had been bought from the MPPC. His film, 
under the Mutual Film Company banner, is still considered 
one of the greatest films, ever made. The film. Birth of a 
Nation, dealt with reconstruction in the South after the 
Civil War. The film portrays a very biased view against 
the Negro. As its subject matter was very controversial 
and caused near riot in Boston, it was a tremendous money
maker throughout the country. The picture was twelve reels 
long and cost approximately $100,000— six times more than 
an expensive feature and close to one hundred times more 
...expensive than,,onesreel.,,,films .that .were still showing, at ' 
that time. The picture grossed approximately $18,000,000 
by 1932, about five million: of which was clear profit.
Birth of a Nation, like Quo Vadis, was shown as a prestige 
picture at legitimate theater prices ranging from $1.00 to 
$2.00 per seat.

. The feature film considerably changed not only the 
exhibiting schedule of movies but also the way in which 
they were received. Movie houses which once had daily 
changes now went on a weekly basis, holding over films . 
which had greater public appeal, enabling word of mouth 
advertising to generate greater profits, for more enjoyable

.. ^MacGowan, Behind the Screen, p. 157. .v; -
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films. Films ceased to "be only a poor man’s recreation.
According to Hampton:

No one can say precisely when the movies became 
fashionable, but "Quo Vadis," Zukor’s Famous 
Players, the Lasky Company, Hodkinson’s Paramount, 
the Strand Theater, "The Spoilers," "The Birth of 
a Nation," Albert Smith’s VLSE, Richard Rowland 
and Metro, Lewis Selznick and his fireworks =- 
these events, as we look back, show that in a 
few years the movies ceased to be merely "a cheap 
show for cheap people" and began to attract ever- 
widening circles of the entire population, "The 
Birth of a Nation" was a powerful influence in 
this development. Its presentation in regular 
theaters at high admission prices brought it to 
the notice of thousands who had hitherto scorn
fully avoided motion pictures.45

As the feature film came to prominence, it changed 
not only the viewing habits and outlook of the public, 
but also the physical structure of the. Industry, New York 
had been the center of all movie activity, but by 1914 
Hollywood had taken over. Its warm sunny climate and quick 
access to Mexico in case of litigation were ideal. Not 
only did the movie makers’ location change, but so did the 
industry’s investments, both in increased negative costs and 
larger movie houses. The first large movie house, the 
Strand, was built in 1913 by Mitchell L. Mark. This 3,000 
seat New York house devoted solely to showing movies set 
the pattern of the Industry’s growth that was to follow.
Soon the capital investments in movie houses were the 
largest single asset the industry had. Between 1914 and

^Hampton, History of Movies, p. 137.
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1922, some four thousand new theaters were opened."

As was noted earlier, when films became longer and
more complex, they gave individuals in them a chance to
become popular. People soon began looking for their
favorites. By 1916 the star system was in full swing:

During this period, fifty, or more favorites arose 
to prominence, among them. Marguerite Clark, Blanche 
Sweet, and Pauline Fredrick of Paramount; Theda 
Bara and William P a m  urn of Fox; Tom Mix of Selig 
and later of Fox; Anita Stewart, Alice Joyce, and 
Earle Williams of Vitograph; William S. Hart of 
Triangle; Norma and Constance Talmadge of .Selznick; 
Lillian and Dorothy Gish and Mae Marsh of Griffith-, 
Triangle; Harold Lockwood and. May Allison of Metro. ?

At the top of this list were Mary Pick ford, and Charlie Chap
lin. Mary Pickford worked anonymously "for Biograph, was 
bought away by Powers at Independent Motion Pictures in 
1913» and went to Zukor’s Famous Players Company five months 
later at 1500.00 a week. Before the year was out, she was 
making $1,000.00 a week for every week she worked. By 1914 
she was making $4,000.00 a week for a limited number of 
short films that formed into a serial entitled The Diamond 
from the Sky...Mary Pickford-was pp.pepular that her films 
demanded a fixed price higher than any others in the indus- ; 
try. By 1916 Zukor was paying her $10,000.00 for every week 
she worked plus fifty percent of the profits on her films.
As her demand was so great she was hired away from Zukor

A6 -MacGowan, Behind the Screen,"p. 137.
hnHampton, History of Movies, p. 166.
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in 1918 by another production company entitled First 
National Exhibitors Circuit. First National offered her 
|250t000.00 per picture for four pictures a year, plus a 
150,000.00 bonus.

Charlie Chaplin rose in much the same fashion, start
ing in 1914- as a $150.00 a week comic for Mack Sennett 
comedies. By 19-15 he was making @1,250.00 per week. In 
1916 he was making $10,000.00 a week plus $150,000.00 
bonus. He,- like Pickford, was hired by First National in 
1918 by a contract that was similar to Pickford*s. Both 
Pickford and Chaplin were later to form their own pro
ducing company and distribute through United Artists.
"'Though' these are "high salaries, they fairly well represent 
the phenomenal rise that was possible under the Hollywood 
star system as indicated in Table 1. Most salaries ranged 
from $75.00 to $300.00 as demonstrated in Table 2.

Because of World War I, film making terminated in 
Europe, and Hollywood developed Into the dominant film 
making center of the world. From 1917 to 1927, the star 
system dominated the movie screen. Salaries grew bigger, 
films lasted longer and were more spectacular. Since the 
exhibitor had built larger theaters to show the longer 
pictures, admission prices naturally increased. , "Econo
mically, Hollywood: mirrored the expansive pattern of the

^8Ibld.
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TABLE 1

MARY BICKFORD'S EARNINGS BETWEEN 1912 and 1924

Year Salary Employer
1912-14 | 40,000 - $ 60,000
1914-1? 125,000 - 150,000 (Paramount)
1917-19 300,000 - 500,000 (Arteraft First National)
1919-24 600,000 - 1 ,000,000 

plus
(United Artists)

Source: In a Matter of. Famous Players-*>Laskyv p„ 187,

TABLE 2
MOTION PICTURE SALARIES: 1914-1916

Employees Salary Per Week

Stars $300-500-1000
Leads 150-500
Characters 75-250
Directors , 150-500
Cameraman 75-250

Source: Hampton, History of Movies, p. l6?„
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1920*8, In its films, Hollywood reflected and exaggerated 
the frenzied tempo and the frantic temper of that booming 
d e c a d e . T h e  1920's,was the era when silent films made 
their greatest artistic advancement. Often in Hollywood 
if a film was successful another one was made just like it 
using the same cast and crew with increased salaries. The 
feeling was that anybody that made one hit was bound to 
make another one. Naturally, costs in making films in
creased accordingly. During the 1920's salaries ranged in 
price from $2 ,000-$5$000 weekly for lesser stars and up to 
$10,000 weekly for bigger names, such as Tom Mix. Ego was 
one of the causes of increased inflation. If a producer 
or director earning $2,000 or $3,000 a week could hire an 
actor for $4,000 or $5,000 a week, it made him feel better. 
Naturally, settings, costumes, and even smaller details 
rose fantastically in cost. The rise in cost was reflected 
in the negative print cost index (see Table 3).

The star system, as well as the phenomenal growth
in film commerce, was due to the rise of the independent film
maker. Once the stranglehold of the MPPC had been lifted,
industrial growth was rapid indeed. By 1916 film commerce

50was almost six million dollars ,v The spiraling cost of the
4q - ' . , ■'MacGowan, Behind the Screen, p. 245.
■^In the Matter of Famous PIayers-Lasky, pp. 187-..

210. :
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TABLE 3
NEGATIVE PRINT COST INDEX, PARAMOUNT PICTURES

Year Feature Films Special Filmsa

1914
19l8-1919b
1920-1921
1924

#10,000 to #30,000 
, .#30,000 to $60,000 
# 70, 000 "to ' #100 , 0 0 0 ' ■ 
#150,000 to $500,000

$100,000 to 
#150,000 lo 
$1 ,000,000

$200,000
$300,000

^Longer, more extravagant features„ 
bDuring recessions, etc„

Source: In the Matter of Famous Players-Lasky, pp. 187-210.
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star system caused an obvious economic change in the film 
industryo By 1914 the feature film had established it
self 0 By 1917» 687 new features were being made a year.
In 1918, ,84l new features were created. Feature films, 
identical in all respects except story content, increased 
in price drastically. Examples of specific movies are 
as follows: Traffic of the Soul (1913)» under the direc
tion of George Tucker, cost $5,700; The Prisoner of Zenda 
(191^), under the direction of Edwin S. Porter, cost 
$40,500; The Birth of a Nation (1915), under the direction 
of D. W. Griffith, cost $100,000. Films at this time would 
gross on the average of $100,000 but some, naturally, would 
ho t 'do ns 'weTl "WhTTe b thers ""made ' milT ions. 51

" Box office prices between 1916 and 1920 ranged from 
five cents to fifty cents with the average admission price 
being twenty-five cents. Certain shows commanded legiti
mate theater prices of $1.00, and even $2.00, depending 
upon film and location. In 1919 Zukor was charging twenty- 
five cents, at the Stanley, a first-run New York theater 
which he owned, to see a Mary Bickford film. In the same 
year, before Loew's Inc., a large exhibition chain, became 
a production organization, they set an admission limit of 
fifty cents on any of their films. By 1920, with more

51Ibld.
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generally larger theaters being built, admission prices 
again increased.. Admission range in 1920 ran from 50^ 
to #1,65.52

The increase in film commerce during this period was 
fed both from the production and exhibition phases of the 
industry. As producers felt the need to spend more money 
on films to insure success, so did exhibitors feel the need 
to build bigger and more expensive theaters, thus gener
ating higher admission prices. These higher admission 
prices were, perhaps, warranted in that pictures were 
longer, more popular, and were presented in more nicely 
furnished surroundings. Thus, as admission prices increased, 
.causing greater ..revenue, they - spiraled greater productions.

In order to facilitate increased film, commerce, . 
block booking methods were.created. Block booking.was one 
of the side effects of the star system. As certain stars 
became popular, producers would force exhibitors to take a 
package of films, many of which were not wanted, in order 
that the exhibitor secure the films that contained stars, 
which would make money. This type.of coercion by the pro
duction phase of the industry was not new to the exhibitor. 
The MPFC. had done the same thing on a much larger scale 
several years earlier. Suit was brought in 1921 against 
Paramount Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, and Art craft

52Ibid, :
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(the Paramount subsidiary formed to produce Mary Pickford 
films) for conspiracy to control distribution through

53owning of first-run theaters and forcing block booking.
The decision was reversed in 1924- by the Court of 

Appeals because it found that a "state of free competition 
in the industry" existed, as. total releases from that 
corporation had dropped from seventeen percent in 1919 to 
eleven percent in 1923 and rentals from thirty percent to 
twenty and one-half percent,^ The existing practice, 
known as blind selling, was for a large production company 
to license a block of films' for a year to the exhibitor, 
often before the pictures were made, -The exhibitor fre
quently would license from one. to four production compa
nies' film series depending on the length of his runs. The . 
major problem to the exhibitor was that he would often have 
to rent poor features and short subjects which he did not 
have screen time for, thus taking an automatic loss. What 
exhibitors objected to most was not the block booking for 
this was a time-saving device, but blind selling.

■ U. S. v. Paramount Famous Players-Lasky Corp.,
34 F.2d: 98Tl8.b.N.Y. 192.977*

44In the Matter of Famous Players-Lasky, pp., 187,
200 • ■ cc. . .■ ^Federal Trade Commission v. Paramount Famous- '
Lasky Corn.,57 F.2d 152 (C.C.A. 2. 1932). ■ .
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Many film manufacturers sprang up in the 1916-1926 

period. Several of these could merit close attention: 
Triangle Film Corporation, United Artists, Paramount-Lasky 
Corporation, and First National Exhibitor's Circuit, also 
VLSIS' Film Company. (VLSE developed out of its own resources 
and not from Mall Street.) When the MPPC broke up, Vito- 
graph, Lubin, Sealig, and Essanay formed VLSE. Though a 
strong corporate, unit, they were forced to merge with 
Paramount Productions. The importance of VLSE,is that it 
is fairly representative of what was happening in the film 
industry bn a corporate level. The company witnessed four 
mergers within ten years. Merger was a common economic

ab'fice. As'ttib Iridub'try grew, It forced smaller companies 
out of business and larger companies to combine in order 
to survive because of mounting costs. The VLSE mergers 
were important because of its solidification in regard to 
Paramount under Zukor's influence. Each production company 
set up like VLSE operated thirty to thirty-five film exchange 
centers for distribution of its product. The cost to main
tain this organization ran between $500,000 and,$600,000 per
year. . A motion picture studio in 1915=1916 cost between

S6 ;$250,000 and $500,000 a year to operate. Thus the merger 
became an economic necessity for survival.

•^U. s. v* paramount Famous PIayers-Lasky, 1929.
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Another corporation with interesting complications 

was Triangle Films. This company was an example of how 
misguided managerial opinion quickly destroyed' a basically 
well conceived and structured film corporation. Triangle 
Film Corporation was the first major film venture financed 
from its conception by Wall Street bankers. Smithers and 
Co. handled the issue which was reportedly backed by a 
large percentage of Standard Oil of New Jersey funds. 
Triangle Film Corporation was formed in 1915 by Harry Ait- 
ken$, Adam Kessel, and Charles Human, all of whom had worked 
for Mutual'Film Company. They were able to hire Griffith 
from Biograph, Thomas Inc e, a brilliant young director from 
»4he.«Bel4*an©e'#4*lm • G©mpany 8 -and Mack Sennett , • who released 
through Keystone Comedies. Triangle’s method of operation 
was to use Griffith, Ince, and Sennett as overall directors, 
engage famous stage stars, and show two five-reel features 
and a two-reel comedy as an evening1s bill; run the show 
for a week and charge as high as #2.00 a t i c k e t . T h e  
Knickerbocker, one of New York’s principal.theaters, was 
made the first-run opening home of Triangle Films. With 
the large crowds that the ̂ Knickerbocker would .draw, ex
hibitors throughout the country were willing to try the 
Triangle Film .method at higher rental prices. They made up 
for their increased costs by raising admission prices.

<7 . . .■Mac Go wan, Behind the Screen, p.. 171.
^ Ibld., p. 175°
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Perhaps the greatest contribution of Triangle was 

made through the work of Inoe. Though a competent director, 
Ince seemed to enjoy even more the duties of coordinating 
the directorial efforts of others. He developed most of 
the techniques used by modern production executives. These 
included a regulated, well thought out shooting script, a 
clearly defined continuity, a cost break-down by type of 
scene, personality, and optical device. Through these meth
ods he was able to regulate the diverse areas of artistic 
temperament and business practices so that artistically 
good films could be made on realistic production budgets.

The flaw in the Triangle system-was caused by several 
factors. “One was''the high cost of stage stars who were 
often not suited for the screen. Though production costs 
could be controlled, star salaries would drive negative 
costs sky-high. Another problem was that the mass audience 
necessary to support this plan was not available at often 
excessive admission prices. Exhibitors soon cancelled; con
tracts and a mounting debt quickly arose. To combat this 
Aitken dropped ticket prices from two dollars a seat to 
twenty-five cents a seat, one of the largest economic 
reversals in the history of the business, and presented 
only one five-reel feature and one two-reel.comedy. Though 
the company was operated efficiently, one five-reel feature 
and one two-reel comedy was not what the public wanted to
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see. They wanted one longer— six, eight, or ■ even - twelve-' 
reel spectacular— such as Birth of a Nation. Again the 
businessmen had misjudged and, as in the MPBC, they paid 
dearly for their error. Internal dissension developed and, 
by 1917, only two years after conception, the company was 
in irretrievable debt. In 1919 the company dissolved and 
its physical assets were absorbed by Adolph Zukor then 
rising to great power as a film magnate.

United Artists was conceived by Ben Schulberg while 
he was sales manager for Paramount under Zukor. Schulberg 
went to Hiram Abrams, his immediate superior, with his plan. 
Abrams quit Paramount soon after Zukor .took over; Schulberg 

^went»*w&th''*&m , though not exao tly
new, was sound. United Artists would act as a distribution 
outlet for individually produced movies. It would not.own 
studio, stars or theaters. Later this plan was modified 
to some extent. The hew plan that'initially made United 
Artists successful was that it would only distribute movies 
of very successful people. When the company was foimed in 
1919 it gained contracts with Mary Plckford, Douglas Fair
banks, Charlie Chaplin and D. W. Griffith.Fairbanks . 
Suggested that someone with high character should head the

■' ^ I b i d .

■60""The New Lunatics," Newsweek, LXXIIf (June, 1969),
81.
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company. William MeAdoo, ex-Secretary of Treasury, was 
elected Chairman of the Board. He Insisted on Oscar Price 
as President— which action put Hiram Abrams in as General 
Manager and left Ben Schuiberg without.a job. It is a 
tough business and young Schuiberg learned early that one 
does not have many friends in the industry. Shares of 
stock were divided equally between the four producers and 
McAdoo. Each producer took his chance on each movie that 
he or she made. United Artists received thirty-five per
cent distribution fee on each film. Though:the corporation 
did not have a large volume of work, most of what was pro
duced was successful. As the producers were very popular

"movie -was- -sold not as 
a feature but as a special, more expensive than a feature, 
but not a road show film. Again, because of popularity, 
the films that United Artists released did not need special 
first, showings from their own theater chain because any 
exhibitor, whether part of a large producing company or 
independent, knew that a United Artists film would be a 
success.

The story of Paramount and its rise to be one of the 
largest corporations within the.industry is also the story 
of Adolph Zukor. Though Zukor was initially under contract 
to Paramount, then owned by Hodkinson and four other large 
exhibitors, he felt that he could more effectively run the 
operation for which he worked.
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By 1916 Zukor's Famous Players was the largest pro

ducing company In the Industry. The Lasky Company» also 
under Paramount contract, followed a close second. Zukor
merged with Lasky under an undisclosed agreement. Since

61Zukor was making tremendous capital gains, he was able 
to make substantial offers to each of the Board members of 
Paramount. Hodkinson and Pauley would not sell to. him, . 
but Steele, Abrams and Green would. They did and in 1916 
Zukor took over control of Paramount, merged Lasky, and

62formed Artcraft Pictures. Zukor became chairman of the 
Board. Hodkinson and Pauley resigned. Zukor had what he 
wanted, a large production company called Famous Players- 
Lasky Corporation, and a distributing arm (Paramount). All 
that was left was control of the theaters.

Z-tHampton, History of Movies., p. 130, gives the 
following accounting:

"Paramount Motion Picture Corporation, Circa, 1915.
Paramount Gross Total Rentals for Picture-

Average $100,000 
Paramount's charge for distribution

(35$) 35,000Producer’s share 65,000
Producer’s average cost negative $25,000 
Paramount’s costs:
Positive trade, press, adver
tising, etc. 10,000

Total ' $35,000
Producer’s net profits average per picture #30,000
Zukor made 52 pictures a year and some people insist he 
must have made $1 ,500,000 net profit a year."

^MacGowan, Behind the Screen, p. 175.



To control exhibitionf Zukor'went into the real 
estate business„ The exhibition market in the film indus
try was run"by an Interesting set of rules. In order for a 
movie to be considered successful» and therefore rented by 
many small independent exhibitors, it had to have several 
first-run theater bookings. Movie houses such as the 
Roxy and Strand in New York were so popular that any show 
that was featured in them was generally guaranteed other 
first-run bookings and thus success. Though there were 
20,000 movie houses in the country, a single company could 
control production, distribution, and exhibition by con
trolling only.a small percentage of first-run houses. As 
a venture of this size required huge capital outlays, 
Paramount went public in 1919- Kuhn, Loeb, and Company, 
investment bankers, sold the ten million dollar issue.of 
preferred and common stock thus giving Zukor the capital 
necessary in buying large amounts of real estate. By 1921
Paramount owned 303 movie houses, most of which were first-

' - ' ‘ 63 • run, insuring good booking throughout the country.
As was mentioned under block booking and corporation 

control, Zukor was having his/ troubles. But since the 
industry was so vast, a horizontal merging structure which 
Zukor employed was lost within the industry. The difficulty 
in prosecuting stemmed from Zukor1 s understanding of the

■ ̂ In the Matter of Famous Players-Lasky,' p.. 187.-• ;
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unique power structure which existed in the industry. The 
two things which were of prime importance to a successful 
movie "business were stars and first-run bookings „ By own
ing an estimated seventy-five of the most popular stars,̂  
and several hundred first-run theaters, Zukor had extensive 
control. Although his holdings were small in comparison 
i to the rest of the industry, he held most of what counted 
(see Table 4).

In 191? independent exhibitors, afraid of Zukor1s
powerful Paramount, created First National Exhibitor's
Circuit. Twenty-six owners of one. hundred theaters banded
together to become film makers and distributors as well as
exhibitors Conaht'discusses the growth of First National
in the following:

First National used its great bargaining power to 
buy exclusive rights to.pictures from producers, 
apportioning the cost among its members according 
to the expected gross rentals of each circuit.
In April, 1919, First National affiliates con
trolled 190 first-run theaters, 4o subsequent-run 
theaters, and indirectly controlled 366 others by 

. subfranchise agreements» By January, 1920, they
controlled 639 theaters, Including 224 first-run. \."9 
In the autumn of 1921, First National had 3,400 sub
franchise holders, but the requirement to take all.
First National releases caused the number to drop 
to 2,700 in the spring of: 1923. In 1918 First 
National signed a million dollar contract to "<
finance and distribute the productions of Charlie

6 AWilliam. M. Seabury, The Public and the Motion 
Picture Industry (New York, 1926), p. 18, —  ~

63In the Matter of Famous Players-Lasky., pp. 187,
203.
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TABLE 4 '
FILM DISTRIBUTION IN THE UNITED STATES* - 

FISCAL YEARS 1919 AND 1923

1919 1923

Distributor
Features
released Percentage

Features
released Percentage

Paramount Famous- 
Lasky Corp. 139 17.05 61 11.57
Universal Film 
Mfg. Co. 64 7.85 63 11.95

Fox Film Corp. 70 8.58 55 10.43
Pathe , 58 7.11 ' 26 4.93
Warner Brothers 11 2.10
Metro Goldwyn 83 10.18 6o 11,38
First National 21 2.57 46 8.72
United Artists 3 .36 11 2.08
Other (state's 
rights companies) 117 14.35 108 20.49

Total 815 100.00 527 100.00

Sources FTC v. ^Paramount Famous-Lasky0 pp. 1520 155*
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Chaplin, Mary Pickford1s productions were also 
brought into the firm, and in 1923 First Na
tional constructed studios and began producing 
pictures.

Comparison year by. year of film distribution in 
Table 4 will show that First National releases rose from 
2,6 percent in 19-19 to 8.7 percent in 1923. First National 
had.its troubles though, many of which lay in the inde
pendence of Individual exhibitors. Zukor found that he 
could gain control of First National through intimidation 
of individual exhibitors. With help from several less 
scrupulous colleagues than himself he proceeded to use the 
financial weight of Paramount to take over Individual 
exhibitors smaller than himself.. . %y so doing he was able 
completely to dismantle First National*s effectiveness 
through forcing exhibitors to sell their theater chains to 
him. Since the independent spirit of many exhibitors pre
cluded their “hanging together6“ they “hung" separately.
As First National was principally owned by exhibitors,
Zukor became First National's largest stockholder.^

The company studios were sold in 1928 to Warner 
Brothers, a then rapidly growing film corporation, along 
with controlling interest in the Stanley Company of America.

66 'Michael Conant, Antitrust in the Motion Picture 
Industry (Berkeley and Los Angeles, i960), p. 24.

^ FTC y. Paramount Famous-Lasky, pp. 152, 155»
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The Stanley Company owned 182 theaters, principally in the 
East» and thus gave Warner Brothers a strong distribution

z n
and exhibition outlet.

A trend was being set which would grow until 1948. 
This trend was toward large corporate control of all phases 
of the motion picture industry. Though no one producing 
company would control a large section of film commerce, 
only a handful of corporations would dominate the business, 
especially through theater ownership as indicated in 
Table 5,

TABLE 5
_AFFILIATED CHAIN THEATEBS, 1931

Company Number of Theaters

Paramount Public Corporation. . . . . 971
Fox Film Corporation. . . . . .. . . . 521
Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc. .3 „ . » 529
Loew's Incorporated . . .  . . „ . . . 189
Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corporation . . . 161
Universal Theaters Corporation. ... „ 66 •

Total . . o . . o . . * . ... . . 2,437

Source:, Howard T. Lewis, Motion Picture Industry (New York, 
" 1933)i p. 3̂ '5» as compiled .from Film Daily Year- 
book, 1932.

Z o  \

U. S. v, Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., Eq. 51-121 
(S..D.N.Y. filed 192973 . A suit toT enjoin this stock acquisi
tion under Section 7 of the Clayton Act ended unsuccessfully 
with a dismissal in 1934.
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As Industry growth was to be gradually upward» 

rules by which Individuals operated within the industry 
soon formed. The actions which seemed paramount to a film 
producer were not his ability to make good moviesf but 
rather his ability in fighting off competition. Money 
could be made by any individual who was craftier than his 
competitor. The films took care of themselves; the general 
theory was all one. needed was a lot of money.

As the film Industry took on respectability, dif
ferent associations were developed. Will Hays, former 
postmaster general under, the Harding administration, was 
elected president of the Motion Pictures Producers and
.Distributors of.,Am.e.r.ica. ,.«Th,is salf-regulatory body was
formed ostensibly to protect the industry's magnates 
against smaller companies and outside interference— namely 
the Federal Government.

As in past years, recession, because of lack of 
creativity, again hit the film industry in 1926;, This 
recession, like previous ones such as the 1918-1919, came 
about because of the audiences desiring something new.
Films which had been extravagant in the past were becoming 
even more opulent and making less money. The film industry 
seems to travel in cycles. This was obviously one of its 
down periods. /One of the first to feel the economic squeeze 
of the large producing companies was Warner Brothers.
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Harry Warner and his brothers started in movie production 
in 1915« By 1925 Warner Brothers had acquired Vltograph, 
last of the MPPC’s producing organs. Warner Brothers had 
started like so many other film magnates as nickelodeon 
owners, exchange dealers, and finally producers. They were 
one more of the group of independents that had financially 
struggled against the MPPC, General Film, and other not so 
friendly independents. Unlike Paramount, First National, 
and Fox Companies, they did not immediately invest in 
theater chains; rather they put their capital investments 
into production facilities. They did not have large 
capital required for theater investment and they had al- 

-•read-y '-floated - -loan "Wi-th'''' the Lo's Angeles Trus t and Savings 
Bank through Vice President Motley Flint for one million 
dollars plus a stock issue for several million through 
Wall Street investment bankers, Goldman, Sachs, and Com
pany. They were extended to the limit of their capacity 
and were being squeezed out of business because they lacked 
first-run.houses to show their product. As their-policy 
of growth had been through capital investment in production 
facilities, they were most favorable to the idea of sound 
pictures.

Sound pictures were not unknown in 1926, but the 
system which had been used proved crude and unreliable at. 
best. Nevertheless, Warner. Brothers made a contract with
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Bell Laboratories and invested $800,000 they could hardly 
afford. Sound devices were licensed under the trade name 
Vitaphone; Fox, the only other corporation interested in 
sound movies, developed under a system known as Movietone. 
Both Fox and Warner turned over their patents for develop
ment to Western Electric, a Bell Laboratories subsidiary. 
Western Electric organized Electrical Research products,
Inc. (ERPI) in 1926 as a division to market commercial 
devices other than the telephone. Western Electric termi
nated its licenses at Warner Brothers and forced monopo
listic control over the industry, much as the MPPC had done 
in 1919, but this time through the use of sound equipment 
patients 'ra'ther'"than camera patents. Reconciliation was 
reached in 1935 when private antitrust action was threatened 
by Radio Corporation of America, another large recording 
company. After reconciliation, recording devices no longer
had to be Western Electric in order for a movie to play a 

' 69certain theater. y
The first sound feature was The Jazz Singer pre

sented by Warner Brothers in 1927. This movie was so 
popular that all other producing agents rushed into sound 
production. The success of The Jazz Singer enabled Warner

^The summary here is adopted from Federal Communi
cations Commission, Report on the Investigation of the ... 
Telephone Industry in the United States, House Doc. 340,

. 7oth'Cong., 1st Sess (1939)7 p. #02 et seq,



Brothers $, as was mentioned earliere to buy control of the 
then fading First National which held majority stock in the 
Stanley Company of America, This„ then, gave Warner Bro
thers a first-class theater outlet and made it one of the 
strong producing companies in the industry,

William Fox had developed along much the same lines 
as many other motion picture producers. He originally 
started out as an exhibitor in New York with one nickelo
deon. He soon bought more parlors, built small theaters, 
and created his own distribution system. With the coming of 
General Film, he effectively fought them for the right to 
distribute and show films. He became a producer in 1912,

-'-'and"was::-'%he -"pheeee of -the film Industry,
While developing as a producer, he acquired more movie 
houses and in 1927 bought the yet unopened Boxy— a 6,500- 
seat, palace in New York made solely for movie entertainment, 
Receipts bn this house would have to run close to $80,000 
a week in order to cover costs. When opened, revenues ran 
over $100,000 per week,^^

Between the years of 1926 and 193.6»: the industry 
solidified. Financing was channeled through large banking 
interests using corporate and cross-merger control struc
tures, Gone were the days of the "fly-by-night" organiza
tion run on the ingenuity and pocket money of one man. As

70U„ ..g-, v. Fox Theater Corp.,, C,C,H, Trade Regula
tion Reporter, Supp. Ill (S.D.N.yT 1931),29.
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sound pictures became popular, even greater capital invest
ments were needed in production facilities. Wall Street 
thus was the only financial group able to handle the invest
ments o

Exhibition became the largest investment made by 
production studios (see Table 6 ). Several companies run 
by old-line producers, who had generated their own capital, 
fell under the weight of the Wall Street investment struc
ture. Two of the most notable were Adolph Zukor and William 
Fox.

- TABLE 6
. INVESTMENT IN THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

Sector Investment Amount Percentage

Production (studios) $ 125,000,000 6.1
Distribution (exchanges, etc.) 25,000,000 1.2
Exhibition (theaters) 1,900,000,000 92.7

Total #2,050,000,000 100.0

Source: 1947-48 Motion Picture Almanac, p. xvi.
The situation which soon developed for Zukor* s Para

mount was not unlike the position of the whole.state of the 
economy. After the 1929 stock market crash, one of the few 
industries that seemed to survive with little damage was 
films, Sound pictures had become, exceedingly popular and, 
with the added revenues these features brought, in.
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corporations proceeded with their policies of buying more 
movie houses. In order to finance this even greater expan
sion in the beginning of. the 193Q 1 s» companies issued 
redeemable stock against the capital, they borrowed for the . 
real estate expansion programs. As the depression got 
worse. Paramount, one of the companies to follow this form 
of financing, soon came under severe criticism from its 
stockholders who watched their stock become virtually worth
less while poor movies and declining attendance caused the

71corporations to lose millions in a matter of months.
Poor investments through acquisition of.low return movie 
houses and overpaid employees during the time of. crisis 
«did “!not'"’helpv“the-i-‘situation ''greatIy. In 1933, Paramount . 
was declared bankrupt. Charles. Hall, Adolph Zukor, and C. ■ 
E. Richardson were appointed receivers by the court.
Zukor had suffered heavy losses, but may have been com
forted in the fact that he was not alone and by far not as 
badly off as some who had lost their entire fortunes. Para-1 
mount was reorganized in 1935 and soon grew to its former 
place of power dominating the industry. During reorgani
zation, Paramount1s control passed from Kuhn, Loeb, and 
Company, the original stock transactors, to Lehman Brothers 
and Atlas Corp. The former head of ERPI, John.Otterson,

^Gertrude Jobes, Motion;Picture Empire (Hamden, 
Conn., 1966), p. 325.
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became president. By 1937 the stock was splintered to
such a degree that no one firm or Individual owned a

72controlling Interest.
The case of William Fox was an even sadder one. 

Caught In a personal squeeze between industrial bankers 
and his own personnel, he was forced to sell to Haley 
Clarke of Chicago the 1006000 voting shares which con
trolled the company for #18,000,000 plus an additional. 
#500,000 a year under a five-year contract that put Fox
as head of an advisory committee of Fox Films which also

73forced him not to compete with his own ex-company.
The only other company, to grow out of the 1926-

of HOiainance was RCA which 
bought control of Eadio Keith Orpheum (RK0), a production 
and distribution company. The stellar work which RCA 
had done in the field of sound reproduction made hori
zontal merger in the area of movies an acquisition too 
tempting to pass up. Though successful mergers were made 
between BK0 and RCA, RKO followed the tradition of many 
other movie companies in the 1930*s and went into receiver
ship in 1933. Unlike others in that field, though,

^ Moody’s' Manual of Investments (New York, 1937)» 
pp. 566, 2050; U. S. Temporary National Economic Commis
sion, The Distribution of Ownership in the 200 Largest : 
Non-Financial Corporations (Monograph' No. 29, 19^0), pp.
11F2-1185. \ . /.-y.: - ..

Jobes, Motion Picture Empire, p. 295.
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BKO did not come out of its receivership until 194-0. ̂
Film commerce fluctuated to some degree between 1929 to 
1939, but by 1935 it had begun to pick up. Through the 
next four years motion picture admission prices would 
rise steadily (see Table ?).

The companies which would grow to control the 
industry were: Paramount Pictures, Inc.; Loew's Inc.;
Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.; Twentieth Century Fox Film 
Corp.; BKO Corp.; Universal Pictures Co., Inc.; Columbia 
Pictures Corp.; United Artists Corp.

By 1936 a system of large corporate control was 
strongly in effect. Independent film makers of the MPPC

■... ̂da^S'^ad-'-’grewn-^nito’-'cerp'oratê 'gisants ■whi-oh - eff ec tively
kept hew, small independent film makers with innovative 

. ideas from producing on their own. Curtailment of inde
pendent producers was done in two ways: economic and
moral control. The former, mentioned earlier, necessi-

* . ■ • ‘ . • tated that a movie producer own, or have access to, first-
run theater houses which necessitated exceedingly high
investment. The latter form of control was more subtle
and came through an organization known as The Motion Picture

. Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. (MPPDA),
— — ■— .—  -------—

^Moody's Manual of Investments, pp. 566, 2050.
75u. S. v. Paramount Pictures Corp., Inc., 66 F.

Supp. 372 (S.D.M.Y., 194-6) .



TABLE 7
SPECIFIED PERSONAL CONSUMPTION EXPENDITUEES:.^ 1929-1939 

■j (in millions of dollars)

(1) 1 

Year |
Total 
Expendi- 

i tures

(31Recreation
... . . „  I¥r 
Motion Picture

i
Admissions (5)Radios, TV, Records, 

Instruments & Repairs
Amount

Percent 
of (2 1 - Amount

Percent
If (2)

Percent
of,(5) . Amount

• Percent 
of (2) Percent 

of (3)
19291 "78,952 4,331 720 3.912 16 .o2 1,03*8™ 1.315 23.97
1930 70,968 3,990 5.62 732 1.031 18.35 948 1.336 23.76
1931 61,333 3,302 5.38 719 2.172 21.77 502 .818 15.20
1932 49,306 2,442 4.95 527 1.069 25,84 287 .582 11.75
1933 46,392 2,202 4.75 482 1.039 21,89 209 .451 9.49
1934 51,894 2,441 4.70 518 .998 21.22 246 .4?4 10.08
1935 56,289 2,630 4.67 556 .988 21.41 269 .478 10.23
1936. 62,616 . 3,020 4.82 626 1.000 20.73 354 .565 11.72
1937 67,259 3,381 5.03 676 2.005 19.99 408 .607 12.07
1938 64,641 3,241 5.01 663 1.026 20.46 364 .563 11.23
1939 • 67,578 3,452 5.11 659 . .975 19.09 448 .663 12.98

Source; U„ S. Department of Commerce» Natiorial Income Supplement to Survey of
Current Business (Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office, 195^)@
pp. 206-20^;”lL”~S„ Department of Commerce, U„ 3. Income and Output 
(Washington, D. C„; Government Printing Office, 195d)V*p. 1^1.
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later to be renamed Motion Picture Association of America 
(MPM) in 194-5,

The MPPDA was founded in 1922 and elected Will Hays 
as its president„ The organizational board acted as a 
self-censorship regulator on the control of film content 
produced and exhibited in the United States, In its early 
years j, it was not an effective organization as it had no 
clearly defined way of carrying out any decision which it 
made. Because of federal and public pressure„ though, those 
large corporations which financially supported it agreed to 
abide by some of the decisions which the MPPDA made. By 
1927 the organization issued a formal set of "do's" and 

. „•»« ■ 'Tn' l'990 ''hhe -hotTon Plchure' 'P'rodu'cti'on Code
(MPPC) was drafted by Father Daniel A. Lord, a Catholic 
priest. The Code was administered on a rather loose basis 
until 1934 when an enraged public under the banner of the 
Catholic League of Decency protested the content of certain 
films. The industry responded by tightening regulation 
of movie content through the MPPDA. Realizing the potential 
control this organization had, the major firms defined a 
fixed set of moral standards by which every movie shown in 
the United States had to abide. The effect of this action 
forced story content of all films to be relatively similar 
in nature allowing no controversy as to subject, matter.
This placed the burden of a movie's success on the stars in 
the movie and, since each major company owned several stars.
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and between the major corporations all stars were owned, 
individual producers found.popular movies nearly impossible 
to create. The MPPDA imposed a $25$000 penalty for code 
violations.'7̂  The fines were later removed as they were 
proved to be in violation of antitrust laws.

Through a review of the MPPA Annual Reports dating 
back as far as 1935$ one finds that movies were accepted* 
some with slight revisions. From 1935 to 19^5* 5»807 new 
features approved, forty rejected. Thirteen of these forty 
scripts were re-edited and a c c e p t e d . A f t e r  19̂ -5 the 
pattern of the Production Code Administration (PCA)» the 
censorship arm of the MPAA, was toward few total rejections 
.and re-editing usually meant acceptance.

As mentioned earlier8 the organizations allowed very 
little treating of controversial issues* forcing a same
ness by all producers in the content, of their pictures.
The independent producer could not make a thought-provoking 
controversial movie which might generate huge success be
cause* without PCA approval* his movie could not and would 
not be shown. Independents were considered independent

76For a history of self-regulation in the motion pic
ture industry see Raymond Moley* The Hays Office (New.York* 
194-5): and Ruth Ingles, Freedom of the Movies (Chicago*
194?).

77 • Motion Picture.Association of America* Inc.*
Annual Report* March 25, 194-6, p. 22.



"because they lacked a chain of first-run movie houses to 
outlet their product. As enough successful movies were 
being produced by the combined majors * few Independent 
exhibitors, would even, consider handling, the independent pro
ducers product. There was also the threat towards the 
independent exhibitor of condemnation and withdrawal of 
products by the large film corporation if the small 
exhibitor handled the independent producer8s product.

With the re-entrenchment.of the star system caused by 
the MPAAg movies took an upsurge in 1936. More.people 
began to attend and longer movies were produced. The 
Federal Government, noting the creeping corporate control
•of -th:e'r82iti’tras,t“prone,''maj'0'rs ‘'braugh,t 'SUit against the
industry's giants in 1938$ but it would hot be until a 
decade later that sweeping reform would come to the industry.

Another area of concern which bothered the motion 
picture industry was uni ont za t ion. The International.All 
Theater Stage Employees and Moving Picture Operators. of 
the United States and Canada (International Alliance of 
Theatrical and Stage Employees - IATSE) had become by 1935 
the dominant union through which all trade employees were 
hired. The union grew to its stature largely through the 
efforts of George E. Brown, the union's president, and 
William Bioff, Brown's assistant. Brown, who in 1932 was 
the business agent for Chicago Local 2 IATSI,met Bioff
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who had been an underling in the A1 Capone gang. Brown and 
Bioff got along well together® considering such plans as 
how to better organize the Kosher butchers1 and chicken .• 
dealerse union into an effective fighting force. Brown 
suggested that Bioff help him with his duties in the IATSI 
Union. Together they opened in 1932 a soup kitchen for 
the 442 IATSI Workers® 250 of whom were out of work. The 
kitchen became famous throughout the Chicago area where 
the rich and famous would drop in to eat at $10.00 to 
$50.00 a plate. The union members ate for free, or for 
thirty-five cents if they were working. In 1934 Brown and 
Bioff called on Barney Balaban, co-owner of Balaban and 
Katz8 largest movie house chain in the Midwest. They 
wanted to increase the wages of their men and put a second 
projectionist into every Chicago movie house booth. Bala
ban® instead of meeting the demands® offered to help to 
defray the expense of the soup kitchen. Twenty thousand 
dollars was given for that cause which had initially cost 
about two thousand dollars a year to run. Brown and Bioff® 
rather pleased with their work, took a little vacation. The 
syndicate® hearing of their financial success® offered to 
take fifty percent of all that Brown and Bioff were able to 
extort in exchange for which Brown was elected in 1934 as 
president of IATSI.. Soon after Brown1s election® certain 
local opponents in New York and St. Louis 'were disposed of 
by the Chicago gang. Working conditions for IATSI members
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did not change much; Chicago stayed with one booth pro
jectionist and no increase in salary. . The theater owners 
were not upset as they saved money by paying dfff Brown and 
Bioff.78 •

After the election, Brown sent Bioff to Hollywood 
to.regain union control in the trade unions. IATSI domi
nance had. been lostin 1933 during a strike. Paramount 
proved useful as it had just ordered two of its cameramen 
out of the I ATSI union, Bioff called a strike closing 400 
theaters in Chicago, Hollywood got the message and IATSI 
became the predominant movie union. Salaries of union 
members did not increase until in the late 1930*s because

- In 1941, the United States Government brought charges 
against both Brown and Bioff indicting them for violation 
Of the Anti-Racketeering Act. Both were tried and convicted 
of extorting funds amounting to $1,200,000 from film exe- . 
cutives who included: Arthur Bernstein (President of Loew),
Joseph Schenck (President of the Association of Motion . 
Picture Producers), Harry Warner and Louis B. Mayer.
The IATSI Union is still the strongest trade union in the 
motion picture business and operates in conjunction with the 
Teamsters Union and Screen Actors Guild.

78U. S. v. win. Bioff and George E. Brown, 40 P. .
Supp. (S.D.N.Y. 1941)7 497. — —
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Between 1936 and 1946 the motion picture industry 

seemed to be continually having its day in c o u r t . B e s i d e s  
the trials of officials^ the industry’s whole financial 
structure was to be on trial., As was stated earlier* the 
United States Government filed its first suit against the 
industry’s system of block booking, blind selling, and the 
ownership of first-run theaters by producing companies. In 
1938, formal charges were, brought against Paramount Pic
tures Incorporated and co-defendants who were; Lo.ew’s,
BKO, Warner Brothers Pictures, and Twentieth Century Fox 
Film. Other defendants who did not own large theater 
chains, but aided in the practice of block booking, blind 
selling, and the use of exhibiting chains of the majors 
were: Columbia Pictures, and Universal Pictures. Both were
producers and distributors. United Artists, the final
defendant in the case, was 'only a distributor. This latter

81group of defendants was designated "minor" defendants,
Major defendants not only engaged in production, distribu
tion and exhibition, but also participated in ownership of 
music record companies, processing labs and radio stations. 
Total assets of the seven defendants together equalled over 
4891v 000,000 which was forty-eight percent of the total 
industry’s worth (see Table 8).

® Û. S. v. Paramount (1946).
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. TABLE 8

ASSETS OF SEVEN LEADING MOTION PICTURE FIRMS, 1946

Firm Assets
Paramount Pictures, Inc. c o' $148,988,983
Loew's Inc. ..... .......... * 0 * 0 . 218,323,421
Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp. . O ■ 0 148,933,269
Warner Bros . Pictures Inc. . . . , © 0 188,053/000
Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corp. . . .  . O 0 106,361,700
Universal Pictures Co., Inc. . . . © * 42,357,138
Columbia Pictures Corp. . . . .  . * » © ■ o 38,047,432

T O  t al . . o o . e 0 e e e e e p O © © , $891,114,943

'''B'Q'tXYc'e: " Aimaal %13'OTts of 'above f i % s  f or 1946.
" In the government's first divorcement case in 1948,.. 

the government hoped that by doing away with the block 
booking, it might eliminate the monopolistic control which 
the majors held. The case was a complicated one because 
on statistical evidence (Tables 8 and 9) no monopoly 
e x i s t e d T h e  defendants were formally charged with the 
following: (1) preferential licensing to co-conspirators,
(2) showing no independently produced films in their 
theaters, (3) not allowing independent exhibitors first- 
run films, in locations of competition, (4) controlling the 
number of films, runs, clearances and admission prices 
through only issuing first runs in their own theaters,
(5) creating joint partnerships and pooling profits in
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TABLE 9 -

FILMS DISTRIBUTED BY DEFENDANTS 1943-1944

Distributor-Defendants No. of Films Percentage of Total

Fox 33 8.31
Loew's 33 8.31
Paramount 31 7.81 ,
R.K.O. 38 9.57
Warner Bros. 19 4.79
Columbia 4l 10.32
United Artists 16 4.04
Universal 4-9 12.34

Subtotal 260 65.49

Other Distributors
Republic 59 14.86
Monogram 42 10.58

36 9.07

Subtotal . 137 34.51

Total 397 100.00

Source: U» S. v.'Loew, Plaintiff's Exhibit 426 and Records
pp. 2400-2401.
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cities where two or more defendants operated, and (6)
causing a division of territories. in the United States as
to theater ownership. The injunction sought was against

82the practices of restraining trade.
Because the government did not know if divorcement 

of theater ownership from producing organizations might 
seriously impair the film industry, it decided not to press 
the divorcement issue. The five majors accepted, along 
with the government, a consent ddoree that lasted three 
y e a r s T h e  minor defendants were not parties to the 
decree. The government decision allowed for the setting 
up of the following rules for settling disputes: (l) no
blind selling., ^.private trade showings, in each exchange 
territory had to be made for exhibitors, (2) no block book
ing of more than five films, (3) no unwanted films tied 
in, such as shorts, (4) no master agreements or formula 
deals which would license film in several exchange districts
at one time under one contract, and (5)" no withholding

RZlavailable prints or making unreasonable clearances.
The American Arbitration Association (AAA) was 

created to handle any complaints between distributor and

Illinois Law Review, Vol. XXXIII.(1938?,
8-%. S. v. Paramount, 1944 CCH Trade Case, Par,

56072 (S.D.N, Yd, 1940).
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exhibitor. The group was composed of 1065 business and 
professional men divided into three tribunals. The system 
lasted for three years and did not work. Only exhibitors 
were allowed to petition the tribunals. The natural trend 
for most independent exhibitors was toward the acquisition 
of money . The AAA seemed a viable means in which * through 
complaints of clearance and runs„ to obtain larger profits. 
Unfortunately„ the system did not affect the basic mono
polistic pattern of the industry. The businessmen, after 
all, were even less well equipped to judge the complexities 
of clearance and runs than any one else. Four hundred and 
fifty cases were brought before the board-most of which 
dealt with clearances.®^

The. criteria for reasonable, maximum clearance was 
set down in Section VIII of the U. S. v. Paramount Case 
(19^0) as follows: (1) relevant historical data about
theaters, (2) .price of admission charge, (3) character and 
location of theaters, (4) policy of operation, (5) previous 
rental terms and license fees paid, (6) extent to which 
different features competed, and (?) all other business

. o6
considerations. With.these nebulous guidelines to follow

^U. S. v. Paramount Pictures, G.C.H. 1946-194?
Trade Cases, Par. $ 7 3 o T T s T O O T T l 9 ^ 6 ).

86U. S. v. Paramount, 1946.
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and the multiplicity of. facts which arose, it often became 
impossible to judge.a situation even by the most experi
enced distributors, much less businessmen not related to 
the field.

In 1944 the case was reopened a second time. The
lower court, unable to decide the issue of divorcement,
passed its findings to the Supreme Court. The United States
Supreme Court confirmed the lower court's findings of 1940
on every point except the last where it directed the lower
court to reconsider divestiture of exhibition from pro-
ducer-distributors. This meant divorcement. This the
lower court did and in 1949 the Supreme Court affirmed the

. .lower court,tŝ de'cls.l.on:.,pe,r,n,uri.am. The court, concluded its
case; ' ;

Effective relief from the monopoly power of and 
its exercise by the major defendants cannot be 
obtained without divorcement. No adequate 
competition among the defendants or between 
defendants and independents; can exist in the 
presence of interdependency among the defendants 
on the one hand to obtain pictures for their 
own theaters and on the other to obtain theater ; 
outlets for their own pictures. Divorcement is 
necessary to prevent the major defendants from - -J;, 
being in a state of interdependence which too ; ; -
greatly restricts competi.tloh.Divq.rcementf 
a necessary remedy to introduce competition into 
defendants' system of fixed admission prices, 
clearances and runs, and to remove a major in- % 
centive to discriminatory trade practices.8?

Divorcement was a slow process and was not total as shown
in the following table.

^Paramount Findings 156(b), U. S. v. Paramount Pic 
tures, 334 U.S. 131 (1948).



TABLE 10
DOMESTIC'THEATERS CONTROLLED BEFORE AND 

. AFTER CONSENT DECREES

Company

Theaters
controlled

1945
Date of 

. consent 
decree

Theaters 
controlled 
in year of 

decree
Paramount Pictures, Inc. . 1,395 Mar. 3« 1949 \ 1,424

Twentieth Century-Fox 636 June 7, 1951 549
Warner Bros, 501 Jan, 4, 1951 436
Loew's Inc, 135 Feb. 7, 1952 129
RKO Corporation 109 Nov. 8, 1948 124

Joint Ownership 361 e”e”e”

Total 3,137 2,662

Source $ United States v= Paramount Pictures, 33^ U.S. 131, 
Finding of Fact iTB;'Moody's Industrials for years 
indicated, quoting reports to the Securities and 
Exchange Commission; Variety, June 19, 1957« P« 7» 
Wall Street Journal, December 5» 1957» P® 9»
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Successor theater company
American Broadcasting-Paramount 
Theaters, Inc.
National Theaters, Inc.
Stanley Warner Corp.
Loew's Theaters, Inc, I

■ . - ' IRKO Theaters Corp..(renamed] 
List Industries Corp.) j

Estimated
theaters
after

divestiture
Theaters
controlled

1957

650
356
334

112

534
321
297.

100

89 82

1,341 1,334
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Divorcement allowed the emergence of a force that 

has "become vital in the film Industry which is the rise of 
the independent producer. No longer was it necessary to 
have large capital investments in buildings as well as stars 
to insure the run of a movie. Individual producers began 
renting out space in large production studios to create 
their own films. After 1$46, story lines also began to 
change as single producers started to develop their own 
work and the work thus took on a more personal tone.
Films containing subjects once taboo were being produced.
The PCA9 industry’s censorship board6 found.its power much 
reduced as the majors no longer controlled theaters. By 
1950 "television was making its presence "felt. Though it 
is as yet hard to ascertain the relative effect of televi
sion on the motion picture market» one can assume that 
television did not cause a.substantial drop-off in the 
movie market. Attendance at movies dropped primarily 
because many of the major producers— unlike independents—  
stayed with old-line formulas many of which, as in the 
past, audiences had grown weary of and therefore ceased to 
attend. Thus television did not kill the movies of the 
fifties; movies of the fifties killed themselves.

Small independents were successful but the trend by 
large corporations was toward the spectacle. Pictures were 
becoming, .either great successes making great.amounts of
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money, like The Sound of Music (1966 Paramount release), 
or huge financial failures, like Star (1968 Paramount 
release)e The major film companies felt that the way to 
secure the best profits was to make only a few very 
expensive pictures. The features released by major 
companies from 1953 to 1968 decreased as indicated in 
Table 11„ These expensive pictures vied with small, inde
pendently made, less expensive productions. With the. 
success of such pictures as The Sound of Music and My Fair 
Lady, large studio producers were convinced in the mid- 
sixties that huge investments in future spectacular films 
were the wave of the future, but they were to be proven 
wrongo



TABLE 11
FEATURES RELEASED BY MAJOR COMPANIES, 1953-1968

Year Total Major Productions Productions by Majors in 
United States

1953 301 285
1954 325 197
1955 215 189
1956 257 210
1957 268 220
1958 237 174
1959 189 148
i960 184 119
T 961 ' I67 103
1962 162 102
1963 142 86
1964 144 86
1965 167 98
1966 149 93 . > ; ;
1967 157 87
1968 177 98

Source: Film Daily Year Book, 1969, p= 97o



CHAPTER II

THE LARGE MOTION PICTURE CORPORATION AS SEEN THROUGH AN 
ECONOMIC REVIEW OF THE FILM HAWAII

Economics of the Large Motion Picture Corporation
The large motion picture companies can best be exem

plified through examination of their product. In order to 
do this, it is necessary to look at a few basic principles 
relevant in the industry today. United Artists, one of the 
major film corporations, does not produce movies but sub
contracts for them. One of its sub-contractors is the 
.Mi,rl.s.ch...C.orpQra.t;lQ,n̂ w;ho.s.e,,princ-lpal -function is the pro
duction of movies, Mlrisch does not finance its own films 
but rather receives monies from United Artists, For taking 
the risk of investment, United Artists receives the right 
to distribute the films of the Mirisch Corporation,
Mlrisch is one of the few companies which is under long
term contract to a major distributor to produce films, 

United Artists* main function is to finance and 
distribute films. According to Allen Wilson, attorney for 
United Artists, movie loans from. United Artists, whether ; 
United Artists uses its own capital or borrows from a bank,

’ ; 89 ■
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generates an interest rate of one and one-half percent 
above prime rate, or ten percent in today’s market.

United Artists sells the films to various exhibitors, 
collects and divides the revenues in the following manner: 
(1) distribution fee; (2) deductions for positive prints, 
advertising, shipping of prints, and taxes; (3) net pro- '• 
ducer’s share; (4) deferments, if any; and (5) profit par
ticipation. Thirty percent of the gross is taken as 
distribution fee; however, this may vary up to thirty-five 
percent in the United States and as high as fifty percent 
in Europe. The distribution fee less the deductions for 
positive prints, advertising, shipping of prints, and 
.Jbaxes. ,1s . the net ,producer8 s share from which is taken the 
negative cost plus interest. A deferment is a fixed amount 
which can be arrived at in. a number of ways. For example, 
an actor is given not only a salary but also a fixed gross 
percentage of the film, or a fixed amount if the picture 
is profitable, or a graduating percentage of the film as 
revenues increase, or any number of other pay-off plans 
which can be devised. Here, after the above expenses are 
paid, is where the deferment gets paid. If the actor is 
to receive a gross revenue of the picture, it will be based 
on gross sales and not on a figure after any deductions. 
Deferment will not be paid until other expenses have been

l .
Allen Wilson, Interview with writer, Los Angeles, 

April. 21, 1970.
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meto The profit participants, sometimes under the title" ; 
of "net net profit," is the producer's share* Usually the 
producer will have to split the profits with the distrib
utor* This is generally the case with United Artists*
The percentage split will run anywhere from as high as

osixty percent down to nothing*
. The area of profit participation deserves some 

special mention* This is the area where vast sums of 
money can be made on highly successful films * When a 
picture is profitable enough to show net profits, it is . 
referred to as "making the break even point*" On many 
films this point can be estimated at two and one-half 

"'bimes'''the'',,OTlginaT'"'eost of '.bhe'.picture,* Since many f ilms 
do not return much above the break even point, the producer, 
is taking a large risk* He must invest his time, talents, 
reputation, and on occasion, money, in the hope that he 
will generate a handsome return on his investment*

The distributing organization for its part will 
realize its own bargaining power and act accordingly* A 
new producer may have to give up as much as forty percent 
on a product which he developed simply because he is un
tried in the business* As the movie business deals to a 
extent on reputation (e*g*, how well a producer's work is 
known), the same product, if handled by an experienced pro
ducer, may cause a much lower split with the distributor*

: 2ibid,■ y
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Splits larger than forty percent generally mean that the 
original idea for the film was made and built by United 
Artists» and a producer was then hired to complete the pro
ject. Because of the nature of the industry todaye where 
investors are coming from many areas outside of the film 
industry, many different combinations or deals can be made. 
Each picture, while in creation, is different. The only 
rule is that there are no rules. This point is very 
Important for it demands that all concerned with the crea
tion of a picture keep an open mind to all situations which 
develop.

Economics of the Motion Picture Hawaii 
The production of Hawaii cost approximately $13,500,000 

to make; to date it has earned approximately $20,000,000.
For it to be a successful film returning a profit to its 
producers, it must make $30*000,000— 11 never will.^

The picture Hawaii was a high-budgeted film made by 
the Mirisch Corporation for distribution by United Artists. 
Though it made $20,000,000 and cannot be classified as a 
"loser" it has not generated sizable returns to its pro
ducers. United Artists is satisfied because it made back

^Raymond Kurtzman, Vice President,.Mirisch Corpora
tion, Interview with writer, Los Angeles* April. .16, 1970.
The figures listed above, are approximates. . The writer did 
not ask nor was allowed to examine tax.records.
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the money which it invested and received a nominal per
centage for its distribution service„

In a picture the size and nature of Hawaii the pro- . 
ducing company must and did work closely with its distrib
utor e The decision to make the movie Hawaii ultimately 
lay in the hands of the risk-taker, in this case United 
Artists«, United Artists even went so far as to co-buy the . 
rights to do the film along with the Mirisch Corporation, 
which is not always done, but which would insure United 
Artists a better bargaining position in regard to deciding 
profit participation. As the making of the film Hawaii 
covers so vast a field of activities, a brief view of the 
life of the film wouldCacilltate ;,mat,tprs greatly„ Certain 
of the following points will be discussed in greater detail 
later0

The first and most important factor in any film is 
the storyo In the case of Hawaii it comes from the book 
Hawaii by James A, Michenero Once the film rights are 
secured, a director is chosen. The director sometimes 
suggests or does the adaptation for the screen. If the 
adaptation is hot done by the director, a screen writer 
is hired. Stars are...then sought for their suitability to 
certain roles and their box office drawing power. Thus the 
book (if a story, as in the case of Hawaii), the director, 
the screen writer, and the star represent, along with 
the producer, the package. The package represents the most
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important elements in the film and it is on this basis that 
the idea of a film is sold to the distributor0 Once the 
decision to make the book into a film is reached, the 
screen play is written. Sometimes this is done before the 
idea is accepted for financing. This was not the case 
with Hawai1 where the merits of the book were a strong 
enough impetus to start production.

When an acceptable screen play is completed a pro
duction manager arranges the script in its most economical 
shooting form. From this is developed the shooting sche
dule which represents a map of the day-to-day activities 
during the pre-f post-, and principal photography of the 
Kfii T m  - - ’•s’ctreduTe■''i'S '“being- "developed, 
supporting actors are hired, a production staff chosen 
along with personnel for camera, sound, set, props, ward
robe, lighting, make-up, and transportation. Locations 
are chosen, and special equipment selected. The process 
of hiring people, renting equipment, and selecting special 
locations goes on in a seemingly never-ending cycle as 
necessity dictates during the photographing. Once the 
principal photography is completed, the film goes through 
editing, retakes, special processing shots, looping 
(additional sound) animation, and scoring accompaniment,

Finally, the picture is completed and viewed by the 
distributor who decides on the best release program,
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advertising, and exploitation of the film. Advertising 
and exploitation usually start long before the film is 
finished, increasing steadily to a peak, prior to first 
release, as was true with Hawaii.

For road show film, distributors try to initially 
release a film in one major theater, usually in Los Angeles 
and/or New York City, generating the largest box office 
draw possibleo Box office figures are then published in 
various trade press papers (e0g 0, Variety and Hollywood 
Reporter), in the hope that other exhibitors and bookers 
will be persuaded to rent the filmo As the trade press 
reports are paid for by the production company, the figures 
released are generally less than accurate, but like all 
advertising, "let the buyer beware„" The exhibitor through 
experience responds accordingly.,

The film is booked and played-off in various thea
ters 0 The greatest, amount of activity comes in the first 
eighteen months after release,^ In the case of Hawaii the 
play-off period was longer because the film was more 
expensive, generating not only first run, but also road show 
release. As the film is played-off revenues are collected 
and dispersed according to contract. Usually the final 
revenues generated will come through television sales, .

^Chri.s Musun, The Marketing of Motion Pictures (Los
Angeles, 1969)» p. 18FT . ' ~ ~  ~~ , .
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which can in many instances mean the difference between 
profit and losse As with all films, television sales will 
help Hawaiio This completes the life of the film Hawaii.

Whether the film will be a success or not, depends 
upon the position of the different people and companies 
who have put their time and effort into its creation.
Though artistic achievement was desirable in this film, 
its main reason for creation and the main factor which 
dominated the decisions made on this film was the amount of 
money to be made from it. Profit was the single most 
important factor in the film Hawaii,

Looking back at those factors which affect, profits, 
probably the most important economic factor is the package, 
Again the basis of the package is the written work. The 
book, whether followed or not, has to be owned by the 
production company. In order to do this, and receive some 
tax shelter, James Michener created Mai jay Corporation: 
then signed the literary work Hawaii.over to this corpora
tion, , Mai jay then sold Hawaii to the Mirisch Corporation 
and United Artists for $600,000, plus ten percent of the 
gross receipts of the film. (the largest film rights paid 
. for a literary work at that time), Mirisch Corporation next 
obtained literary releases from other sources which had pub
lished part of or some form of the book. These sources 
were Time, Inc,, for a LITe magazine article on. the novel
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Hawaii; Random House, Inc.; Reader * s Digest, for an article 
entitled "Some Americans from Hawaii"; and James Michener 
through Maijay for release of work.5 Michener was not 
brought in to do a screen adaptation and added no other 
material to the book for film purposes. A book in its 
novel form is vary rarely, if ever, immediately suitable 
for the screen. Consequently with Hawaii, adaptions had 
to be made. More than anything.else, the production 
company buys the exploitable value of the book hoping that 
if millions of readers read and liked the book, they will 
be eager to see the film.

The next important factor is the director. The 
'first directdr considered was Fred Zinnemann, but final 
arrangements could not be made to the satisfaction of both 
parties,and so George Roy Hill was selected. He stayed with 
and completed the film.: Hill received:

$ 5,000 for 7 weeks pre-production, .
15*000 on completion of outline of film,
5,600 per week for 50 weeks work on the film,
5,500 for every week after 52,

35,000 as one of the writers, ,
16 2/3 percent of net profits on film."

.Mirisch Corporation also paid Hill five percent employee
share for pension fund. Because of the sizable amount of

5contract for James Michener,, Legal File for Hawaii: 
Mirisch Production Corporation, Los Angeles. .

^Contract for George Roy Hill, Legal File for 
Hawaii; Mirisch Production Corporation, Los Angeles.
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money Hill received, he incorporated himself and then 

. loaned himself outo The contracts on Hill were as follows: 
(1) director of the movie, (2) writer of the movie, and
(3) loan-out a g r e e m e n t A s  the director is usually the 
main interpretor of the literary work, he must either write 
or work very closely with the screen writer.

The first screen writer on the film was David Tara- 
dasho Taradash was to receive $200,000 in installments as 
the screen play was written; also he was to receive 
#504000 as first deferment; two and one-half percent of the 
gross receipts from $17,000,000 to $20,000,000 and five 
percent of the gross receipts in excess of $20,000,000.  ̂
Deductions from Taradash*s fees weres trade association 
fees ($10,000 limit), taxes, industry assessments (one-fourth 
of one percent of domestic gross), and a spot checking of 
revenues expense of one-half of one percent of world-wide 
grosso^ .Whenever possible the studio tries to get others to 
share additional expenses, as it did in the case of Taradash. 
This enables the producing company to cut back some of the 
costs of distribution after the picture is completed.

Taradash * s job was to write the screen play but this 
process is more involved than is apparent. He must, prepare

7Ibldc
^Contract for David Taradash,' Legal File for Hawaii: 

Ifirisch . Production Corporation, Los Angeles.



a first draft which is submitted to the production staff«
As many people have large amounts at stake there may often 
be a divergence of opinion on what is the optimum screen 
playo This often means a second draft and additional re
writes* Many times no one is satisfied.and everyone must 
compromiseo With Hawaii, the Taradash version was an 
acceptable point of departure 0 He transformed the novel 
into an outline that could be used in creating a movie„

As mentioned earlier, Fred Zinnemann.was first con
tacted to do the movieo Taradash and Zinnemann had worked 
together, in the past and trusted each other's work. When. 
Zinnemann left the production, Taradash followed soon after, 
'"Whether' 'thi'S 'Wa's Wolrcddental 'or -not was- imposs 1 ble to 
ascertain. When Hill was signed to direct, the understand
ing was that he would also help with any rewriting of the 
screen play* An Interesting point of fact is what finally 
ends up on film is often not what was originally written 
as part of the screen play, Time, money, and the visuali
zation process all work against the literary work when it 
is put on film. This was no exception with Hawaii, The 
screen play was no more than a guideline from which the 
director created his film as indicated by the several 
script pages from Hawaii in Appendix A, The principal 
parts of a screen play are time and location, the required 
performers, the action, and the dialogue. Through a read
ing of the screen play Hawaii one notes that it is more of
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a visual media then audio media as. in a stage play6 Thus, 
the director has a greater degree of latitude while creating 
the f ilm0 Each action is broken, down into a scene and 
each scene is consecutively numbered» The director will 
decide on the type of shots which best suit the action.
Thus the shots recommended are fairly general» and may not 
be used at alio As Hawaii was a large production other 
factors, mainly money, come to bear heavily on the creation 
processo

To help facilitate rewrites, Dalton Trumbo, another . 
screen writer with whom Hill had worked, was hired, Trum
bo and Taradash were both to eventually receive credit for
the. ..soreen,,,p!ay,°  Tar.ad,as,h,,,was ,re.lease.d .from his contract
after he completed a first draft for a partial settlement 
which amounted to $180,000, paid while and after he was
working in installments of $90,000, $70,000, $40,000 and 

11$25,000, Partial settlement is often used when a talent 
is signed but not used, or used' only to a certain degree as 
in the case of Taradash, This can be a costly expense which 
is not accounted for in the original budget estimates.
Major settlements were reached on two occasions in this

•^Dalton Trumbo and David Taradash, Screen play of 
Hawaii, Production File for Hawaii: Mirisch Production
Corporation, Los Angeles,

•^-Contract for David Taradash, Legal File for 
Hawaii 8 Mirisch Production Corporation, Los Angeles„
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filmj once for Taradash, and once for Peter Fonda for

12$100,000 who was signed for an acting role but never used* 
Usually during the signing of a screen writer the 

producer is trying to decide on the best talent available„ 
Hawaii starred Julie Andrews, Max Von Sydow, and Richard 
Harris, in that order» As the contracts for actors and 
directors are of a basic, form, yet vary greatly because of 
circumstances, a representative contract is included in 
Appendix B 0

As Julie Andrews was the leading star, her contract 
was more involved; therefore an explanation of some of the 
items is needed. The services of Miss Andrews were nego- 
“tTatb'd '■ ‘dn ’®mucsh'''th'e -"'samre ""fashdofi "'{dhrrough : loan-out ) as- -wa s'. 
Hill and Michener. Andrews Corporation (named Julard Ltd.) 
sold the services of Miss Andrews for $400,000 base salary . 
plus overtime, plus a gross percentage in the film. The 
lay-out agreement of Miss Andrews * contract with the Mirisch 
Corporation was as follows $

A. Terms
(a) Term commences between April 1, 1965 and 

April 30, 1965c
(b) Duration of term - 16 weeks„ Two weeks 

extra not guaranteed.
B. Compensations .

(a) 16 weeks at $25,000 a week. -

^Contract for Peter Fonda,. Legal File for Hawaii s 
Mirisch Production Corporation, Los Angeles.
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(b) 2 weeks at 112,500$, not guaranteed„
(c) . Daily rate for extra days if at studio,

1/5 regular salary; if at location, 1/6 
regular salary.

Co Pre- and Post-Production;
(a) 7 days pre-production /rehearsals/,

7 days post-production /retakes/"
(b) Paid transportation.
(c) : Betakes daily rates; 1/5 if at studio,

1/6 if in location
D. Transportation and Living Accommodations;

(a) Pay point to point for Miss Andrews„ child 
(both first class) and nurse.

(b) Living expenses; $1,250 per week, including
pre- and post-production. .

- - "ll'ealth—'̂ nd̂ 'WelrPare:
(a) Pay SAG pension and Health Welfare Plan. ^
Because Andrews is not an American citizen certain

complications arose. The main problems were over her taxes
and alien status. Miss Andrews was allowed to work and be
taxed while in the United States through work agreement form
1-129B (Rev. 8-1-63) by the Department of Justice, Immigra-

"1tion and Naturalization Service. Though a small matter, 
the tax schedule gains added significance when compounded 
against her salary and the.other artists’ salaries under

^Contract for Julie Andrews, Legal Pile for Hawaii; 
Mirisch Production Corporation, Los Angeles. .

’■ ■ - ■■ : .Immigration and naturalization regarding Julie
Andrews, Legal Pile for Hawaii: Mirisch.Pieductlon Corpora
tion, Los Angeles.
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the same situation. This necessitated close booking and 
payment controls. Another problem in the area of taxes 
was that Andrews Incorporated in the United Kingdom under 
Julard Ltd. a corporate taxable both in the United States . 
where she worked and the United Kingdom where she resided. 
By paying her through Anjul Productions$ Inc., an Andrews- 
owned United States affiliate, the tax matter was settled. 
Through a review of balance sheet reports one finds that 
checks for September 18 and 25» 1965$respectively, have 
had deductions of five and one-half percent California 
corporation tax."^ This was incorrect as Andrews was at 
that time working in Hawaii. Restitution was later made.

There are three things in a star's contract which 
are of prime importance as witnessed by Andrews' Hawaii 
contract; money, control over principal photography, and 
credits. Of the three the first is self-explanatory. 
Control of photography means the right to approve the 
director if one is not already chosen, or the right to 
approve a replacement, and/or the right to approve the 
actors playing any other large roles. In the case of 
Andrews' contract, she was allowed approval over another

"^Account memorandum regarding Julie Andrews, Legal 
File for Hawaii; Mirisch Production Corporation, Los 
Angeles *

16Contract, for Julie Andrews, Legal File for
Hawaii.
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director if Hill was released (Zinnemann left while the 
production was still, in the talking stage) „ The director 
is an important factor to a star, as the best director can 
make an artist look great.

The third area of prime importance was credits,
Credits on the film, placement in advertising, and when 
and where a star1s name may, must, or cannot be used, along 
with the exact size of type, are spelled out in careful 
detail, " S t a r  billing" is very important. Billing on 
previous films can determine salary on future films. In 
the case of Hawaii, Sydow was to get top billing when the 
picture was in Europe, while Andrews got it everywhere 
else (see list of credits in Appendix C ), Of the other 
stars, both Max Von Sydow and Richard Harris received similar, 
but not as rewarding, contracts in the above mentioned areas„ 

Thus the story, producer, director, and stars make 
up and complete the package. The costs for these items are 
known as above the line costs. They are directly controlled 
by the producer who has created the package. All of the 
package members in Hawaii were either profit participants 
and/or received deferments„

Through experience the Mirisch Corporation knows 
what is an acceptable package to United A r t i s t s T h i s  is 
a strong advantage not held by many producing companies,,
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The rest of the costs of production* and they are many* 
fall into two categories: photography and post-photography.
They represent all below the line costs.

Once the screen play is completed* the production . 
goes into its planning for principal photography., A bud
get and shooting schedule must be devised. This is the 
job of the production supervisor who transforms the script 
into a shooting schedule. .As the shooting schedule for 
Hawaii ran well over one hundred pages with each page very 
similar in form* only one page is used as an example in 
Appendix D. The first shooting schedule for Hawaii was 
dated as of April 5* 1965$ and contained only the first 
third of. the production time. ,As shooting schedules are 
often impossible to.follow* because of weather* strikes* 
or some act of God* they are often changed and sometimes* 
as in the case of Hawaii * abandoned because production gets 
so far behind. The shooting schedule lists on the opening 
pages the production personnel* locations (in the case of 
Hawaii there were six major locations)* the travel dates 
and general dates the shooting will be in each location.
The first day of shooting is called the first day and only 
shooting days are counted. Thus the 7?th day represents 
77 shooting days less holidays* travel* and days off. The 
schedule also lists location* period (1888)* time of 
action (day)* number of sequences already shot* and number
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of pages of the script that that particular shooting day 
will covero Beneath this are listed the actors used and 
any special notes„ At one point the production was so far 
behind, and so much over the budget, that the director was 
considered replacable. The cast, though, threatened to 
strike if this was done and it was not. This type of 
situation, and the action proposed, is by no means uncommon, 
and it is a credit to the production that the company was 
able to stay together without any major breaks in personnel„ 

The creation of the shooting schedule is an involved 
process which takes an expert in., that area. The production 
supervisor must transform all the elements of the, script 
into the most economical operation possible 0 The shooting 
schedule and the budget are tied very closely together as 
one may Well affect the other. The following is a synopsis 
of the way one production supervisor handled the film 
Hawaiio He was responsible for all of the below the line 
logistics of the film which includeds hiring of the crew, 
finding the locations and securing them, scheduling the 
picture, budgeting the picture (purchasing, renting, and 
acquiring services) and keeping the picture moving smoothly. 

After, receiving the script the production supervisor 
reads it for a sense of the story. While reading, he draws 
lines between each scene and puts in a page count (how many 
pages or fraction thereof to each scene), A second time
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through the script, the production supervisor underlines 
characters, props, locations, and special pieces of busi
ness. For example, if someone throws a rock through a 
window, several panes of break-away glass are needed. If 
the “gag" does not work the first time, more glass is 
required. He pays close attention to location, deciding 
whether or not to build or go on location. With Hawaii, 
most work was on location in order to generate a sense of 
reality, and make a more pleasing picture with the spec
tacular landscape. He watches for exterior and interior 
shots. Since living expense for cast and crew while on 
location is the single most expensive item, the production 
manager tries to lump locations together in the most eco
nomical fashion ,but he must also consider equipment and 
talent. He tries to facilitate the most expedient opera
tion but there are no rules in doing this.

He then, puts each scene on a breakdown page (see 
Appendix E), The breakdown page has everything on it that 
the shooting script has, The breakdown page represented 
in Appendix E is only one example; each producing company 
makes its own, but each has approximately the same infor
mation on it which facilitates the organization of time,. 
people, and materials. The breakdown page will also be 
used in creation of the cost and budget analysis because 
it theoretically contains all elements which must be pur
chased or rented.
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The breakdown page is also used in creation of the 

breakdown board0 The breakdown board is a four foot by 
eight foot plywood board on which is put strips of card
board , each strip represents a day's shooting and contains 
symbols which represent a breakdown of everything that will 
be needed on that dayo Each strip is put on the board and 
may be moved around to any shooting day desired so that the 
most economical shooting schedule can be created„ This is 
the heart of the production operation and the breakdown 
board is a giant puzzle which the production manager must 
solveo The better he works, the puzzle out„ the more eco
nomical the production will be« Because of its importance» 
lpeverybne heTpsi*w‘ith”h*e'‘’sh:o'ot4'ng «scheduibe 0 The more that 
the production manager knows about his job, as well as the 
script, the better the shooting schedule is likely to turn 
outo On a large feature such as Hawaii, hopefully, two 
pages a day could be shotc (A minute of film per page of 
shooting script is a rough but fairly good estimate 0) In 
the filming of Hawaii, less than a page a day was shot.

While the shooting schedule is being worked put, the 
cost and:budget estimates are being made0 From the break
down pages each item of cost is listed on the cost and 
budget analysis (see Appendix F)» The total cost and bud
get is not represented in Appendix F, only the index to the 
cost and budget analysis,. The full budget, which was some 
twenty pages, breaks each heading down to a listing of the
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name and types of equipment or personnel used. It then 
lists each item’s estimated cost* Each department on the 
cost and budget index has a copy of the script and, as in 
Hawaii, each turned into the production supervisor a list 
and cost itemization of what they needed,, Thus was framed 
the first estimated budget

As the production progresses, the production manager 
receives an accounting statement which lists what had been 
spent and what is left in the budget„ To this is added 
other itmes which are needed, but not as yet accounted for,

' ' Or

and this would form "An Estimate to Complete" which pro
jects the amount of money needed to finish the production, 
(Estimates to complete are often made up weekly while pro
duction is in progresso) °

Equipment is usually obtained through telephone 
calls. Everything is open to negotiation; the price depends 
on what is wanted and the amount of time it is wanted,.

•' 17There are several exceptions, the Chapman boom being one:. 
Seven hundred and fifty dollars per week is standard rental 
price, ■ ; '

For camera equipment on the film Hawaii a BUG (large 
"studio" camera manufactured by Mitchel), a Mark II (same 
make as BNC, only not blimped), two Airflex cameras, a

^ A  Chapman boom is a truck with a highly mobile arm 
fifteen feet in length on which the Camera and crew are 
placed. This piece of equipment in many instances greatly 
facilitates location filming, ■
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second BNC, and several hand held Airflex’s were all used0 
Most equipment was rented from large rental houses0 No 
longer is it profitable to own equipment? rental is cheaper 
and less of a bothere

Certain complications arose in purchasing items and 
services«, Because of the far-flung locations for the film, 
catering became somewhat of a problem. It is the responsi
bility of the production to provide lunch for the cast 
while on location, also dinner if overtime is used. The 
normal charge for a catering service on location is $3,00 
per person, A letter of agreement is drawn up and signed 
and the caterer shows up on the set, provides everything 
and serves the meal, With Hawaii, because of location, 
the food prices were much higher and even tables and chairs 
had to be specially rented, Payment for this service, as 
well as to actors, or for anything else was done.through 
the. accounting department . Checks were signed by Fred 
Gorman of the accounting office and then forwarded to Emitt 
Emerson, head production manager, who co-s.igned the checks 
and had them dispersed. Each check had to have two signa
tures, unless signed by Walter Mirisch, In this way both 
the home office and the in-field production would know 
exactly what monies were going out, and why. Money would 
come from a special checking account which held the ac
counts of the production and stipulated the above s Ignat or s,.
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Another service that had to be obtained was in- ' 

surance0 On the film Hawaii, insurance was taken out in 
the f ollowing areas $ weather (in case of rain, production 
personnel still are paid); cast liability; damage to prop
erty, set, wardrobe, properties, negative and faulty stock 
(in case through no negligence on the part of production 
that the film is bad insurance will pay for the cost of 
refliming); marine insurance for boats and people on them; 
and workmen1 s compensation 0 Albert G,» Rubin, insurance 
broker, handled the coverage for Hawaiie

Locations used must also be rented0 A standard con
tract used for this matter is included in Appendix G 0 
ÂLth.ough,,«tbe -«par*icuLar •'sOBev.-.A.n-rArp.pendi.x-.G ,1s not from the 
film Hawaii, it is the most current form used by Mirisch 
Corporationo It covers purpose, casualty, and occupancy0 

Actors other than stars are also acquired as below 
the line costs. In the film Hawaii there were fifty Screen 
Actors Guild members used not counting Andrews, Sydow and 
Harris» Salaries ranged from $120000 base equity minimum 
for one day's work called a "bit" part, up to $3,000*00 
per week for seventeen weeks guaranteed which went to Gene 
Hackman who had co-star credit0 Because of the complex 
nature of such a show as Hawaii, several people may be cast- 
. ing and many artists vying for roles and contracts0 In 
order to facilitate casting a contract request form was
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used (see Appendix H)„ This Is not a contract but lists 
all vital information in case a person is hired. Once an 
actor is hired, he signs a Free Lance Screen Actors Guild 
Contract (see Appendix I), If a person is not a member of 
the Guild, he may still sign but he must become a member 
within thirty days after signing. The form is done in 
triplicate. Various riders may be attached to this form 
for travel allowances, living expenses, special incon
venience, and special instructions if the talent is a 
minor, of which there were several on Hawaii, For other 
personnel hired whose contract is not in a standard form, 
a letter of agreement is drawn up (see Appendix J), This 
'paft'lcular Tetter was for ‘Richard TaTmadge who acted as 
second unit director on the film. Once a person is hired, 
a start slip or Notice of Employment is circulated and 
when a person is taken off payroll a notice of termination 
is circulated (see Appendix K),

While a production is in progress a Distribution of 
Time sheet is kept (also see Appendix K),. Also turned in 
during filming are daily production reports (see Appendix 
L)o The particular one for August. 26, 1965, shows that the 
production was fairly far along. The number of minutes 
shot that day was fairly good considering the complexity 
of the production, A call sheet for the following day Is 
posted, on the back of which is the breakdown of personnel 
and equipment used (see Appendix M), Also listed on the
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call sheet is salary paid, whether flat rate or more,
plus any special information. As Hawaii.was such a large
film, daily transportation sheets had to be made up (see
Appendix N)e This may seem like a small matter, but it is
a good illustration of how something simple becomes quite
complex when dealing with large numbers of people in
diversified jobs„ ,

Extras were also a large item which took careful
attentiono Ninety-six extras were used in the Hawaiian
location alone „ The gross pay for extras was f>23,397° 76»
An extra was paid $15°00 a day not counting overtime. As
this was outside of a screen extra’s territory 1, their
' 'pay was considerable Tess than the Los Angeles pay of
$27°50 at that time, Nevertheless, $15°00 is above the base

lfipay paid in many other areas, even today° If an extra 
has some special piece of business in a scene, he may be 
"bumped" which may give him an extra $10 or $20 at the dis
cretion of an associate director who is in charge of extras. 

As the production progresses, there are a myriad of 
problems which arise. To discuss, all for this one pro
duction would be pointless, as they vary greatly with each 
productiono

^According to Frank Kennedy, Casting Director of 
Central Casting, Tucson, Arizona, area, the base pay in 

. Tucson is $12,80 per day as set by Paramount’s production .. 
of the television series High Chaparral; Interview with 
writer, .Tucson, February 15, 1970,
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One area of concern which must be delicately 

handled* regards union matters. The IATSB and Teamsters 
unions with each of its guilds handles most of the pro
duction work on all films. Without an IATSB seal on the 
film's packaging $ first-run theaters will not show it.
In past films8 as in Hawaii, the unions have fairly well 
defined rules regarding job.functions. If non-union help 
is hired in one area, which was the case in the construc
tion of several boats * union members will protest, and 
may not even work the film. Fortunately, this matter was 
quickly settled. As in many films, Hawaii quickly estab
lished definite communication links between IATSB, 8AS,
-#BG •('Screen E-xtras -Guild.) —and Teamsters, Arthur Ealledge, 
president of Local Teamsters. 996, and Eobert Anderson,’ 
associate production manager, worked out most grievances on 
the film.

Once the principal photography was completed, lab 
and editing work had, to be done. As each day's film was 
exposed, it was sent to the lab for processing and returned 
within several days In the form of a positive print. These 
prints, known as "dailies" would be reviewed to judge how 
the film was progressing.

Once the film was finished, several months were spent 
putting all of the film together. Certain dialogue scenes 
which were impossible to get while on location were•looped 
in. Once this was done, music was added. Elmer Bemstien
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was hired to compose the score and conduct the orchestra6 
Bernstien received $25,000* The score took six days of 
playing time to complete0

This, then, completes the film,, As mentioned ear
lier, advertising and exploitation would now go into.high 
gear. One idea of interest concerning exploitation was 
done while the score was being added. Independent Pro
ductions, Inco, made a half hour film about Elmer Bern
stien for the television series "Hollywood Backstage."
Part of the film showed Bernstien conducting the orchestra 
for the score Hawaii. This was a seemingly .good.promo
tional idea and was costing the Mirisch company nothing be
cause it was thought that photographing orchestra members 
while at work did not necessitate an extra fee paid to the 
musicians. This is not the way things worked out. What 
happened was, Independent Productions, Inc., wrote the 
musicians union a letter asking for clearance for filming 
without having to pay. They received a verbal clearance 
from the union which they set down in letter form and re
turned to the union. Mort Suethline of Mirisch, who was 
in charge of music, agreed to let Independent Productions, 
Inc. make the film. After the film was made, the union, 
American Federation of Musicians, charged the Mirisch 
Corporation for filming musicians and asked for extra pay
ment. Suethline tried to get Independent not to show the 
film, but as they had put their time and effort into it,
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they did not want it wasted« Mirisch Corporation ended up 
paying musicians an extra #3,047,08. This represents 
another expense on the film and one which Mirisch had no 
way of foreseeing. Naturally, some good was gotten from 
the exposure, but $3,000.00 might have been spent on 
advertising in a more effective manner.

The title is an important factor and the' production 
company watches carefully that no one else tries to detract 
from the movie by using a similar title. In the case of 
Hawaii, MGM had a request in on a similar title which the 
Mirisch Corporation asked to disclaim. Though seemingly a 
minor item, the MGM title could in no foreseeable way help 
the f ilm -but 'Only -detract., •*- 9

The general division of funds has previously been 
mentioned5 specific division is listed in a section of the 
Financing Agreement (see Appendix 0). The "Net Producer’s 
Share" as defined in paragraph twenty-six of the United 
Artists agreement, is closed between United Artists and the 
Mirisch Corporation, Revenues were then dispersed as the 
film was played off =

Once the above factors are decided a final answer 
print is made, The answer print is just that, a positive 
print which represents the answer for all of the time,

' IQ̂Raymond Kurtzman, Interview with writer, Mirisch 
Production Corporation, Los Angeles, April 19, 1970,
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money and effort of those Involved in the process of 
making the film* The answer print is given to the dis
tributor o If it is acceptable, which it was with Hawaii, 
the negative print which conforms with the answer print 
is also given overe Positive copies are made as the 
picture is marketed, and all begin to share the rewards 
for which they have worked so hard„



CHAPTER III

THE INDEPENDENT PRODUCER AS SEEN THROUGH AN ECONOMIC 
REVIEW OF THE FILM LILIES OF THE FIELD

Lilies of the Field was filmed In 19&2 In fourteen " 
and one-half days„ The original budget given by United Ar
tists to producer Ralph Nelson and Fred Engle was $270*0004-% 
When the production was finally completed, it cost 
$247,000— $23,000 under budget. The movie has been con
sidered rather successful, both from an economic point of 
view— it has grossed about six and one-half million dollars
 to date'— as wdll as an artistic point of view— Sidney Poitler
won an academy award for best actor. What made it a success, 
according to its producer?— Luck

As in Hawaii, the package was the most essential 
item. United Artists’ arrangement with the producers of 
Lilies of the Field was similar to that of the Mirisch Cor
poration. Only here the contract was only for one film. 
Unlike Hawaii, the package was not automatically considered 
sold. Since Nelson and Engle were relatively new to the film 
business, as well as untried, they had a hard time selling 
the film. According to Engle the package, which included

1Fred Engle, Interview with writer, Bel Air, Cali
fornia, April 26, 1970.
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himself and Nelson as producers, "Nelson also as director, 
POitier as actor, with novel by William Barrett and screen 
play by James Poe, was turned down about forty times02 
Finally, United Artists decided to fund the project simply 
to get Engle to stop pestering them.

The story rights were owned by Fred Engle who was 
at the time, in 1962, an agent to the novel0 Engle con
vinced.. James Poe, a screen writer, that a worthwhile adap
tion could be made 0 Both Engle and Nelson were acquainted 
with Lilies and Nelson felt he could direct it, Sidney 
Poitier was a rising young talent» Engle and Nelson con
vinced him that this story was a perfect vehicle for his 
talents„

The project was originally scheduled at $200,000, 
but through constant prodding by Engle and Nelson, it was 
moved up to $270,00, and that was the limit.^ The theory 
the producers went by was, get all you could, and when that 
figure was reached, make the movieo

As Poitier was a rising star and Poe a well-known 
screen writer, both of whose salaries were greater than the 
budget would allow, the participation agreement was of 
maximum importance o The importance-bf this... film is in its

.■'■v' 2£bldo 
3lbid.
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participation agreement and the willingness on.the part of 
the participants to take a chance. As film budgets in 1962 
were averaging one to three million dollars, a $270,000 bud
get was exceedingly small This meant that most of the 
parties involved were willing to. take a portion of the risk 
and become participants, That is, take a very small, or no 
salary, and a portion of the profits, if any. This idea 
has become far more relevant today, and is, in fact, becom
ing the rule, Whereas Andrews received in Hawaii $400,000 
for her work and ten percent gross because of her drawing 
power as a star, Poltier took virtually no salary for his 
work, and a percentage against, profits because he was a 
star. The profit participants were as followss Poitier, 
as actor; Nelson, as producer and director; Engle, as pro
ducer ; Barrett, as novelist? Poe, as screen writer? Rainbow 
Productions, the production's corporate shelter; and Joe 
Popkin as production manager,

The financing agreement was and is the basic building 
block between the independent producer and the primary risk 
taker. In this case the agreement was between Rainbow 
Productions, Inco, and United Artists (see Appendix P), 
Several of the basic items covered in the agreement are as 
follows8 (1) the length of the picture (between 7,300 feet
and 9,000 feet, with not more than 500 feet of stock

4Ibid, v '
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s h o t s ) (2) the ratio of the film stock 1 .85:1 which is 
wide screen as well as 1 ,33:1» regular screen; (3) the 
obligation to finance by United Artists; (4) the right to 
. approve story9 director^ principal male and female stars9 
the final production budget* the final production schedule* 
all deferments and.profit participations * and the locale of 
the picture? (5) the time of the production* which is not 
to commence later than November 12* .1.962 (the film was shot 
in October of 1962* the same month this agreement was 
signed); (6 ) the right to approve production budget and 
production schedule; (7) in case of failure to bring the 
production in on the budget and the right to give completion 
money at a rate of one percent of net profits for every five 
thousand dollars loaned (this cuts directly into the pro
ducer's share of profits and can be quite costly); and (8) 
the right.to take over the film if the production goes more 
than fifteen percent over budget. Also included in the 
finance agreement was the division of producer's share: 
first to United Artists for loan of money at six percent; 
second* to United Artists for loan of money on completion 
loans at six percent* if any; third* to any other parties 
that make completion loans; fourth* for deferments * pari

^Stock shots are those that can be purchased covering 
a general action* for example * an airplane taking, off.
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passu,, and thereafter all profits shall be deemed net.
Profits were divided as follbws: thirty-five percent going 
to United Artists, and sixty-five percent going to producer. 
These funds are taken from net profits. The division of 
all monies for this film is basically the same as was used 
in Hawaii.

The detail budget index page, very similar to the 
cost and budget in Appendix F, is an actual copy of the . 
first estimate (see Appendix Q). Appendix B is not as new 
as Appendix F, which is the one currently used by United. 
Artists, but it has generally the same information. The 
figures listed on Appendix % are estimates. They were very 

,,1cptlmlstlc,,«es,tlmates.,in , th.e ;.h,g;pe,s .of ,selling United Artists 
on the Lilies film. They were drawn up in July of 1962,.and 
totalled,: $1859 308.^ The production surprisingly enough did 
not go much over that figure, though the film was budgeted 
for nearly a hundred thousand dollars more than that figure. 
(One hundred thousand dollars is not a lot of money in the 
movie business when figuring a total budget.)

The final picture cost represents not only expenses, 
but also revenues for certain items of above the line costs 
(see Appendix B). The cost items, which are of importance, 
are: bits, extras, set construction, set operations ex
pense, cutting film, lab, music, sound, transportation-studio,

^Personal file of Fred Engle, Bel Air, California.
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and location. The three most Important of these are set 
construction, set operation expense, and location. If these 
three factors can be kept to a minimum, the cost of the 
production will be greatly reduced.

These above items were kept down in several unique 
ways. The shooting schedule for Lilies lay principally in 
the minds of Joe Popkin,(production manager). Nelson, and 
Engle. The schedule was so short and kept as simple as 
possible so that money was not worth spending on a pro
duction supervisor who would lay out a shooting schedule;

•' 7it just wasn*t needed or done.
Locations were chosen not by a vast production staff, 

/̂ but ̂ rather ̂by-̂ 'Engl̂ ê  '̂ Nel'sen-'̂ ^̂ d'̂ 'Popkln ̂ who traveled • tourist 
class and used their own money. Tucson, Arizona, was 
chosen because it was in a different guild territory (area 
9) rather than within three hundred miles of Los Angeles 
(area 1), and thus union as well as non-union personnel 
could be obtained less expensively. There were no expensive 
sets and no studio shots*, everything was done as cheaply 
as possible on location.

The basic necessities of one camera and a few small 
lights were rented in Los Angeles; the rest of the equipment 
came as needed from local dealers in the Tucson area. The 
principal actors agreed to rehearse for one week prior"to

^Fred Engle, Interview with writer,-"Bel Aire, 
California, April 24, 1970.



filming at no salaryc This gave everyone a fairly good
idea of what the play was about and how it would work out,
Popkin went to the unions and told them how much they had
to spend and asked for their help. They agreed to help.
People were allowed to double up on jobs, A grip (prop
man) would also be a graffer (light man). The dialogue
director played the part of the priest. Locations were
pre-selected and set-ups were done quickly. Instead of a
full complement of lights, such as eight or ten brulte
(outdoor arc lights), one bruite was used. This cut down
considerably bn set-ups. Only one camera was used. It
broke down once, and with luck and an early lunch break

- 8little time was lost, Larry Hayton, who did special 
effects, also doubled as head of construction, while local 
labor was hired to fill in Where needed. To cut cost on 
location, everyone went tourist class; because time was 
growing short, the cafe sequence originally scheduled for 
two and one^half days was shot in one and one-half days.
As overtime was expensive, the crew only worked eight- 
hour days, with some ten-hour days, but construction would 
work at night so that sets would be ready for next days * 
shooting. Normally night work is very expensive, but did 
not turn out that way on this film,, Dailies were never 
seen, as the cost was too prohibitive. The director simply
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hoped that what was shot turned out correctly, A special 
below minimum deal was made on editing, both for facilities 
and editors more money was later given on this deal when 
the picture became a success0 When the film was finally 
completed and turned into United Artists, the cost was 
$>2^7®OOOo Advertising expense was kept to a minimum. The 
greatest single factor, and that which really made the show 
successful, was the winning of the Academy Award for best 
actor by Sidney Poitier„ Recent television sales have 
also been largeo The film has since turned out to be one 
of the least expensive successful films ever made0



CHAPTER IV

FUTURE INDUSTRY TRENDS AND RELATIONSHIPS

The only relationship between the large motion pic
ture corporation and the independent film producer is 

1money„ There is no other direct relationship„ The modus 
operand! of each system, independent or corporation, is, 
completely different and will vary within the structure of 
each according to each film. Each film is a separate 
package, with its own set of rules. Experience is a guide
line in working out a picture, but by no means does it grant 
Success. A nmffber of new prdducbrs of youth-oriented films 
in the past year have been quite successful.

The old established corporations since the 2.9̂ 8 Para
mount decree have found great financial disappointment.
Those who have been successful, such as United Artists, have 
segregated the job functions, concentrating in specific 
areas. This seems to be the trend in the future for the 
large corporation. The cost of productions over the past ' 
year,have decreased steadily, and those who have been asked 
to share the burden of risk have increased. The star system

■ ' 1According to Interview by writer with Adolph Zukor, 
Chairman of the Board (ret.), Paramount Motion Pictures Co., 
Beverly Hills, April 6, 1970; Charles Mulvahill, Production 
Supervisor, Mirisch Production Corporation, Los Angeles,
April 15, 1970; Raymond Kurtzman, April 16, 1970; Alan Wilson, 
April 21, 1970; and Fred Engle, April 23-24, 1970.
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for all practical purposes is dead. Faces do not make 
fine movies $ good stories, and good directors do. The 
public is waking up to this fact which Hollywood understood 
long ago.

Because of the above factors and because money is 
"tight" the near future holds little promise for the large 
corporation's spectacular movies. Because the profits from 
a large film are split greatly, and the cost is high, the 
production company gets very little in return,- as was true 
in the case of Hawaii. The Mlrisch Corporation did not 
suffer large financial loss, but for its efforts the pro
duction was hardly worthwhile.. Those companies which try 
to do every thing “"•finance, produce and distribute— do not 
generally make enough back in all areas to be highly suc
cessful. On some occasions they fail completely and suffer 
great financial loss.

• The reason films are no longer a dominant force in 
family life is because of advanced communications and travel 
enabling a greater mobility and understanding by the family 
unit to receive the many other recreational experiences 
open to them. Television is only one of the recreational 
choices available to the family today, so is boating or 
flying. All are taking up a slack that the movie Industry 
has felt.

In order to compete the industry must. It seems, 
look at the competition it faces on all fronts. The
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audience potential is available at all age levels.

Films have always reacted quickly to fads and as 
we now see a successful motorcycle picture come and go, we 
realize that more motorcycle films will soon follow. We 
realize, too, that most will fail* The over-reaction that 
the movie industry generates to different fads is nothing 
more than a recycling of basic ideas which spirals onward 
but progresses very slowly. Innovations are only created 
when there is a compromise between old fads and new ideas. 

The phenomenon of the "nudie" film or exploitation 
film is not new, it has simply become more explicit. The 
idea that many industry leaders have is that this, too,
&8 a fad-andwiTlsoonleave if left to its own devices.
This writer does not share these convictions. The "nudie" , 
films will most likely be changed, but to this writer’s 
way of thinking, like the Western, is here to stay. Why? 
Because it represents a viable force which runs through all 
of humanity. Hopefully it will become more refined or 
rather better done. But as long as it is allowed, arid keeps 
slightly ahead of the mass audience, it will be a recog
nizable financial force.

Finally, it is the opinion of this writer that the 
polarization between the large corporation and the small
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independent producer, will grow until there is a remerging
of forcess at which time will Come new and larger con- .

. ' ' - -
glomerate film companies. Who these people are now, that 
shall form the new leaders of the Industry is impossible to 
say. But as in the past with the downfall of the MPPC so, 
too, will the industry forces of the sixties, fade away 
only to be replaced by a newer and larger, if not a better, 
force.



APPENDIX A

PART OF THE SCREEN PLAT HAWAII

The following is taken from the Mirisch Corporation 
production files and is part of the screen play, Hawaii. 
Contained within the screen play are the actual page 
numbers, and, v (continued)" marks„
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. (Page 96)

203 FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH - HONOLULU - DAY
Missionaries are passing up■the steps and into the 
church, before which, stands a handsome carriage,, 
a Hawaiian coachman in the driver’s box, a woman 
and four children sitting together behind. Abner, 
Whipple and Immanuel Quigley enter SCENE, moving 
toward church.

204 TRUCKING SHOT - WITH ABNER, WHIPPLE, QUIGLEY - DAY
Limping along between his two colleagues, Abner is 
in the midst of animated argument,

ABNER
Come what may, I shall put it as a 
motion from the floor that we 
petition the King to prohibit the 
sale of land to non-Hawaiians,

QUIGLEY
' What would the ultimate purpose of" - '-"such" "a ” law ■ "Le?

: - ' ABNER
These lands were given by God to the 
Hawaiian people as their birthright.
If they continue to pass into the 

. possession of foreigners, the Kingdom . 
is doomed. The hand which grasps today 
for its land will grasp for its 
government.

WHIPPLE
I ’m inclined to think the process 
of land development, once begun, 
can’t be reversed.

ABNER .
God can reverse any process. He sent ■ 
us here to exalt the Hawaiian people, 
not to acquiesce in their enslavement.

(CONTINUED)
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(Page 97)

204 CONTINUED:
QUIGLEY

Our instructions forbid us to 
meddle in governmental affairs* 
and I for one intend to obey them,

ABNER
I trust this means not availing 
yourself personally of land which 
those same instructions forbid us 
to acquire.

205 ANOTHER ANGLE -CARRIAGE BEFORE CHURCH - DAY
We now identify the woman on the carriage as Malia* 
last seen caring for the dead Urania Hewlett*s baby* 
who now sits beside her, a handsome boy of Micah*s 
age. The others -- two boys and a girl —  are obvi
ously haphaole. As Whipple, Quigley, and Abner come 
abreast of the carriage, Whipple recognizes Malia, 
goes to her, uncovers, and shakes her hand. Abner 
indignantly passes to the church steps where he waits. 
''Qd'igley passes up the steps. Whipple rejoins Abner.

206 PROM; CHURCH STEPS TO STEEPLE ABOVE - DAY
Abner and Whipple start side by side for the church 
doors,

WHIPPLE
Couldn’t you at least have raised 
your hat?

ABNER
To a heathen who has seduced 
Brother Hewlett and polluted our 
ministry?

WHIPPLE
• I ’m sorry you take that view. .

ABNER
It's not my view, it's the Bible's.
Consult Ezekiel 23:30. He went .
whoring after the heathen.

(CONTINUED)
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(Page 98)

206 CONTINUED:
They arrive before the church.-door, where Abner con
fronts Hewlett $ who has obviously heard his words.
Abner glares at him; Hewlett turns and enters the church.

20? INT.; PIBST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH - FULL SHOT - DAY
Immanuel Quigley presides at the pulpit. The audience 
consists of all missionary husbands who came on the 
Thetis8 plus later arrivals. Whipple sits beside Abner.

QUIGLEY
We shall now vote on that resolution 
which calls, for the expulsion of 
Brother Abraham Hewlett from his 
ministry. All in favor raise their 
right hand and say 'Aye.' .

A majority of them raise their hands. Whipple and a 
few others, do not. Hewlett’s hands, instinctively go 
to his face,, covering his despair from their eyes.

..^QUIGLEY 
Opposed* raise the right hand* 
signify by saying ’Nay.'

WHIPPLE
Nay 8

Quigley counts the minority vote of six. Hewlett's 
hands slide from his face, which is hardening to lines 
of anger.

QUIGLEY
The 'Ayes' have it. The motion is 
carried. The minutes of these proceed
ings will be sent to the Board of Commis- 

• sioners in Boston, and the congregations 
will be circularized.: . .

(to Hewlett)
It is the judgment of this meeting that 
you leave these islands and live elsewhere.

HEWLETT 
I shall live where I wish.

ABNER p
You8ll receive no sustenance from us8 

Hewlett turns, faces them all.
(CONTINUED)
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20? CONTINUED: -
HEWLETT ■ .?

I don't need your sustenance. My . 
wife has brought me several thousand • 
acres of prime land. From this time 

■ - ' forward I shall work for myself, get
my own wage, and buy for my own family 
those necessaries which previously 
came to us in barrels of trash and 
cast-off junk disguised as Christian 
charity. You love Hawaiians as 
potential converts, but you despise 

' them as people. Having come to an . 
opposite conclusion, I gladly depart 
from a ministry, in which love has no 
place.

He exits in silence and a small storm of cleared 
throats,

QUIGLEY '
. . On .the ,-res.Ql.uti..on ,cens,ur,ing . Brother 
Whipple for performing the ceremony 

.; whereby our, lost brother fell into
sin——™

WHIPPLE 
(on his feet)

I'd say the ceremony was one whereby 
he fell out of sin. As for the vote 
—  save your time, brothers, I also 
take my departure.
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REPRESENTATIVE ARTIST-EMPLOYER CONTRACT

The following pages represent'the standard artist- 
employer contract used by the Mirisch Corporation for 
acquiring the services of an.artist0
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AGREEMENT

This agreeraont jp.ade on the day of . ^19 . ,
between
hereinafter, referred to as Employer” , and'

hereinafter referred to as ”Artist”,
... W I T N E S S E T H :

In consideration of the covenants and conditions herein 
contained, and other good and valuable consideration, the parties 
agree as f ollows: . ./ '

“ ; SECTION I •. .
*• EMPLOYMENT AND COMPENSATION , ''

lo Employments Employer hereby employs Artist, to ren
der his services as an actor to portray the role of

. in the motion picture-photoplay tentatively entitled.
(hereinafter referred.to as the "photo- . 

play”)o Artist hereby accepts Such employment on the terms and con
ditions herein .provided..and agrees that 'throughout the term hereof 
he will render his services solely and exclusively for Employer» .
Artist1s 'services hereunder shall be rendered at such studios and 
other places, and on such locations, as may be designated by Em-, 
ployer from time to time. ' ' . i

2e Terra of Employment> The term of Artist’s employment 
hereunder shall cormence on or about . .
on which date Artist agrees to report to Employer at ...

for the rendition of.his servicesz and shall 
Continue thereafter for such time as Employer may. require his ser
vices in connection with the production of the photoplay». Subject 
to the obligation of Employer to pay Artist compensation for the 
ninimum period of employment hereinafter provided for, which obli— - 
jation in turn is subject to the provisions of. Section V. hereof, 
employer may terminate Artist’s employment hereunder at any time*

3* Compensatlon * On condition that Artist is not in dc- 
:ault hereunder and as full consideration- for all services rendered 
md all rights granted and agreed to be granted by Artist to Employer 
lereunder, and subject" to all of Employer’s rights under this agree- 
leht. Employer agrees to pay to Artist and. Artist agrees to accept. 
:ompensation " at the rate of " . - 'f ; .
►er week for each week during the term hereof during which Artist..

-1-
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renders* his services h'ereunder; • provided that subject to Employer's 
rights of suspension and termination as hereinafter.provided. Em
ployer shall pay such compensation to Artist for not less than

consecutive weeks (hereinafter referred to . .
: as the 11 guaranteed period") , No compensation shall be payable for 
the first ..consecutive weeks (hereinafter referred to
as the "free weeks") immediately following the guaranteed period, 
•inasmuch as the compensation theretofore paid or payable shall be 
deemed to include compensation for Artist's services during the 
free weeks. The free weeks referred to in the previous sentence 
•shall be subject to all of Employer's rights of suspension, termi
nation and extension as hereinafter set forth. The :
week period consisting of the guaranteed period plus the free weeks 
is hereinafter referred to as■the "minimum period of employment"„ ’
•Artist's compensation hereunder shall commence to'accrue when Art
ist reports to Employer at the place and on the date specified in
Paragraph 2, above, for the commencement of the term hereof» Com
pensation for any period of less than a week shall be prorated and 
. for this purpose the rate per day shall be one-sixth (1/6) of the 
said weekly rate. No increased or additional compensation shall 
accrue or be payable to Artist by reason of the fact, that any of
his services are rendered at night or .on Saturdays, .Sundays or holi
days or after the 'expiration of any particular number of hours of . 
service in any period. » -v - ■ . / • . -

If^ in addition to the foregoing- compensation, Artist 
is to be .paid ...any, cpî pe.hŝ ti.on,...herjannder ...c;on.t.in.gen.t, upon the-net 
profits derived by .Employer from the photoplay, then the amount 
thereof, the method of determination and the manner of payment is 
as provided in Exhibit B attached hereto. , If no Exhibit B , pro
viding for.the payment of such contingent compensation is attached 
hereto, then no.contingent compensation shall be payable to Artist 
hereunder o •"

Compensation accruing to Artist hereunder during each 
calendar week of the term hereof shall be paid to Artist on Em
ployer’s regular weekly payday during the following week. All 
of Artist1 s compensation, hereunder shall be. paid by check made 
payable to Artist and forwarded to Artist at
- •* - q whose receipts thereof shall
be binding upon Artist. . • >

* - - " • •• - * SECTION II ■ - ';
"V • SERVICES OF ARTIST • . : '

4 o: General Services . Throughout the term hereof Artr-
ist shall: advise. Employer of his whereabouts so that he may be
.be reached at any reasonable hour of the day or night; render his
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services solely and. exclusively for Employer, and at all times re
quired by Employerincluding nights ̂  Saturdays, Sundays and holi
days; promptly and faithfully comply with all instructions, direc
tions , requests, rules and regulations made or issued by Employer; 
perform and render Inis services conscientiously and to the.full 
limit of his ability/ at all times when and wherever, required or 
desired by Employer: and as.instructed by Employer in all- matters, 
including those involving artistic taste and judgment. Without 
limiting the generality of the foregoing, Artist shall, if, as and 
to the extent requested by Employer: perform and render services
as an actor in the said role; record his.voice and other sound'ef
fects , and in'addition, render his services in the making of elec
trical transcriptions for radio broadcasting purposes -and in the 
making of films and other devices for television purposes, for use 
in connection with the advertising,. publicity and exploitation*of . 
the photoplay; sing and play such musical, instruments as Artist" is 
capable of playing in connection with the rendition of any of his - 
other services; and render any other services incidental to the 
rendition of the services enumerated in this paragraph and in Para
graphs 5 and 6 hereof, . •

5c Preliminary, and Ancillary Services.' In addition to 
Artist*s services rm the portrayal of his role in the photoplay. 
Artist shall, throughout the period of * ( ) days
>4irraedS-atelŷ .preGredirig .dhe.voommenc.ement.,o,f dhe.-term hereof and 
throughout the term hereof, report to such studios or other: places 
as Employer may designate for the- rendition of Artist's, services 
in. connection with rehearsals, .consultations and discussions, tests,. 
wardrobe fittings, pre-recordings and. other preliminary -and pre- ’ 
paratory activities* in connection with Artist's services hereunder>" 
Such services, shall be rendered without any additional. compensation 
inasmuch' as the compensation payable to Artist' pursuant to the- pro—  
visions; of" Paragraph! 3 shall be deemed to " include payment for such * 
services *

6e, Retahss, If Employer requires Artist's services in 
.connection, with, the.̂  photoplay after the completion of Artist's. ser
vices in connection, with principal photography of the photoplay, 
or the expiration of the minimum period'of employment, whichever 
is later, for additional photography and/or recording including, 
but not limited tor retakes, changes, added.scenes, process shots, 
transparencies, trick shots, sound track, wild lines, trailers, 
and/or foreign versions, Artist shall render such services as re
quired by. Employer from time to time e Artist shall be obligated',- . 
to render such services hereinabove so requestedunless Artist . 
is unavailable due to other actual commitments in the entertain
ment industry, in wrrich event, however. Artist shall cooperate 
with the Employer to the fullest extent in - making' his services ; 
available for such purposes, except, however, that if the com-
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pletion of Artist’s services in connection with.principal photo
graphy of the photoplay occurs prior to.the expiration'of .the min
imum period of employment'. Artist shall be available to Employer 
for the rendition of said additional services hereinabove required 
i>y Employer during the unexpired balance of said minimum period of 
employment, and Artist shall so contract for the Employer’s protec- 
-tion* Subject to the provisions hereinbelov/ contained relating 
*to three (3) •free days for looping,- etc., compensation shall be 
-payable for such additional services at the daily rate . specified 
±n. Paragraph 3 hereof,, and in the same manner as therein speci
fied but shall be payable only for the days on which such ser
vices are actually rendered; provided,- howeverthat no compen
sation shall be payable for. such services to the extent.that 
they are required or rendered during said•unexpired balance of 
the minimum period of employment, or during any period for which 
-Employer is otherwise obligated to. pay or has.: paid compensation 
"to Artisto In connection with the required1 services of Artist 
mider this paragraph/ Artist shall remain within.the-vicinity of 
the place where principal photography of the photoplay is under
taken. for a period of . . ( ) days following the com
pletion of Artist’.s services in connection with principal photo
graphy of the photoplay, or the expiration of the. minimum period 
-:of employment, whichever is later, and for as much longer as Em
ployer may require» The ..period of the specified number of. days 
referred to in the foregoing/sentence; is hereinafter referred to .
;̂ s. .the. t availability ̂period ”;»/. ̂ Artist "̂ sha 11"' no t he' "ent it led to 
^receive any additional compensation"during said availability pe- 
JxLod except for services actually rendered, but Employer shall 
furnish Artist or reimburse’ him for living .expenses curing said. 
period, as provided.in Paragraph 8 hereof, regardless of whether 
Artist renders any services during said availability period* For 
'each;day'on'which Artist renders services hereunder during said 
availability period and .for each day thereafter during which Em- 
ployer requires Artist to remain at the place of principal photo- 
graphy, as aforesaid, regardless of whether Artist renders any . 
services> Artist, shall be entitled to receive additional/compen- - 
satidn at the daily rate specified in Paragraph 3 hereof* Not
withstanding anything hereinabove contained to the contrary, no. • 
additional compensation shall be payable.to Artist for the first / 
three (3) days, after the date of commencement of the availability/ • 
period, or .after -the date of -expiration of the minimum period of* //-"" 
eiaplô nr.ent (whichever of such two dates occurs later), for services 
of Artist for sound track, looping and-wild- lines inasmuch as the • 
compensation specified in•Paragraph 3 hereof shall be deemed to 
include consideration for such three. (3) days of services * Said . 
three (3) days need not be consecutive *. If, after, the expiration 
of such availability period Employer shall, require Artist to. 
travel in order to render his. services pursuant to the provisions 
of this paragraph then.Employer shall furnish or reimburse Artist
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for transportation (first-class, if available) to the place desig
nated by Employer and.return transportation (first-class, if avail
able) actually used, but in no event to exceed the cost of trans
portation to the place from which Artist came;

7 Publicity » Whenever Artist is rendering or is. obli
gated to render his services pursuant to this agreement and there
after at such times and places as Employer may require, subject 
to Artist's availability by reason of actual employment commitments 
in,the entertainment industry. Artist shall, if, as and to the ex
tent requested by Employer: cooperate with Employer in such manner 
as Employer deems necessary or desirable for the purposes of adver- ; 
tising and exploiting the photoplay and/or the name and/or the voice 
and/or photographs or .physical likenesses - of the Artist* The ser
vices to be rendered by Artist in this connection shall include,* . 
but not be limited to, services for publicity.interviews, publicity 
stills and the making of electrical transcriptions for. advertising 
purposes* • If the Employer shall require,Artist.to travel in order 
to render the services provided in this paragraph, then Employer 
shall furnish Artist with or reimburse Artist for the cost of the 
transportation (first-class, if available)' to the place -designated 
by Employer and return transportation (first-class, .if available) ■ 
actually used, but in no event to exceed the cost of transportation 
to the place from which Artist came-, and Employer shall furnish or 
reimburse Artist for living expenses during the.period that Artist 

--mender&ng<suoh '^services , hereof „ ' 'If :
Artist Is unable to render the services provided for in this para
graph by reason of other commitment :-as herein specified. Artist , 
agrees to cooperate with Employer in making such services available 
to Employer as and when required by Employer * The services provided 
for in this paragraph shall be rendered by Artist without any ad
ditional compensation therefor, inasmuch as the compensation payable 
to Artist pursuant to Paragraph 3 hereof shall be deemed .to include 
compensation- for such services *

- . - ; . - ' • SECTION III . . V  ■ . ■
• ; TRANSPORTATION, CREDIT,, WARDROBE'

• Transportation and Expenses; In addition to Artist's
. compensation hereunder. Employer .agrees, to furnish or pay the . cost 
of round-trip transportation (first-class, if available) for Artist 
• from . to such
place or places in which Employer may require Artist to render his-., 
services hereunder* Notwithstanding any -provision of this, agreement 
obiigating.Employer to furnish.or pay .for Artist’s- return transpor- 
tatioii;. Employer .shall have no such obligation to furnish or pay for 
Artist's return transportation unless- Artist returns within four (4) 
weeks after completion of the applicable, services of Artist and/or, if

-5- V:
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prior to Artist*s return> Artist shall render services in the 
entertainment industry for any other person, firm or corporation. 
Artist shall use the method, means and devices of transportation 
furnished or designated by Employer in connection with any travel 
which Artist is required to undertake pursuant to the terms of 
this agreement.

Employer shall also pay Artist, in lieu of Artist’s 
living expenses, the sum of
per week while Artist is rendering services for Employer here
under at such place or places as Employer requires outside of a 
radius of fifty (50) miles from
Said sum may be paid, at Employer’s election, in the currency of 
the country in which Artist's services are rendered. Any sums ' 
paid or payable to Artist in lieu of living expenses shall be 
prorated on the basis of one-seventh (l/7th) for each day of any 
fractional week.

9o :Credit. '
a. On condition that Artist is not in default 

hereunder and on the further condition that the photoplay is re
leased and Artist's role is retained in the photoplay as finally 

. released and Artist;-appears recognizably in such role. Employer 
shall accord to Artist the following .credit, by providing the 
distributor iwith ;..ta ,,,ne#ativê  ̂ -name "in " the/‘manner
specified, and by requiring.the distributor, by written agreement 
with Employer, not to delete or change the credit as provided oh 
such negative, and by mentioning Artist's name, in the manner 
specified, in all paid advertising, in connection with the photo- 
play, issued by Employer or, under Employer1s control, by the 
distributoro

Credit shall be

b. The provisions of Paragraph 9a shall not apply . 
to so-called "teaser" and/or special advertising, publicity and/or 
exploitation relating to the photoplay or screenplay upon which 
the photoplay is based, to any members of the cast, to the authors, ... 
directors, producers or similar matters; to so-called "trailer" or 
other advertising on the. .screen or. by. radio or television? to insti
tutional, group or list advertising? to other advertising not 
relating primarily to the photoplay? to advertising in narrative 
form? to credits on the screen at the end of the photoplay? to. ■ 
newspaper or other periodical advertising occupying less than eight 
(8) eolumnar inches of space? to by-products or commercial tie-ups?
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or to advertising of such nature that Artist has not -granted consent 
to the use of Artist*s name in connection therewith. If reference 
is made herein to the. title of the photoplay, and if such title is 
used more than once and one of such uses is a so-called "art work" 
title use, said reference to the title shall apply only to.the so- 
called "regular" title use. If only an "art work" title is used, 
the size of type used to display the name of Artist shall be not 
less than fifteen percent (15%) of the. average size of letters used 
in such "art work" title.

\ e Co Subject to the foregoing, Employer shall determine
in its discretion the manner and mode of presenting Artist's credit.

v<3*. Failure of persons other than Employer .to comply . 
with their contract with Employer shall .not constitute a breach of 
this paragraph by Employer.• No casual or inadvertent failure to 
comply with the provisions of this Paragraph 9 shall constitute a 
breach of•this .agreement. In the event of a failure or omission, 
by Employer constituting a breach of its obligations under this 
Paragraph, Artist recognizes that the damage caused Artist.by 
Employer by.such breach is not irreparable or sufficient to entitle 
Artist to injunctive or".other equitable relief and Artist therefore * 
agrees that Artist's'rights and remedies hereunder shall be limited 
to the right, if any, to obtain damages at law. Consequently, Artist 
shall have no right in such event to injunctive relief or to rescind 
this agreement or any.of the rights granted or assigned ro Employer , 
hereunder... -

10o Wardrobe. Artist shall furnish all modern street 
wardrobe for the portrayal of Artist * s role, in.the photoplay only ' 
to the extent-that such wardrobe owned;by. Artist • isr.appj^priate for 
use by Artist in the portrayal , of his role. Employer wrll "be . re
sponsible for any damages to wardrobe furnished by Artist at - the • 
request of Employer. Employer shall supply all .other .wardrobe and 
costumes required for the portrayal of Artist's role. Any wardrobe 
or costumes furnished by Employer'shall be ■ furnished ■"solely for the 
purpose of enabling Artist to perform his role in"the photoplay and 
the same shall remain Employer's property and be returned by Artist 
on .or before the .completion of Artist's services' hereunder. In no 
event shall Employer be required to furnish shoes., hosiery or under
clothing .(other than "character" or. "period" shoes, hosiery.or under
clothing) necessary for the portrayal of. Artist's role in the photo- 
■piay. . ^  ' ' .

; ' ' . SECTION IV'. • . ’ V ' .
• GRANT OF RIGHTS * ' . .

. . . II.. Rights Granted. Artist grants to Employer all rights
of every kind whatsoever, whether now known or unknown, exclusively
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and p'crpetuciily f in arid to. his services perf ormed pursuant to 
this agreement and in and to all the results and proceeds thereof« 
Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, and in part in 
addition thereto. Artist makes the.following additional, grant of 
rights to Employer <, . '

(a) Photography and Recordation and Their Use. 
Artist grants to Employer the sole and exclusive fight 
to photograph or otherwise reproduce all or any part of. 
Artist *s performances, acts, poses, plays and appearances- 
of every kind and nature made or done by Artist in con~

■ nection v/ith the. photoplay; to record or otherwise re
produce , by any present or future method- or means his 
voice and all musical, instrumental or other sound ef-, 
fects produced by him and to reproduce, re-record and 
transmit the same either separately or. in conjunction 

. with such performances, acts, poses,■plays and appear
ances as Employer may desire; and perpetually to ex
hibit, transmit and reproduce, arid license others to 
exhibit, transmit and reproduce (whether by means of 

. - . . printing, motion, pictures, radio, television, tele
vised motion pictures, whether theatrically or non—  
•theatrically, and including all forms of-commercially 

- * - ’ sponsored,, sustaining, pay-as-you-go, or other kinds
of television, and in. conjunction with the advertis- •

. \ - ihg of any coiamodity, service or product, or otherwise,
■ ..... • '"1 n "it's' '-'gtfle"'%r scre'tion, or

any other means now known or unknown) any of. such re-.
. ' productions and transmissions in connection with the. .

photoplay, or the advertising or exploitation of the 
photoplay*

- (h) Advertising and Exploitation. Artist grants
to Employer, in addition to and apart from the use of 
Artist’s name, likeness and voice in said photoplay, 
the perpetual right to use,- and to allow others to use, 
Artist’s name, pictures,.photographs and reproductions; "of Artist’s voice and instrumental, musical and other . 
sound effects .produced by Artist, in and in connection 
with the advertising and exploitation of the photoplay, 
and in and, in connection with the advertising "and ex-

' . plditation of any other products, commodities of ser-
• - vices in so-called commercial tie-ups (as that term is

.commonly known and used in the motion picture industry, 
including but not limited to soundtrack albums, novel-* 
izatipns, printed programs and other publications) re- 

_ latirig. to the photoplay; but Employer will not, without 
Artist’s written consent, authorize the advertiser to 
advertise of announce that Artist endorses or .uses the

- advertiser’s product * Without limiting the generality-
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of any rights here;in elsewhere granted. Employer shall 
have the right to televise portions of the photoplay, 
including those in which Artist appears, for the pur
pose of advertising and exploiting the photoplay,, and 
to otherwise utilize excerpts or portions of the photo
play in connection with the exploitation thereof * Ex
cerpts from the photoplay used for advertising and ex
ploitation purposes, as aforesaid, may be utilized in ' 
or in connection with, or as a, part . of, television pro
grams produced and/or paid for by Employer dr by its 
assignees or licensees, or in commercially sponsored 
or sustaining television programs of'others. Employer 
may broadcast by radio portions of the ..photoplay, con
densations thereof or radio dramatizations thereof for 
the purpose of advertising and exploiting the photoplay.

(c) "Double" or “Dub”. On condition that Artist. . . 
is not in default hereunder. Employer agrees that it
will not "dub" in the English language, or use a "double" 
in lieu of Artist except under the following circum
stances: (1) when necessary to expeditiously meet the
requirements of foreign exhibition; (2) when necessary.

■ to expeditiously meet censorship requirements, both . 
foreign and domestic; (3) when in the opinion of Em- ' 
ployer, the failure to use a "double" for the perform
ance of hazardous acts might result in physical injury 
to Artist; (4) when Artist is not readily available for .
(5) when Artist fails or is unable to meet certain require
ments of the role, such, as singing or the rendition of. 
instrumental'music or other similar services requiring, a 
specific talent or ability other than that 'possessed by ' 
Artistb. Artist agrees that under any of the conditions 
specified in the foregoing clauses (1) through (5),
Employer shall have the.right to. "double".and/or "dub" 
in the English language not only the acts, poses, plays 
and appearance of Artist, but also the voice of Artist, and 
all instrumental, musical and other sound effects to be 
produced by Artist, to such extent as may be required by ■ 
Employer. Artist agrees, however, that Employer shall 
have the right to "dub" the voice of Artist in languages 
other than the English language whenever and to such extent 
as may be required by Employer.

(d) Literary Material. Artist agrees that all 
material, works, writings, ideas, "gags" or dialogue 
composed, submitted or interpolated by him in connec
tion with the preparation or production of the photo
play shall automatically become the property of .Em
ployer , which shall for.the purpose be deemed to be.

i #

-9-
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the author thereof» Artist acknowledges" and agrees
• * that the names and characterizations of the role to

be portrayed by Artist In the photoplay., the title 
of the photoplay and all material - performed by Artist 

/ hereunder belong exclusively to Employer, that Artist .
has no right, title or- interest whatsoever therein or 

. ' - thereto and no right to make any use thereof (whether.
in the employ of another or on his own behalf) without 

"' f authorization in writing from Employer, and Employer . '
• .. . reserves to itself all rights therein,. including, but

. not limited to, merchandising rights, Artist shall,
- ' • at the request of Employer, execute such assignments,

. certificates or other instruments as Employer may from
.time to time deem necessary or desirable to evidence, ! 
establish, maintain, protect, enforce or defend its . ■_ 
right or title in or to any material. ‘ "

- - (e) Control or Production. Employer shall have 
’ • . *■ .. complete control of the production of the photoplay, “ •

including, but not limited to, all artistic controls 
■ * ■* and the right to cut, edit, add to, subtract from, ,

: . arrangerearrange and revise the photoplay in any
. - ' mannero * * . .

All rights granted or agreed to be*granted to Employer 
. hereunder shall vest in Employer immediately and shall remain .

, "'Tts "successors and assigns, whether this 
agreement- expires in normal course or is terminated, or whethef. .

* Artist1s employment hereunder is terminated for any cause or rea
son e :

* :V . . • SECTION V .
. ' . ‘ INCAPACITY, FAILURE-/.-REFUSAL, NEGLECT, FORCE MAJEURE
• • 12 e Incapacity or Change. If Artist shall become in

capacitated or prevented from fully performing in accordance with 
the terms hereof by reason of illness, accident, disfigurement.,
, impairment of voice, mental or physical disability or any other.
cause rendering such nonperformance excusable at.law (all of the 

. foregoing being herein referred to as "incapacityn), or if the ... 
facial or physical appearance or the.voice of Artist shall bp . . 
materially changed (all of the foregoing being herein referred 
to as "change") , then Employer;shall have the right, at its op- •x .. - 

. tion, to suspend Artist1 s employment hereunder during the.-period 

. of such incapacity or change by oral or written ndtice to Artist«,
.If any such incapacity .or change continues for'a period of five 
(5) : consecutive, cays or ah aggregate of periods of ten (10) days 
during a period of time that Artist is'rendering or is obligated 
to render his services for Employer hereunder. Employer shall

\
—10—
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have the rightf at its option, to terminate this agreement and 
Artist's employment hereunder by giving Artist written notice -

• thereof at any time during the continuance of such incapacity 
or- change or within three (3) days after the cessation thereof* .

• During any period of suspension based upon any such incapacity 
. or change Artist shall not render services of any kind to or
for any'person, firm or corporation or on his own.behalf. In 
the event- of such termination Employer shall be released from

• all further obligations to Artist whatsoever, except that Art
ist shall be entitled to receive such compensation, if any, as / 
may have become due and been unpaid prior to such termination;
- and* Artist shall .be entitled to receive his return transporta
tion, if any, pursuant and subject to. the terms of Paragraph 8 
hereof, : If Artist, at any time during the term hereof, alleges

• that he is incapacitated from performing his services hereunder,. 
Employer shall have the right, at its election, to have' medical -
' examinations made of Artist by such physician’or physicians as 

- Employer may designate, and Artist•shall submit to such exami
nations and tests as such physician or physicians may deem, 
desirable. Artist shall be entitled to have present, at said ' *•

•" medical examinations, at Artist' s sole cost and. expense, a doc
tor of Artist's choosing, provided that ‘Artist's doctor does 
not delay or interfere with said medical examinations, If, at 
any time prior to the commencement of the•term hereof. Employer 
obtains an opinion from a doctor designated; by Employer and 
from a doctor designated by Artist to the effect that Artist

* will be incapacitated from, ,ren<^riBg; Jhls -^hareunder. on
" of/the term hereof and/or from completing the, 
v rendition of his services' as required hereunder., then Employer 
may, at its option, cancel this agreement in its entirety and 
make it of no effect by 'giving Artist written notice thereof 
at any time prior to the commencement of the term hereof * If 
the opinion of the doctor designated by Artist.does not concur x 
with the opinion of Employer's doctor, "with respect to such un
availability of Artist, then each of such doctors shall, forth-

’ with agree upon and appoint a third doctor whose opinion shall
be controlling,. Artist shall submit to such examinations as 
the doctors referred to above shall require and if Artist fails 
to submit to such examinations, or "fails to designate a doctor 
within two (2) days after Artist is given notice of the opinion 
of Employer's doctor, or if the. doctors designated by Employer 
and Artist, respectively, fail to agree upon the appointment of 
a third doctor.within three (3) days after they are. advised of 

. the necessity to do so, then Employer may, at its option, there
after cancel this agreement in its entirety and make "it of no ■* v ' 
effect by giving Artist written notice thereof at any"time prior • 
to the commencement of the term hereof, . .. ri
• * 13, * Failure, Ref usal. Neglect. if Artist failsre- .
■ fuses'or. neglects, other than because of incapacity or change
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as defined in Paragraph* 12 hereof, to perform any of his required 
, ■ services hereunder to the full limit of his ability as, when and 

where required by Employer, or. to keep and perform any of his ob
ligations and agreements hereunder (such failure, refusal and 
neglect being hereinafter, referred to as a "default"), then Em
ployer shall have the right, at its option, to suspend Artist's- 
employment hereunder during the period of such - default and there
after until Artist personally reports to. Employer in good faith,

. ready, willing and able to resume the rendition of his services 
and obligations hereunder and for such additional period, not ex- ... 
deeding three (3) weeks, as may be necessary to prepare for the 
actual utilization of Artist's services, by oral or written notice; 
to Artist« Employer shall have the right, at its option, to ter- j 
minate this agreement and Artist1s employment hereunder by giving • 
Artist written notice thereof at any time during the continuance 
of such default or at any time during the period of seven (7) days 
after the cessation thereof, During any period of suspension based . 
on any such default Artist shall not ,render . services of any kind .

. to or for any person, firm or corporation or on.his own behalf,

. In the event of such termination Employer;shall be released from 
all further obligations to Artist whatsoever, and the compensation.,

. if any, which has. theretofore accrued to and been earned by Artist
hereunder shall be payment in full to Artist under this agreement,
but Artist shall be .liable to Employer for the actual damage caused 

• to Employer by any such default, and in addition to any other rights 
or remedies, Employer may deduct the amount of such damage from any 

..„. ..̂ .̂ Qiaps&Staxtl̂ Qnwpayê  ̂ *". Any reference, or state
ment by Artist or by his agent that Artist will refuse to complete . 
or perform any of his obligations or agreements hereunder may be 
treated by Employer as an anticipatory breach of this.agreement 
and.as an event of default hereunder»

- 14o Force. Majeurev If during the' time when Artist
is rendering or is obligated.to render his services for Employer

- hereunder. Employer is prevented from or hampered or interrupted 
or interfered with in any manner whatever in preparing or pro
ducing the photoplay, or in utilizing A^rtist1 s services;here- .

; under, by reason of any present or future statute, law, ordi
nance, regulation , order, judgment or decree, whether legisla- 

; tive, executive or judicial (whether or not valid), act of God,
; earthquake, flood, fire, epidemic, accident, explosion, casualty, 
lockout, boycott,- strike, labor controversy (including but not 
limited to threat of lockout, boycott or strike), riot, civil 
disturbance, war or armed conflict (whether or not there has ...
been an official declaration of war or official statement as 
to the existence, of a state of war), invasion, occupation, in
tervention of military forces, act of. a public enemy, embargo, 
delay of a common carrier, inability without fault.on Employer's 
part to obtain sufficient material, labor, transportation, power 
or other essential commodity required in the conduct, of its busi-
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ness; or by reason of any other cause or causes of any similar 
nature; or if the production of the photoplay is suspended, in
terrupted or postponed by reason of any such cause or similar 
cause, or the death, illness, disfigurement or incapacity of a 
principal member of the cast of the photoplay, or the death, ill
ness or incapacity of the director or director of photography 
of the photoplay; or if for any reason a-substantial group of 
distributors or exhibitors handling Employer's photoplays in the 
United States shall cease distribution or•exhibition for one (1) 
week or more (all of the foregoing being herein referred to as 
an "event of force majeure"); then as a result of any such event 
Employer shall have the right, at its option, to suspend Artist's 
employment hereunder (whether or not the services of any other . 
person are suspended) as often as any such event occurs and dur
ing such periods of time as such events exist, by oral or writ
ten notice to Artist, Artist's employment hereunder may be sus
pended at any time or times, and may be suspended more than once, 
during any such event .of force majeure. If any such event of 
force majeure continues for a period or periods of eight (8) 
weeks in the" aggregate during the term hereof, Employer may elect . 
to terminate this agreement and Artist's'employment hereunder by 
giving written notice to Artist, If Artist's employment hereunder 
is suspended for any such event of force.majeure for a period or 
periods of eight (8) weeks in the aggregate during the term here
of, Artist may elect to terminate this agreement and Artist's em- 

^.^ploymeut.^hereunder-^by-^giving ̂ written 'notice to "Employer"; provided , 
however, that such termination by Artist shall not become.effec
tive if Employer, within one (1) week after the actual receipt of 
such notice, from Artist, gives Artist written notice that Employer 
elects to resume the accrual of compensation to Artist (if addi
tional compensation is then payable to Artist but not if Artist 
is then.obligated to perform his services. without additional com
pensation therefor) and that the suspension of the term of Artist's 
employment. hereunder has been liftedeffective oh or before the 
. expiration.of the said one-week period, and.in such event this 
• agreement shall not be terminated by Artist but shall continue 
in full force and. effect; subject, however, to the right of Em
ployer to suspend or terminate Artist's employment thereafter 
' for other proper cause, including but not limited to the occur
rence of a different event of force majeure,.in accordance with' 
the provisions of' this agreement. During.any period of suspen
sion based on any of the events of force majeure, Artist shall 
be free to render his services to or for.any other person, firm 
or corporation, or on his own behalf, provided that he is not -
then in default under any of the terms and conditions of this 
agreement, and provided, further,, that Employer shall, have the 
absolute right to recall Artist to render his services hereunder 
on two (2) days' notice, in which event Artist shall report to 
Employer to render his services hereunder no later than the
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expiration of such notice period. In the event of termination 
based on any of the events of force rnajeure Employer shall be 
released from all further obligations to Artist whatsoever, ex
cept that Artist shall be entitled to receive such compensation, 
if any, as may have become due and been unpaid .prior to such ter
mination; and Artist 'shall be entitled to .receive his return trans
portation, if any,. pursuant and subject to the terms of Paragraph * 
8 hereof. If, between the date of this agreement and the-date 
.designated in .Paragraph 2 hereof for the commencement of Artist's 
employment, the.preparation of the photoplay is prevented, ham
pered or interrupted by any of the events of force rnajeure so 
that Employer cannot practicably commence the photoplay on such 
starting date. Employer may, in addition to all Its rights as 
hereinabove provided, postpone such starting date for such pe
riod as may be reasonably necessary to prepare for the commence
ment of photography, not in excess of thirty (30) days. .

15, General Provisions. Applicable to Suspension and 
Termination. In addition to the provisions contained in Para
graphs 12, 13 and 14 hereof, the provisions of this paragraph 
shall apply equally to any suspension or termination provided 
for in Paragraphs 12, 13 and 14 hereof.. Artist shall not be en
titled to receive, .any. compensation for or during any period of 
suspension and if.Employer shall pay Artist any compensation for 
or during any period'of suspension. Employer shall not be deemed 
to have waived any of its rights hereunder and it may apply such 
Opmpepstaf iqn. ag.aius t;„,any..compensation ..thereafter accruing - or "be
coming due hereunder. Any period.of suspension hereunder shall 
be deemed to have commenced upon the occurrence of the cause of . .
such. suspension;, provided that if Employer shall not, on. or be- . i , 
fore the seventh (7th) day.after such occurrence, have given 
Artist notice that Employer considers such suspension in effect, ■ 
the .suspension shall commence only on the seventh (7th) day pre- ' 
ceding the date such notice is given to Artist., Any"period of 
suspension hereunder shall be deemed to have expired upon the 
cessation of.the.cause for such suspension (exept'as otherwise 
provided in Paragraph 13 with respect to suspension based on de- 
fault) , but "in .no event prior to the date .upon which Artist shall 
report to Employer ready, . willing, able, and available to render 
all of his required services hereunder; provided, that if such . 
suspension is based on any of the events of force rnajeure Employer 
shall notify Artist promptly of the cessation, of the cause of, such 
suspension. . Employer may, at its election, by oral or written no
tice to Artist, terminate any suspension hereunder at :any time 
prior to the time herein specified except that Employer may not. 
require Artist to render services during the actual.continuance ' 
of Artistrs .illness which.incapacitates or prevents him from ren
dering; such services. Employer Is rights of termination hereunder 
are in addition to.and are not dependent upon the exercise of any
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of Employer1 s rights of suspension, Employer shall., have the right, 
ait its option, to reduce the minimum period during which it is ob
ligated under the terms of this agreement to.employ or pay compen
sation to Artist by a period of time.equal to the- aggregate of any 
periods of suspension hereunder or any part thereof» The term.of 
Artist’s employment hereunder shall be automatically extended for 
a period of time equal to the aggregate of the period or .periods 
during which Artist’s, employment hereunder is suspended pursuant 
to any of the provisions of this agreement* Nothing contained in 
this agreement shall be deemed to affect or terminate Employer’s 
right to terminate Artist’s employment at any time during any ex- ; 
tension of the term of Artist’s employment after the expiration 
of the minimum period during which Employer is obligated under the 
terms of this agreement to employ Artist or.pay compensation to 
him, it being understood that•Employer may terminate Artist’s.̂ em
ployment at its discretion and with or without cause at any time 
during such extension* ..Each and all of the several fights and , ' 
remedies provided for in this agreement shall be construed as be
ing cumulative and no one of them.shall be deemed to be exclusive 
of the others or of any rights of remedies allowed by law. No 
waiver by Employer of any failure of Artist to keep any covenant . 
of condition of this agreement shall*be deemed to be a.waiver of 
any preceding or succeeding failure or shall .be .deemed a continu
ing waiver. The rights herein granted to Employer are irrevocable 
and without right of rescission by Artist or reversion to Artist 
under ̂ an^ "*er "termination
of this agreement on whatever grounds.and by whomsoever effected 
shall; not affect or impair the ownership by Employer of any re
sults, proceeds or benefits of services theretofore rendered by , 
Artist hereunder. In-connection with the foregoing, it'is ex- 
pressly understood and agreed, and Artist hereby expressly con
firms, that in the event Employer terminates or cancels (or pur
ports to terminate or cancel) .this agreement or any other agree
ment entered into by .and between Artist and. Employer concurrently- 
herewith or as part of the same transaction, (and even if such 
cancellation or. termination or purported cancellation or termi
nation is ultimately determined by a court to have been, without . 
proper or legal cause or if it be ultimately determined by such 
court that. Employer committed.any material breach of any such 
agreement), the damage (if any) caused Employer to Artist thereby . ..
is not irreparable dr sufficient to entitle Artist to injunctive 
or other equitable relief. Consequently, Artist's rights and • 
remedies, in any such eventshall be strictly limited to Art-? 
ist^s right and remedy,- otherwise available, to recover damages, ^ 
and Artist shall not have any right to rescind this agreement 
or any such-other agreement or any of Employer's rights hereunder 
or thereunder with respect to any such results, proceeds or bene
fits of Artist’s serviceso
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. „ *• * SECTION VI •
, . GENERAL COVENANTS AND WARRANTIES

16e Right to Injunction. The services, to be rendered 
by Artist hereunder and the rights and privileges granted to Em
ployer by Artist are of a special, unique, unusual, extraordinary 
and intellectual character which gives them a peculiar value, the 
loss of which cannot be reasonably or adequately compensated in 
. damages In any action at law and a breach by Artist of any of.the ; 
provisions contained herein will cause .Employer irreparable injury' 
and damage» Artist expressly agrees that Employer shall be enti- ; 
tied to injunctive and other equitable relief to prevent a breach:• 
of this agreement by Artist, Resort to such.equitable relief, how
ever, shall not be construed to be a waiver of any other rights 
or remedies which Employer may have in the premises for damages 
or otherwise. No waiver by Employer of•any breach of any term 
or provision of this agreeirient shall be construed to be a waiver 
of any preceding or succeeding breach of the same or any other 
term or provision. . The various rights and remedies of Employer 
hereunder shall.be construed to be cumulative, and no one.of them 
shall be exclusive of any other or of any-.right or remedy allowed 
by lawo V  . ' ...

^During, .the term lof 
this agreement and at such time or times and curing such period 
or periods as it may be lawful for Employer to require Artist' 
to do. so, at Employer1s request and at Artist's sole cost and 
expense,. Artist shall remain or become and remain a member in 
good standing of the then properly designated organization or 
.organizations (as•defined and determined under the applicable 
law) representing persons performing services of the type and 
character to be performed by Artist hereunder. Artist agrees 
to cooperate with Employer to secure such- labor permits as may • 
be required.by any governmental agency for the purpose of en
abling Artist to render his services hereunder. If in spite 
of ‘such' cooperation'. Employer is unable to secure such labor 
permits, Employer shall have the. right to suspend Artist's ser- ■ 
vices hereunder until one (1) week after a final determination.
■ is made concerning such labor permits by the applicable author
ity and Employer shall.have the. right to terminate this agree-• 
ment and Artist's employment, at any. time during'such suspension 
or upon Employer, discovering that the labor permits, cannot be p 
secured, such termination to be retroactively effective to the 
. date on which the term;hereof commenced,

l8o . Freedom to Enter Agreement, . Artist warrants and 
agrees that he is free to enter into this agreement and is not 
. subject to any. obligation /or disability which will or might prc-
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vent him from, or interfere with him in, fully completing and 
performing all of the covenants and conditions to be kept or 
performed by him hereunder; and that he has.not made, and will 
not make any grant or assignment which will or might conflict 

vwith or impair the complete, enjoyment of the rights and priv- 
ileges granted to Employer hereunder. Artist will indemnify 
and hold harmless Employer./ its successors and assigns, from 
and against all damages, liability or expense, including rea
sonable attorney's fees, resulting from any breach of any war
ranty or agreement made by the Artist in this agreement0.

19 o Conduct of Artist . Artist agrees that from the 
date hereof, i f t precedes .the "commen c emen t of the term hereof, . 
during the term hereof and throughout the distribution of the 
photoplay he will conduct himself with due.-regard to public con
ventions and morals', and that he will not do, or commit , any act 
or thing that will degrade .him in society or bring him into pub
lic hatred, contempt, scorn or ridicule, or that will shock, 
insult or offend the community or violate public morals or de
cency , or prejudice Employer or the motion picture, theatrical, 
radio or television industry , in general.. In the event of any : 
breach of the terms of this paragraph, in addition to such other 
remedies as Employer may, have as a matter of law.. Employer may 
terminate Artist's employment hereunder and/or refrain from...com
plying with any of the credit provisions hereof.

o "Negative Covenants; Publicity, Air Transportation. 
Artist will not, without Employer’s prior written approval, issue 
or authorize the publication of any news stories or publicity re
lating, primarily to the photoplay, or to; his employment hereunder, 
or to Employer, as‘ distinguished from personal publicity relating 
primarily to Artist? from the date hereof until the completion of 
all services required of Artist in connection with the production 
of the photoplay, travel in an airplane or any other vehicle which 
travels in the air, other than as a passenger or a recognized.sched
uled airline. In the event of a breach, of .the tefms of this para- 

. graph, Employer.,., in addition to any. other -fight or remedymay, , 
within ten (10) days after receiving knowledge thereof, terminate 
this agreement o.

Artist agrees that Artist will not at any time (either 
during or after the term of this agreement) make any use. of the 
name of the role played1 by Artist in the photoplay, the character, 
or characterizations portrayed by Artist in the photoplay or the-;-., 
title of the photoplay? or portray in any medium, any role, char
acter or characterization which is the.same, which is confusingly" 
similar, to, which is imitative of , or which satirizes,.ridicules 
or burlesques in any way the .name of" any role, character or char- • 
acterization. portrayed by Artist in the.photoplay. .

-17-
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■ 2 1 c  Insurance, Employer may secure in its own name 
or otherwise and at its own expense, life, accident, health, cast, 
pre-production and other insurance .covering Artist, either inde
pendently or■together with others, and Artist shall have no right,
• title or interest in and to such insurance» - Artist- shall assist 
Employer to procure such insurance by timely submitting to the 
usual'and- customary medical and other examinations.and by signing 
such applications and other instruments, in writing -as may be re
quired by the insurance company involved, If Employer is unable 
to obtain such insurance on Artist, at standard rates, with not -
• more•than a Ten Thousand Dollar ($10,000 .00) deductible in connec
tion with cast insurance coverage on Artist, and, with respect to 
cast and pre-production insurance, without any exclusions or med
ical or other restrictions of any kind, and without requirement
of compliance with extrciordinary conditions, or non-standard con
ditions , of any kind, imposed because of Artist's mental or phys
ical condition. Employer shall have the right to terminate this 
agreement without liability by giving Artist written notice of 
termination within ten (10) days after Employer acquires knowl
edge that Artist shall have failed to pass a physical examina- - 
tion for such insurance, or otherwise qualify for such insurance 
on such conditions d / .

SECTION VII . .
’ ' MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

22 o General Provisions. To the extent that any pay.- 
ment::hereynder exceeds applicable guild minimums , such excess , 
to the fullest extent permitted by- any applicable- guild agree
ment, shall be credited against any additional payment that . 
may have to be made pursuant to said guild agreement and shall 
be applied as payment for any additional rights that can be ac
quired for such payment pursuant to said ’guild agreemento Each 
and all of the several rights and, remedies provided; for in this 
agreement shall be construed as being cumulative,- and no one of 
them as being exclusive of the other or of any right or.remedy 
allowed by law or in equitye" .Time for performance by Artist 
hereunder is of the essence hereof» Nothing in.this agreement 
contained shall be construed so. as to require, th^ ..commission of 
any act contrary to law, and wherever there is any conflict be
tween any provision of this agreement and any present ' or. .future 
•statute, law, ordinance 'or regulation, contrary to which the par- 
ties have no legal right to contract, the latter shall prevail,. 
but in such event the provision, of this agreement affected shall’N - 
be curtailed and limited only to the extent necessary to bring 
it within the requirements of the law* This agreement in all 
respects shall be subject to the laws of
relating to agreements executed and wholly performed within the •

. territorial limits of such jurisdiption*
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23. Asslgnrfient. and Lending. Employer may transfer 
or assign this agreement or cill or any part of its rights here- ' 
under to any person, firm or corporation, and.this agreement . 
shall inure to the benefit of Employer, its successors and as
signs . •Employer shall have the right,; at its discretion, to
lend Artist1 s services hereunder to any person, firm or corpo
ration which may produce the photoplay, and in. such- event Art
ist shall render his services to such other person, firm or 
- corporation to the' best of his ability and Employer may grant 
to any such other person, firm or corporation any•and all rights 
and services to which it is entitled during the period- of such 
lending.

24„ Ko Obiigatlon to Produce or Eelease Photopiay. 
Employer shall hot be obligated actually- to utilize the services 
of Artist, or to include.all or any of his performances in the 
photoplay, or to produce or to release or to continue the dis
tribution or release of the photoplay once released. Nothing 
contained in this paragraph shall be deemed to relieve Employer 
of its obligation, to pay Artist the compensation payable to him 
pursuant to - this agreement (and subject to all the provisions 
hereof) for the minimum term of his employment as herein pro
vided , • * *

.25,- Notices. All notices .which.Employer is required- 
or may desire to serve upon Artist under Or in connection with 
this agreement may be served in lieu of delivering them person
ally to Artist, by mail-or telegraph addressed to Artist as fol
lows :

or at such other address as 
Artist may designate in writing from time to time.

All notices which.Artist is. required or may desire to 
serve upon Employer under or in connection with this agreement 
- may be served by mail or telegraph addressed to Employer at

or at such other address as Employer may designate in writing 
from time to time.

Any such notice shall be deemed served two (2) days 
• after deposit.in the mail in the same city in which notice is 
to be given, or three (3). days after deposit in the mail out
side of the city in .which notice is to be given (provided it 
is'arrmai3 ed arid ai.rn-ail service is available between the place 
of deposit and t.ne place where notice is to be given) , or one
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(1) day after delivery to the telegraph office. In all situ
ations. not enumerated in the foregoing sentence and in all sit
uations in which actual receipt of notice is required under any 
provision of this agreement, notice shall not be deemed served 
until actual receipt by the party to whom notice is to be given., ;

26» Entire.Agreement. .This agreement constitutes the 
entire agreement between.the parties and supersedes any. and all 
prior written or oral agreements between the parties.relating to 
the subject matter hereof and cannot be modified.or amended ex
cept by written instrument signed by Artist and by Employer.
Artist acknowledges that he has not executed this agreement in 
reliance on any representation or promise, made by Employer or j
any of its representatives other than those expressly contained 
in this agreement. '

27 o W ithhoIdings . Employer may, as the employer of 
Artist, deduct and withhold from the compensation payable to 
Artist hereunder any amounts of -money required to be deducted 
or withheld by Employer as Artist1s employer under the provi
sions of any statute, regulation, ordinance or order, and any 
and all amendments thereto now or hereafter enacted requiring 
the withholding of or deducting of compensation. Artist au~ . 
thori.zes and instructs Employer to deduct from each install
ment of Artist's compensation a sum equal to one percent (1%) .
*:©>£-; ' 'p ay '"the said sum to the
Motion Picture Relief Fund of America, Inc. .

28o Section Headings. The Table of Contents (if such 
is used in connection herewith), headings of paragraphs, sections „ 
and other subdivisions of this agreement are for convenient ref- . 
erence only. They shall not be used in any way to govern, limit, 
modify, construe or otherwise be.given any legal effect.

29. Gender and Number. Terms used herein in the mascu
line gender include the feminine and neuter genders, and terms used 
in the singular number include the plural number, if the context . 
may require. If Artist is female, then the provisions of Paragraph• 
12 hereof shall also apply in the event of Artist1s pregnancy.

SECTION VIII
DEFINITIONS '

3 0 . Defin1 1 ions. The term Mminimum period of employ- • 
meat", as used herein means: the specific period of. weeks referred 
to in Paragraph 3, plus "free weeks", if any, not including in the 
calculation of such specific period of weeks or "free weeks" any 
period during which Artist's services are suspended.
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The term "photoplayn as used -herein, shall be deemed to 
include, but not be ‘ limited to, a motion picture■production pro- 
duccd and/or exhibited with or accompanied by sound.and voice re
cording, reproducing and/or transmitting devices, radio and tele
vision devices and all other improvements or devices which are now 
or hereafter may be used in connection with the production, exhi
bition and/or transmission of any present or future kind of motion 
picture productions« ,

The term "on or about", as used in Paragraph 2 hereof, 
means • ;

. .. . • ... . ' . ‘ \ SECTION IX - " ■
f . ; • ; ' ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS , IF ANY ;

31 o Additional Provisions/ If A.ny .. The following" 
provisions of this paragraph shall constitute a part of this 
agreement in the same manner as if such provisions were .con
tained in the foregoing portions hereof* If there are no pro
visions of this paragraph following this sentence, this sen- 

«tence shall be the final sentence of this agreement*
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. IN WITNESS VTtl̂ PJjOF f the parties hereto have executed 
this agreement the day and year first above written.

, ' "Employer" ; ..

By_

• • "Artist"
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APPENDIX C

FINAL MAIN TITLE CARDS FOR HAWAII

The next several pages contain the list of.credits 
for Hawaiio
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F3 : •txur.x CARDS "ir/XV̂ ATT" (T>-ivis?G Scpv.cr.'Oor >3, 1066)

1«. ■ - ■ ' • HXRISCH COni/OriAYJ-JOS

i1 
1

i 
' 

• ■
I

.' ■ ■ : . . Presents

2. ; ■■THE,.. .
' . . '> GEORGE 'ROY ViAX.-j'EK 

HTLL *• KIRVSCH
. '35%

:y\;. —  FRODUCYIOH

3V '"'.Vr V: V :. ioo%

‘40: • • ' . : Steering-... ' . ..
JULIE ANDREWS 100%

; * (in Scandinavian' countries./Sv.^sden, Norvjny,
• Denmark and Finland/ Von-Sydow precedes her)

5„ ' .. MAX VON SYDOW

' 
1

* (in' Scandinavian countries Vf-t^Sen, Korvr.’.y, 
Denmark and Finlan:!/ he •precedes Andrews)

•

6  s ' . RICHARD KPXRRIS •' . 100%



co-starring 160
GEK'3 HACiv-iAN . 

CilRROJ,L O'COiiZOR 
'JOCBL'/yB .LRGiVilDi'. 

KhViO TuPOU TED KOBniGA 
*: BLI?5?.BETa£ logue

G. Featuring
JOHN CuLLVM '
GEORGE ROSE 
LOU ANTONIO 
VOEIN THATCHER 
MICHAEL CONSTANTINE

. MALCOLM ATTERLU:
• ei.ieabet:: cole
:JOHN HARDING 
DIANE SHERRY

9„ ■ • ■ '• ' . Director of Piiot.ography
"RUSSELL HARLAN' A. S.C. ' ' ' ' : _ - '

ip.. • ;•■ K- V.' • 7  . A-7 V:•'77-3-rn -Exlitdr ' .
" 7 . A L 7 A 7 /: c  STUART GH.MORE , >>. - 77 7. 7
•:':7 7:':v7;:i ' VA;;-e  ̂: COLOR by deluxe (r) . l77' '7 Vi; 77:7x7; (1/4 of cord) - :. ■ 7 33--1/3/

77 ';'7 FILMED. IN PANAV1S10N' . (r). '1 '• '7 7. . . • 77 ; 7 7 : : .(i/2 Of .cord) ; . . 33-1/3% .

XX.L ' ■' Production Design, by ;;
77 " 7 7; 7 7 i'" - CARY ODNLL ■ , 7 ■ (1/4 of card)

Prologue Sequdnce Supervised by
/-v ■ 7 •7 . JAKES BLUE • 7' 7 . (1/4 of cord)
. .. 7 Costuifios Designed and Executed by

7 ■ BOROTHf JSAKINS ; : - L 7 ■ • '' 77.7̂  77- 1 7 • (1/2 of cord). 7. '
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3- fkX* V 3-)X vTV C  uOj- » » e u' v a- i> *> a 6 v o v v v o o <• w c*l<Sec o e «6 <• <> * v <» v O *> * <• «> «? o o * i

o o o v » t > o v » o .Music Editor** * o o ,
S^ouno j's-Cj x coro » *> </ * o »<• <) <• ® » »«i * &» * * * * * &
S O V l I l d e  » f r » « O e  < V » 0 » o « ' t » ' t ' C > t o < C > » 0 : V O < -  * - < i O t -  V O  .

Visual Effect:; Editored < » «..< . » * « <.’•«, » 4 
Special Photographic 'Effcctso

,.James Sullivan r
. * Eel ware Gi, Boy 3.0 .
Ray Boltz, 0'r«, .

.oRichard Carruth 
‘.-Wayno B. Fury 
,c Robert Martin 
: Burt Hnl.bofg ' •
;»Marshall Mr Borden
r» Filrn Effects of Hollywood 
;.>Linv:ood. G* J)unviy A . S. C*
- Vfaaips B* Cordon, A ,SvC.

13 c . Production Supervisor . . .. , * „ *, 
' Production Mrnicigcr.s-,», e
Second Uni t Director eh «, * <> * * <, ̂

• Assistant Director C o«, c * 0 r* * «>««> *\ 
Script' S u p e r v i s o r * . v , 

‘ Second Unit. Caracranuin.,
Prologue Sequence Came ram an 0.«, 
Special Effects*d ^0b ,

«. oAllen K„ VZood 
»» Robert Anderson• :
.Emmett Emerson 

oh Richard Talmacge 
« o Ray Gosnell 
. .Dixie McCoy . . " ^  ..
. Ha r o Id v:c I Irian, A. S. C.

..Charles F. VTheoler,. ?*.S.C« 
».Paul Byrd

14. property................ . . ....... .... .. Sam Gordon
r.ialvC j p. Euiile EnVi.c»no, Sv>A
lia r x S cy Ixsxz*........................ fcio ■ Sr̂  x tlx

. Wardrobe.............................Eric Scelxg
Research. ..................... . . ...... Lelin Alexander

• Technical Research .................. Louis Teague '
Dialogue Supervisor.. ................ Dr. Daniel Vandreagen
Rerecording......................... ..Clem Pprtman



15* Choreographer Miriaia Nelson
Casting... ...............«. Marion Dougherty ■ ' ' ■

. •Pat Rose .‘
Orcnesur citrons w...................... Deo Snû v̂ ii
• • • Jack Hayes -

Songs ■ ’"My Wishing Doll"
. . Lyrics by MACK DAVID . '

Music by ELMER BEiv̂ fSTSIN .
^  . Copyright'HCMLXVX "by-The K.xr:i.r,ch Corcnox’cttion of 

Delaware. All rights reserved.
; All events, charactersT-.flrias-, and ' institutions •
• , "in this photoplay arc fictional and any similar-
, • ity to any persons' living or dead or to any ac

tual events, firms, and institutions is coiner-
• . dental and unintentional. •
- - ' 2<1PAA Cert. , No. 21184 Wastrex Sound i.A.T.S.E. (Seal)

■ Under arrangements with Pan Arts Company, Inc. ;15%

-14S-

16. ■ , " .. ... / Music
EDMEIt BERHSIElNr /

IV.. . Associate Producer
LEWIS cr. EACrMIL . 30%

IS. ' Based on .the Novel.'‘HAWAII" by
JAKES A. MICIiENEN (no less than writer- 

/ ' ; dr director, whichever: . is larger)

IS. .' Screenplay by
DALTON TEUI-30 (Ino less than ’ individual

. producer of director, 
and: 'whichever is larger).

DANIEL TARADASn
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20. ■ •■.'• Produced by • ■
WALTER KIRISCH : . • 30%.

21... .. Directed by : v>. ‘ ' ; ‘ 

.. , ; ' / ' ; \ GEORGE ROY HILL - 30% '■

22. , . . TEB ER.O : ' . 
.: RELEASED THROUGH UNITED ARTISTS

7
WALTER Hir-l'sei*
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‘Final End Credits . "HAWAII"
(Revised September 21

O'erusha Hale,       Julie Andrews
(In Scandinavian countries /Sweden, Norway,
Denmark and Finland/ she goes right after 
Max Von Sydow)

Abner Hale . **.*.%*. Max Von Sydow
Rarer H o x w o r t h * R i c h a r d  Harris 
John Vvhioplc ......... .... Gene Hackman
Charles D r o m l e y l . .................Carroll 0*Connor

. ; Malania..  ..........   ....r, .........»Jocelyne Lagarde
Keokic ................ ............ oManu Tupou .

; “ Kololo,........  ... .. .Ted Nobriga
Noelani.............. ............... . . . . . .Elizabeth,. Logue.
' Immanuel Quigley» .......... a. . . . . ...John*' Cullitn,
• .'Captain Janders...................... . ... .George : Rose
Abu. a.ii.c-tiii iicwlo L,e........................... Lou An c. o ̂ i u o ,
Reverend Thorn. ........... . ............ .... .Torin. Thatcher
Maspilo .#■».». be. e...e <» „o ......b.. .......... « 3. C11C C 1 CO i 1 »-> iZ.clTlC.J~l
■ GuQCOij J~a ci 3̂ e e b . e . . i ^ a l c o L a  A. c oury
.Abigail Brornlcy»»e........................Elizabeth Cole.
»■'' Collins............ .. ................ ...... John Harding
Charity Bromley........... . ... ̂ ^. ..v.«..... ..Diane Sherry •

- o,.̂ ,........Heathcr-.Menzies .
Iliki. .... ..Lokelani S. Chicarell*
Hepzibah Hale. i....... .v-. - .■. . .Dorothy Jeakins \

- Or5dland. e . .  ̂ .. ..... ̂ . .Robert Crawford
'Fredericks................................Don Doolittle,
Micah Hale, 4 Years.... . ............. .> . Robert Oakley .' '
Micah Hale, 7 Years. *.. .. ..................Henrik Von Sydow...
Micah Hale, , 12 Years... . . . . . . . ......... .Clas' S. Von Sydow .•
; Micah Hale, 18 Years..............h .......Bertil Werjefelt

APPROVED:

VJALTSR x̂ IRaSGH- \ *

KOKYO:; K. Sr^IYHLiKS

1966)



APPENDIX D

FILM SHOOTING SCHEDULE FOR HAWAII

The following page^ from the Mirisoh Corporation, 
is a copy of one page from the shooting script for 
Hawaiio
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77TH DAY 
FRIDAY 
July 30
and
78TH DAY 
SATURDAY 
July 31

18.
EXT. HONOLULU CHURCH - 1328 - DAY (84) 1 5/8
Scs. 203,204,205,205 
Syn: Abner talks about 
saving land for Kavaiians.. 
Whipple stops at carriage, 
speaks to Hal la. Abner 
snubs her at entrance to 
church. Abner glares at 
Hewlett.

ABNER, WHIPPLE, QUIGLEY,. 
MALTA, HEWLETT, 
MISSIONARIES,..4 Hewlett children:

1 - 7  yr old girl,
2 boys, 1 girl 

6 drivers,
4 Missionaries,
10 people (TOTAL: 20) 
Teams, Coach Kalla, Coaches

INT. HONOLULU CHURCH - 1823 ~ DAY (85) 1 3/8
Sc. 207
Syn: Hewlett is voted out 
of church. He is angry and . 
says he will live on island 
anyway. Whipple resigns 
before any vote comes in.

ABNER, QUIGLEY, HEWLETT, 
WHIPPLE
4 Missionaries, - 
10 Missionary m e n .



APPENDIX E

SCRIPT BREAKDOWN-FOR HAWAII

The following is a "breakdown page used by
money - *f or

a motion picture=

16?
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S C R I P T  BREAKDOWN

P A G E  N O .

P R O D U C T I O N  T t T L  E

S E T  V y  X , /
/ / : ,  z - Z  z z ^ v , /  / 's/JA

/ ' y y /  ’ / '  / S E Q U E N C E l o c a t i o n

P E R I O D S E A S O N _̂____D A Y y  N I G H T T O T A L  S C R I P T  P A C E S

CAST,

y
BITS /?

EXTRAS

P.?Q5ESS . .  . E E F S m ^ m i S m t G H f l N

MUSIC - MISCELLANEOUS

PROPS. / ACTION PROPS, y  ANIMALS

SCENE NUMBERS & SYNOPSIS '

- CsUJL<l4 d'L'td? &Jd'£/y/y



APPENDIX P

REPRESENTATIVE COST AND BUDGET ANALYSIS FOR
HAWAII

 Ttoa..fsaijDHlngjpage^,s from the Mirisch Corporation,
is a copy of the cost and budget index used in estimating 
the cost of a motion picture.
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COST a n d ; b u d g e t

DATE

COST TO Y/.E,

PRODUCTION NO,

Number of 
Shooting Days;

Photography 
Completed: —

Picture No.:

Photography 
Started , „—

ESTIMATED 
ADDITIONAL 

COSTS TO 
. COMPLETE

LOCATION 
COSTS TO

■ d a t e

STUDIO 
COSTS TO 

DATE

TOTAL 
COSTS. 

TO DATE

ESTIMATED 
: FINAL 
COST

BUDGET

01 Story & Screenplay

02 Producer & Supervision

03 Direction

04 Cost - Principals
. Total Above the •

Line Costs

. Supporting Cast, Day 
05  Players - Bits & Stunts 

(S.A.G.)

06 Extras (S.E.G.)

07 Production Staff

03 Camera

09 Sound Recording

10 Set Operations

11 Prop

12 Sot Dressing

14 Lighting

15 Mahcup & Hairdressing

16 Special Effects

17 • Set Design

18 Sot Construction

19 Transportation

21 Livestock Animal

22 Special Equipment

23 Miniature & Trick Shots

24 P & Stock Shot

lo fa ls  I'orv/crTcri 
Below th'  ̂ Line C osts
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COST AND BUDGET

TITLE: . •  .1 ' D A T E : ____________________________ ' '______   I

DESGR1PTIOM

LOCATION 
COSTS TO 

DATE

STUDIO \ 
COSTS TO ) 

DATE 'j

TOTAL 
COSTS 

TO DATE

ESTIMATED. 
ADDITIONAL 

COSTS TO

ESTIMATED 
. FINAL 

COST
BUDGET

Totals For wore!
Below the Lino Costs

25 Editorial

26 Film and. LoSorcitory

27 Sound Dubbin a & Scoring

23 Tit!os.-Opticals-!nsarts ,

29 Music

. 30 Studio Rentals

3!  T e s ts

32 Publicity

33 Insurance

34 Legal and Professional

Fringe Benefits and 
; ^  F^ayroll Taxes
!' ‘ ' . ' 
36 Other Costs

.

,40  Foreign Costs  - Others

Total Below the Line C osts

SUMMARY '

i ̂
. 1 otaI Above the Lino C o sts >  • , i  ■
;
' Total Below the Lino C osts

Total Direct C osts '50 Overhead -
Tote! C osts

i _ ~ ; . L . .J
By:.

POno 32



APPENDIX G

, AGREEMENT FOR USE OF;PREMISES

The following pages are from the Mirisch Corpora^ 
tion and represent a contract for the use of premises.
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AGREEMENT FOR USE OF PREMISES

- - • This agreement' made this 4th day of February • ,• 1969,
between WHITE ROCK REALIY CORPORATION/ of 2 3 2 4  Church Avenue, 
Brooklyn, New York, hereinafter called "Owner”, and MIRISCH PRODUC
TIONS, INC., of 1041 North Formosa Avenue, Los Angeles, California, 
90046, hereinafter called "Mirisen". • ' ■ '■ ■

‘ - W I T N E S S E T H: - ‘ *
PREMISES AND PURPOSE ' \ ..... ^
I. In consideration of the covenants and agreements * 

herein expressed and the faithful performance by Mirisch of such 
covenants and agreements. Owner hereby agrees that Mirisch may.use' 
the premises described as 51 Prospect Place, Brooklyn, New York, 
also known as Block 935, Lot 54, Section 4, hereinafter referred 

’ to as the "premises", for the sole purpose -of filming in connec
tion . with the motion picture tentatively entitled "THE LANDLORD", 
and Mirisch undertakes to use the premises in accordance with 
the provisions of. this agreement. Owner hereby grants to Mirisch 
the right to photograph in and around the premises for the 

^pmrpoee ̂ or-^photogra'ghtng and recording scenes .for use in and in 
connection with the aforementioned motion picture, including the. 
right to specifically recreate and photograph, the premises at . 
another location and to bring personnel . and equipment onto the 
. premises and to remove the. same. All the results and proceeds of 
such use of the premises shall belong solely to Mirisch, who shall 
be under no obligation •whatsoever to use them.

2* Mirisch shall have the.right to exclusive use and 
occupancy of tha premises during any portion or all of the period 
from February 1, 1969 to and including August 31, 1969. As full 
and complete compensation and consideration therefor, and for all 
rights granted to Mirisch under this agreement, Mirisch shall pay 
to-Owner the flat sum of Three Thousand.Five Hundred Dollars 
($3,500.00) upon execution of this agreement by all parties hereto. 
At any time prior to August. 31, 1969, Mirisch can, by notice to 
Owner, extend the aforesaid period for an additional period not 
to exceed two. (2) weeks. Compensation for. each additional week 
shall be in the amount of One Hundred Twenty Five Dollars ($125.00) 
which shall be prorated for each day of use on the basis of one- 
seventh (l/7th) of the aforesaid weekly rate.

3o ■ It is specifically‘understood and agreed that Mirisch 
hereby leases the premises.in its present condition and shall have 
the right to make any additions and/or alterations.to the premises, 
including, without limitation, any structural":changes it desires,;

JNFsls (1) 1/29/69
o- 1 —
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solely at the expense of Mirisch«
CASUALTY, DEFAULT RIGHTS ' ' . . * . . ..
4o In the event the premises or any part thereof is 

damaged or destroyed by any-act or omission on Owner's part, 
and such, act or omission interferes with Mirisch's use of the 
premises, this .agreement'shall, at the sole election of Mirisch, 
terminate and Mirisch shall be responsible only for the basic 
charge on a prorata.basis from the first date after execution of ' ' 
the eagreement up to the date of termination thereofe . . .

5« Mirisch and Owner agree that in. the event either. 
party hereto defaults in performing any of the material conditions,, 
covenants and agreements hereunder,, then, after a period of five 
(5) business days after receipt by the defaulting party of written 
notice of such default, this agreement and any rights of the 
defaulting party .hereunder ,shall, at...the option of the other party, 
terminate»

6e Mirisch agrees to sn.rrender the premises to the
Owner at the end of the term, in the condition as improved by•
Mirisch o Notwithstanding the . immediately preceding . sentence , if. '. 
Owner notifies Mirisch in writing of its desire to.have any struc- . 
tural changes made by Mirisch returned to their condition at the . 
time the premises was received by Mirisch, Mirisch shall, at its

hoe,' so restore the premises and deliver the same to 
Ownero Said written notice must be given by Owner to Mirisch- 
at least two (2) weeks.prior to the end of the term hereof
r • OCCUPANCY AND uss
.' t '■ , 7o Mirisch agrees to use and occupy the premises pur
suant to all statutes, ordinances, rules, orders, regulations and' , 
directions which now exist and are enacted, made or issued by the 
Federal or State governments or any department, bureau or office
thereof or by the city officials having jurisdiction over the-
premises,. or the counsel of any department, bureau, or office 
thereof, including, without limitation, all rules, orders and 
directions of the applicable state and city fire departments and ; - 
building departments,. and any requirements or conditions, of any - 
insurance policy of the Owner0 Owner agrees to advise Mirisch .
Within ten (10) days after execution of this agreement, in writing, ' 
what such requirements or conditions are* Mirisch shall pay for 
any and all permits required for the use of the premises. Owner, 
shall assist Mirisch, as required by Mirisch, in obtaining any and 
all of the afore said permits »■ Owner shall keep and maintain a 
fire insurance policy covering the premises during the term hereof * 
Owner agrees to obtain and to provide to; Mirisch, within ten (10). 
days after the execution of this agreement, a certificate of insur
ance.: indicating fire .insurance coverage for the premises during 
the term hereof and a waiver of subrogation for such fire insurance, 
policy for the benefit of Mirisch*.

tJNFsls. (!) 1/29/69 r  2. -
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8» Mirisen shall have the right to assign, transfer, 
mortgage or otherwise dispose of or encumber any of its rights ■ 
hereunder to any person, firm of corporation. . . - •

9e Owner, his representatives and employees, shall at 
all times have free access to the premises. Such free access 
shall not, however, in any Way hamper or. interfere with Mirisch's 
use of the premises.

10. Mirisch shall so use the premises as not to endanger
any person and Mirisch agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the 
Owner against all claims for death, injury to persons or property 
arising out of the activities of Mirisch, its agents, servants, • 
exployee.s or guests. Owner's rights shall be limited to the right 
of indemnification by Mirisch, and Owner shall in no event be 
entitled to rescind or interfere with or enjoin Mirisch's owner
ship, use and enjoyment of any. of the rights herein granted Mirisch 
or any of the motion picture or other material produced hereunder.

lie The Owner assumes no responsibility" for any. property, 
placed upon the premises by Mirisch and the Owner' is hereby re
leased from all liability for any loss or damage to property of 
Mirisch sustained by reason of occupancy of the premises. In the 
event Mirisch desires watchman or any other such service, arrange- 
■ <ments ̂ here-for -sha 11 be-'made/by Mirisch at its sole expense.

. 12o Owner warrants and'represents that he has full right
and authority to enter into this agreement concerning, the premises, 
and that the consent or.permission of no other person, firm or 
corporation is necessary in order to enable Mirisch to exercise 
the rights herein granted, and Owner indemnifies and agrees to 
hold Mirisch and its licensees, successors and assignees free and 
harmless from and against any and all loss, costs, liability, 
damages or claims of any nature arising from, growing out of, or 
concerning a breach of the above warranty.

13’. Owner hereby agrees to arrange for Mirisch, ' upon two 
(2 ) weeks advance notice from Mirisch, to have' all utilities (gas, 
electricity and water) turned on for Mirisch on the date, designated 
in such aforesaid notice. Mirisch agrees to pay for utility bills 
and to pay or reimburse Owner for any changes incurred in connection 
with the commencement or termination of such"utility service.

146 Until such time "as Mirisch actually occupies the
premises, Owner agrees to protect, preserve and maintain the 
premises in the same manner it has prior to the execution of this 
agreement. . . < " . -

INF:1s (1) 1/29/69 - 3  -
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IS* This agreement shall be binding upon and inure to
the benefit of the successors, licensees and assignees of 
Mirisch and Owner.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have set their 
hands and seals this 4th day of February ff 1969.

MIRISCH PRODUCTIONS, INC.
, A  /-i.

By_
/ x ///. JUs'i t f ^  f /

/ "Mirisch"

WHITE ROCK REALTY CORPORATION

"Owner"

o-
JNFsls (1) 1/29/69



APPENDIX H

CONTRACT REQUEST FORM

The next page is a contract request used by the 
Mirisch Corporation when a talent is being considered 
for employmento -
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MIRISCB COBPGRATION OF DELAWARE 
CONTRACT REQUEST

Date

(Title of Picture)"
NAME _____
ADDRESS _______
TELEPHONE NUMBER_____  /
SOCIAL SECURITY N U M B E R ________
AGENT ■ ' '
AGENT’S TELEPHONE NUMBER
TYPE OF SERVICES TO BE RENDERED

. PART (IF ACTOR)
WEEKLY. SALARY
02? FLAT DEAL ____________
STARTING DATE___________;______
GUARANTEE  ’_____ __
SCREEN CREDIT
ADDITIONAL DATA IF ANY . .

Approved by Submitted by



. .... . APPENDIX I

SCREEN ACTOHS GUILD, INC- MINIHUM FREE '
. . : - LANCE CONTRACT ... :

-The following contract is used throughout the 
motion picture industryo



Delivered Returned
THE ARTIST MAY NOT WAIVE ANY PROVISION Or THIS CONTRACT 
WITHOUT THE WRITTEN CONSENT OF SCREEN ACTORS GUILD, INC.

SCREEN ACTORS GUILD/INC, M # M U M  FREE LANCE CONTRACT
C on tinuous E m ploym ent - W eek ly  Basis - W eekly  Salary  .

O n e  W eek  M inim um  E m ploym en t

THIS AGREEMENT, made this.; ...........   :..day of.......   .. .i.................... ,19 ............   between

 ...........     —........                   , hereinafter called “Producer”, and

. ...                i........       , hereinafter called “Player”.

W I T N E S S E T H  :

. 1. PHOTOPLAY, ROLE, SALARY, AND GUARANTEE. Producer hereby engages Player to render '

services as such in the role of............................ ................. ............................... ................. .., in a photoplay, the working

title of which is now  ................................................ ............................ .......................... ................... ................ . at the

•salary of $......................     ;.        ($....;....... ............... .......... ) per week.
Player accepts such engagement upon the terms herein specified. Producer guarantees that it will furnish
Player not less than......... ................. ........................ .week's 'employment (if this blank is not filled in, the guarantee
shall be one week).

2. TERM. The term of employment hereunder shall begin o n   ..................................................... .

on or about0.;........... .. .... ................ .................... ........... . ......., and shall continue thereafter until the completion
. of the photography and recordation of said role.

3. BASIC CONTRACT. All provisions of the collective bargaining agreement between Screen Actors 
Guild, Inc. and Producer, relating to theatrical motion pictures, which are applicable to the employment of the 
Player hereunder, shall be deemed incorporated herein.

4. PLAYER'S ADDRESS. All notices which the Producer is required or may desire to give to the P layer-

may be given either by mailing the same addressed to the Player at.  ...................   ....,
’ Los Angeles, California, or such notice may be given to the Player personally, either orally or in writing.

5. PLAYER’S TELEPHONE. The Player must keep the Producer’s casting office or the assistant director 
of said photoplay advised as 'to  where the Player may be reached by telephone without unreasonable delay;
The current telephone number of the Player is  .............. ............ ............

6. • MOTION PICTURE AND TELEVISION R ELIEF FUND. The Player (does) (does not) hereby.

authorize; the Producer to deduct from the compensation hereinabove specified an amount equal to-  - • ...
per cent of each installment of compensation due the Player hereunder, and to pay the amount so deducted to 
the Motion Picture and Television Relief Fund of America, Inc.

7. FURNISHING OF WARDROBE. The (Producer) (Player) agrees, to furnish all m odem  wardrobe and 
wearing apparel reasonably necessary for the portrayal of said role;, it being agreed, however, that should so- 
called “character' of “period” costumes be required, the Producer shall supply the same.

8. ARBITRATION OF DISPUTES. Should any dispute or controversy arise between the parties hereto with 
reference to this contract, or the employment herein provided for, such dispute or controversy shall be settled 
and determined by conciliation and arbitration in accordance with the conciliation and arbitration provisions of 
the collective bargaining agreement between the Producer and Screen Actors Guild relating to theatrical motion 
pictures, and such provisions are hereby referred to and by such reference incorporated herein and made a part 
of this Agreement with the same effect as though the same, were set forth herein in detail.

9. NEXT STARTING DATE. The starting date of Players next engagement --------— ---- —  ----- ’ ,

—“ TOT7TlurPl!57trwtrpTXur"wi've~arny~prbvmioir-oH:l^^ —=
Guild, inc. . • . ■ ' ' -

11. Producer makes the material representation that cither it is presently a signatory to the Screen Actors 
Guild collective bargaining agreement covering the employment contracted for herein, or, that the above-rcfcrrcd- 
to photoplay is covered by such collective bargaining agreement under the provisions of Section 24 of the General 
Provisions of the Prqduccr-Scrccn Actors Guild Codified Basic Agreement of 1967.. •

IN WITNESS W HEREOF, the parties have executed this agreement on the day and year first above 
written.

PRODUCER— _______ :_____  :____________   • PLAYER  — _ _ _ _ _ _ -----------    — -----

BY.  ______________       Social Security Number    ___   — -------—_ —

°Thc “on or about” clause may only be used when the contract is delivered to the Player at least seven days before 
the starting date. See Codified Basic Agreement of 1967, Schedule B, Section *1; Schedule C, Section 4; otherwise 
a specific starting date must be stated.

■ / ■ . - ' • - : 21NATIONWIDE PHINTING CO. / ABB 1499

/



APPENDIX J

LETTER OF AGREEMENT

The following page is from the legal file of the 
Mirisch Corporation and represents the contract letter 
of agreement used in employing personnel„

181



E M I R  IS O H  C O R P O R A T I O N  182of out.aware:
• * 1041 N O R T H  F O R M O S A  • HOLLYW O O D 4 G ,  C A L I F O R N I A

T E L E P H O N E  - H O LLYW O O D O - 6161  • C A B L E :  MIR.CO

June 21s 19o5
Mr© B 5.chard TalinMge 

. - c/o ' Aohlcy Famous' .Agency, Xnc»;- 
9255 Suncet Boulevard 
Los Ansoles-' 69, California

• Dsar Mr© Talmadge$ '
The following shall conotitue the understanding between you 
and us© ‘ 1 ■

- • ' /
I© You are to render to us your services as a Second 

Unit Director In connection with the production of the mo
tion picture tentatively entitled5 ''HAWAII©''

2e The term of your employment is to ccnimence on June 
27.s 196.55. and to continue for ho less than six (6 ) week 
thereafter© Should ycur,services be needed by us thereafter, ■ 
your employment will continue on a week to ■'week basise Kot~ ■ 
withstanding the foregoing, you shall -have the right to term--. 
Incite your services by giving us fourteen (14) days prior 

■"Written iroti’C'e'“of ̂ our- ’'iritemyien -to -terralu:et-o-, which four
teen (14) day period shall commence upon our receipt of said 
notice © In no case, however, may you elect, to serve said 
notice prior to August 1, 1955® —  :

3© Ao full ar,d complefce compensation for all services 
to be rendered by you-horeunder, and. for all righto granted 
or to be granted by you to us hereunder, v-e agree to pay you 
and you agree to accept the 'sum of One Thousand Five■Hundred 
($l,500c.C0) Dollars a week for each week you render your : 
.services, and an additional Five Hundred ($5000CO) Dollars 
a- weok living expenses for each weel: you render your services 

. (prorated on. the basis of l/6th per day in any fractional 
week)© . .

4© SouId wo require that your services bo performed 
outside a twenty-five (25) mile radius from metropolitan 
Los Angeles we agree to provide you v/ith round trip trans
portation for* two from and to Los Angelos, California.



l'IlE l\liHISCH COHPOHA1'ION 
Of" OELAWARI.: 

Mro Richnrd Talmadge 
Page 2 
June 21, 1965 

' - ·' 
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5~ You l-:G3_)i~·osc.:nt th2.t you· 21~~ no:·-J a m::;r,lbC)7 :i.n good 
· stanc1ing of the! D:i.r-cctcn··~~ Gu:ilc1 of J~·; ·: :; r·icc:.~ I:'.1c o 0.r.~.d you 
e..g:eec tJ:t:.).t you H:f.l1 rc~r< .. in f. '.o clln•:in0 the tcX'i:1 of this <-~2:re:c
mcnt: o notE:i. tf.!.s"c:.'.:ld:L~\~'~ ~.ny o~hc1l pr·uvi[;j_o~1::; lit :Ls [:.g:s.1 L:C:d thrtt 
you Eho.J.1 be c::-~~ ; 1·;:;Jcd. \ jo tl'L~; b:-:. ~ -~~rit . o:;: ~~ JJ. (1:(' tho n:U.1'J.1~1t:!·a. 
tei:iiiG P.nd cc:,ncJ. :tt;:l.c:;1 :::~ . of tl1c: D.i.r·cctc.(·:-::.~. Gt1JJ.c1 of fi? ::(;r:!.ca, L;.c.e 
Bas:i.c Ac.;r•:;.:~y~Gn'C of lSSO (~· .. ·:-;j_ch t. ~Sl")(: :.:~ ; ~\ -C;:.~d.; :i.G h~":.:r·c·: :i.n r·cfcl-'}:.,e:cl 
t 0. .., "' t-l ... -:-.) f;Jj..,') -~ <:• .-, ('\; 1'\ e·(' .-.,....'""" ...-~··· {-: J; ) ~ ·-~ r"~ t· '-- " .~-. .... vl - '1 ·-t ·j ""'.-, ~t) 1 •:l 1-l. () ·vo l"i .,, 

1(...-,t.) }.,.j.f_.. .,. .;,~~--~ 4 .... :)-._.,\..,.-'"lo.;.- ! .:.:.'- /:..iv .,,., (_ -o~J. ~.'-'~ lJ.l.,~.~ l/ C-1:- J:- l .. , · :.;c_ ... ' .o.#( .• ~ ..... - '~~ ·- ,/ I)_ 

(!niplo;~ru~:nt hci,c UJ.l(AC:r:· \·Jc f.~h~.11 b ·2 c:nt :U~Jcd ·t.o th~:: <.~~).Pl ~.e .:.:.b1c 
max:i.nvm bcnefi t a.llov;a1)1C to p~oc1uccr's lt:l6.cr s:~:1.d I3c~s :tc 
Agreement" 

6<. You hereby gl'lQ.nt to us nnd ua sh2.Jl be tl1e Dole 
O~-InC~(·S of E'.ll rigi1ts in r•,nd to the l'csuJ.i:.s nnd pPoc1ocdn of 
your C1Tll)l:XT1c-nt hereunder o ·,,._____ _____ / / 

7 o In tho event~ you f.'nJ.Jy pc;l""~:fo~:-- rr~ a11 of' yot~:e obl:i.c;8. t:i..o~u:; 
hereunder, you shall b~ givcil credit on nll positive pr~nts 
of the f:tl!J:; the n:::_n!~!cr, r~~odc 1 pos 1 t :ton, r.d.zc CJ"!d s tyJ.e of" 
such CPod:i_\; to be sole;1y 8.\; OlE' clir,c.)."lct:i.0~1o 

If the for'cco:tn2: j_s :tn accoi::dance \'J:l th your _u:1clcrsts:.nd:l.ng 
ple~se so indicate by signing in the place pro~idcd, and 
returning the executed original to us~ 

Very t1"lu1y yours, 

A . ,. . I.~ ~..,...,. • "\ /""\, 

THE l ,, Tt' 1 sr '""' C,..1R· }-·-··R fiT)() 1 r· · 
.:.J •l ~· - \. ·- '-. '--' L l ' \. .. • - ~- - .:.. J-l - ~ 1 J 

\ 
)oi:i' ~~ .... T t .r r ,'"DT.' 

. 1 "'-~Tf: ~~ ! 

\ 

I /,\l I \ \ - ! 

By ~ \> r )\ \ i 1 • ·; ~ ··/' ..._. - · ... 
J _\ -. I . / • ~ \._ - • J ' 

-,\ \ \ 
. 

AGREED AND ACCEPTED 

·-- . :::-i . C' -~ c. •c:- , ___ _l.,,l'. - -\.- _ __ __..- \.C ... ~~- -'\~·.._-~ (/ 

RI-CflA~fJ")r_fiLL:·.Ifu_T31~ 



APPENDIX K

NOTICE OF EMPLOYMENT, NOTICE OF TERMINATION,
AND DISTRIBUTION OF TIME SHEET

The following forms are from the production files 
of the Miri-sch Corporation and represent methods of 
determining employment, termination and time worked on 
a motion picture.
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N O T I C E  O F  E M P L O Y M E N T

N am e

Start _ 19

, P h o n e .

A d d r e ss -

E m ployed  A s  . 

S o c . S e c . N o — 

U nion  N o. —

P e n s io n  — — — —  Y e s -

M. P . R . — ~  — — Y e s -  

Perm . C h a r it ie s -  — Y e s  - 

N o . o f T ax  E xem p tion s—

S T R E E T

_  N o .

-  % N o '

— % N o ,

C IT Y

„C it iz e n  o f U .S .? _

„R e s id en t of C a lif .? -  

-  R a te  $

Z O N E

(R e s id e n t  
„If A lie n  (N o n -R es id en t

H our 
p er D ay  

Week

T h e  a b o v e  i s  a true and c o rr ec t s ta te m e n t

E m p loyee

A pproved
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N O T IC E  O F  TERMINATION ( O F F  PAYROLL)  

To Accounting Dept.

Name:___ :______ ______ ___________________ ____________ _N o—    

Department________ I—:—:__ :----------- ------- —_____------:------------------- ------

Date Terminated ---—:------       :----------

Reason?-------------   :-----------------------------------   :-------

Signed.
Prod- Mgr.



18?

D ISTRIBU TIO N  O F  TIME

AmountDate

Week

Regular Hours

O .r :  Hours

V ac. & Hoi

Tota l  Earnings

S.D.I

F .I .C .A

Withholding

P en s io n

P .C .C

Gr. Ins

N E T



Name
Occupation Rate

Week End

D E P T . H E A D A P P R O V E D
D
y

Regular  
Hour s

O . T .
H o u r s

Penal ty
O . T . T O T A L  In

SUNDAY 
j

Out

In

Out .

5:
o
z
o
>
-<

In

Out

In

Out

H
C
m
o
>
-<

-

In

Out

In

Out| 
W

EDNESDAY 
|

In

Out

In

Out| 
TH

URSDAY 
j

In

Out •

In

Out

*n
5
o
>
-<

In

Out

In

Out

1 
SA

TURDAY 
|

In

• Out

Out

T o ta l s

N o t i o n  w i d e  P r i n t i n g  Co .  T e l . :  88 8 - 1  4 9 9 .



APPENDIX L

A DAILY PRODUCTION REPORT FOR 
HAWAII

The following form is from the production files 
of the Mirisch Corporation and represents a report on 
the amount of film exposed per day of shooting a motion 
pictureo
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Date Thursday. August 26, 1965

TO: Walter Mir5.sch
PROM: Robert J. Anderson

SUBJECT: The production report, dated Thursday, August 26, 1965 ,
96th day of.shooting on picture entitled,

"HAWAII" Prod. No. 6501 .

CAST HOURS WORKED LUNCH
y

TOTAL • ACCUMULATIVE TOTAL

.7:00 AM - 3:20 PM 1/2 Hr. 7$ 50" * 952' 20"

CREVJ HOURS WORKED ' LUNCH TOTAL ACCUMULATIVE TOTAL

7:00 AM - 5:00 PM 42 Min. 9' 58' 1093* 14'

NEGATIVE GOOD TODAY: 
NEGATIVE GOOD TO DATE: 
NEGATIVE EXPOSED TODAY: ' 
NEGATIVE EXPOSED TO DATE:

TAPE USED TODAY: 
TAPE USED TO .DATE:

870
119,275

TT5T0
236,050'

54Q
78.530

TOTAL MINUTES TODAY

1' 15”
TOTAL MINUTES TO DATE

103' 05"



APPENDIX M

: CALL SHEET FOR HAWAII

The following pages from the Mirisch Corporation 
are utilized to inform the personnel who should, report 
for work the next day0
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• 

yn QD_c-_t! o -~-= ~!?O 1_ . 

pOLD:·!"XJJ NO. : __ al.Q9_ 

_gA_~&_ ~~-~ ~ f~l~J~ 
TUESDAY., APHIL 27~ 1965 

----------:::;:::-_-._-________ -=.::.--
S}•.ZJ\~: 

·:o~·,j_;~ BH0::.1.fJEl" E1·rrJ:f\f\.NCE HALL April 1820 (D) 
IN'l'. BHO:.}LJ.i;Y GUI:;:)'.P BEDI1l·1 Apr>il 1820 (D) 
llH'. JJHCJl·lL~~;y KI'l1CHEn &. s~.i:AIECASE A-or·i l 1820 (D) 
JN~~. BHOI·ILEY PAHLOR Apr·il 1820 (Nf 

Cf\~~'1: CH!dU~cryt;:,\ r~ii~KELJP 
~StiLlE ;\NDH2-!S -J:.Sf'Cj[;JTA- -;(':-DbT 
nr-.x VOH SYDOU A:CJ.!Ei1 7: 30 
TOHIN ri1Hl\'.eCrlJ.m IE~V. 'J:HOHN 10:00 
CJ~.HROJJ~ 0 1 CO:!Ji·JOR CHAS. BROi·'ILEY 9: 1.~5 
ELIY.JI..DErJ.'H ·cOLE ABIGAL B110I•lLEY .9:30 
])}!1!-JE .S1Il·11EY CHJ\HI'l1Y 9:00 SCHOOL 
JIJ~t~'l1liE:'\ I··1ENZIES r-ti!:f\CY 9:00 SCHOOL 

~sC-JI;f.!J~~~·~ - -- ----
·re-fcoln) 'n) 
20 
20 part 
19 

-sm-, ---
~9:-ooA 

9:00 
11:00 
11:00 
11:00 

DAVID BUJ.t'P I·~R. BUlilP P. U. 9: OOJ\ TO STAGE 3 
Bh'rJ'E l·liDLER NRS. BUFJ? P. U. 9: OOA TO STAGE 3 
BII..L s:n·:JERS MIL SIEVEES P. U. 9:001\. TO S:l,AGE 3 
LYNN' liOLLINGEH I·ffiS. SIKIJEi1S P. U. 9: OOA TO S;fAGE 3 
JOHH KE!1NE1L f!l.R. KE:~?~ELL P. U. 9:001\ 'lO SJ.,AGE 3 
PAH CHEUl'ON . FlHS. JO~~::n·JELI1 P. U. 9: 00:'\ TJ.'O STAGE 3 
HALLY Cl-11\PPELL f.IR. CHAPPELL Po U. 9: OOA 1'0 STAGE 3 
CECILIA Ji'ORDI-1'\N HilS. CHtd:PJ~IJL P. U. 9: OOA ':PO ST.t\GE 3 
KE;1HI ALLEH AI1'll\NDA..1·IHIPPLE P.U. 9:00A ':CO S11AGE 3 
J]~Q.Q.Y ABPJ~ SIEGI~TQND Jf!EDJL\_QJJJ.JT:LliT __ . _ _p_!_~;_Q.Ol\ 'j"._9_a2)'A_QF=-' --~'----

v!AVl'J:0-1 SCO'iT - S. I. 
VALEitiE HALL - S. I. 

Nrr~OSPHERE · 

2 CHILD~~EH 
(2 GIHLS) 

- S.I. 

M. HAE - S.I. 

8:001\. 
8:00 

10:00 
10:00 

B. RAISCH - S.I. 
BUZZ !.l~RBY - S.I. 

R. HAHJ.~f\.N 
J • l!I·ll 1l'I·1..l\N SR • 
P. S~.'AHLEY 
E. BALZE .. i-\ · 
J. EDESJI. 
J •· PE.l.'ERS 
6 EL1·:C. ( GOLD~·JYN) 
'11

• JIAYES 
C. GIBSOlJ 
2 GRIPS ( CiOLDHl'N)· . 

1 CEAr.!E OP. (GOLDHYNY 
S. GORDON 

·A. GOnD.ON 

BNC C:i\!·TERA - 8: OOA 
CBf'J3 DOLLY - 8: OOA 
.. ( POTI7 J\BLE DR EI;JS - 8 : OOA 
I•1!1. 1IILL 1 S OFFICE- 8:00A 

2 HO~:'fEN - I'0\IDS 

CREH CALL 

LJ!I1E & HEJ\T J)rl Tii.;S (..; 1·7{~1UWP OH STAG1~- 8:00A 
IIOO}·~ lJ P ~~rJ.lG VJ<i.~rJ.'J.LA~i:'OH ~.'0 00Ui·TD Pl\.HE.L - 8: OOA 
COFri.~E f-c DO!:-U~.'S A~..) OHI)j~HED - 8: O.Of1 

9:00A 

10:00 
9:00 

scnoo:r.noo:-1 SJ·!.r, uP sr:r'G ~ - 11 C1IJ[,l)J\J;n - CJ: ooA-=-------------
------·----------------A-i·!i1·if~~~ ---

JJOG - 8: OOJI. 

1JY,_F.:5J:Q[:~.i~(~'D~S.1lt 

1 S'JYU·.rl'CliOll'.l' & JIHJVEf< r. U. 9: 00!\ 



i 
t 
t 

I 
! 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
' 

Previous:. 

Today: · 

To Dute: 

RECEIVED GOOD 

.113 ,tl05 
/f60 
/1. J.O 

.. ------.. 

-~- 30 6 '2 70 .... ·- ·119) 2 7 5 
... ··~ ••• 4 • ~ •• • 

N.C. 

91}' i' 55 
5:50 

__ 3UL. 

95,615 

WASTE 

20,980 
'/0 

__ _,llD_ 

21,160 

Cuns to Lnb.: .... .. ! '-: Bc.knc~ on H-.nd: 70, ?-?.0 .. _ .. 

Adjusted .1itcr. 6/~0' .. takcn.out ~~<given to Yamamoto 8/25 ....... . 
SOUND HCPORT: ... - _ ....... ·' ~! · .. '. _ . _ ..... . 

RECEIVED .. . . .. GOOD N.C. WASTE· 

,., .. , ... 77,990· ·: Previous: 
·'.· .. - .... ·, • ··- .... - SL:.O. -' 

Tod.:.y: ...... -_ .. ____ ... ·_. ·_. __ _ -----·. :· ._. ----
To Date: · · .... 

23!~,11~-0 
1 ,oco - J.:;t 1: 

__ _l~.31L-2nd u,, 
236,050· 

EXPOS[;_D 

Flat 
Fl3 t 
'fl;~ t 

·Flat 
Flat. 
Flat 
Flat 

FIRST AID 
7t:Tr;-y-6·i;Rcr . - Flat 

\.. 
t 

···' \ . ,. . 

i. 



APPENDIX N

A TRANSPORTATION SHEET FOR HAWAII

The following form from the Mirisch Corporation 
represents a daily transportation schedule0
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PAGE NO. 3 
TRANSPORTATION SHEET DATE
Depart In Time
ment Vehicle Driver Time Out
Bus #9 FZZ/D' S /?/t! #10
II #11
t! • #12

Car Mr. Hill R. Kenyoh /Z7
[ t & ^ € Jim Davis . 4'^It Mr.VonSydow H. Ally

It - #1, Steve Pinsky /<#■; ti #2 Tom Sato
it - #3 B.J. Dykes ?(.-5

23 ^-7
A  7n #4 A. RUtledge 7-rZ'

it #5 . R. Collier tTẑ -/ C &
• , -% I t - . i o' y C © /CQ y
It #? Vernon Carpente r/;? /S'S',
It .■#8. // -0 7
It
It
It

#9 
; #10 
#11 /j , ^ /T7-

: It #12 CdJ J / ^ C>} //zD
Darcy, Alan >2. m

R. Harris
Art D. Gonsalves f t * ;
Mach, Mike Sakamoto /6/S

Gang Boss. Ron Baker /?■"

Dispatcher. Monte Carpente :I<7 i t D •
)/?Vy

;  ; :z;.'

f

> ;  I

% 7^3

Total
Hours-

r

% . 3

//. s

/ / .  S ' 
//.I-

/ /

V /';/3
/?

: :
/gf-
//

f.

Driver
Charges

4 7 / < ?

^ ? g /
■VZ’/'Z'

0% .

V ' ^ / -5- ̂  ■§- ■

-̂7.
. t V ,  7  X  

/<9 
^  - 7 S

5 7, 3  ^

d l ,  r  z-



APPENDIX 0

■ PARTIAL FINANCING: AGREEMENT

. The following page represents part of the Finan
cing Agreement used between United Artists and the 
Mirisch Corporation,

196
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- PARTIAL FINANCING AGREEMENT 
Division of Producer's Income:

i . The "net producer's share" defined in paragraph 
26 of United Artists agreement.

iiV All sums from other distributors after deductions 
for disbursement fees, charges payable including 
but hot limiting cost of printss, sound records, 
^advertising,' .exploitation.'and publicity., duties,
... taxes, foreign language versions, insurance, royal
ties, copyright, shipping charges, etc,

ill. All other sums received from radio, television 
publications.

Production Income Order of Priority;
1, To United Artists and other lending parties,
2, To United.Artists and any other lending parties—  

couplet ion .loans ̂ advanced, . -
3, To producer, or as directed by producer, the amount, 

if any, of completion monies furnished by or on 
behalf of producer and actually used for completion 
of the picture, together with interest thereon at 
six percent per annum.

4, Pari 'passu, to all defenses, the amounts, of all . 
deferments as have been provided for in the approved 
Final Production Budget of the picture as agreed 
upon between producer and United Artists,

Thereafter all of the producer's income shall be deemed to 
be net profits and shall be allocated as hereinafter pro
vided, ■
Allocation of Nets

Sales personnel up to but no more than three percent 
in the United States» and- five percent in Canada,
Fifty percent to United Artists; rest to producer, .



APPENDIX P

.• FINANCING AGHSEjytENT FOR THE LILIES OF THE FIELD

The following pages represent a contract agreement 
of financial distribution between United Artists and 
Rainbow Productions„



■y;;. . . .  = finAhcxkc aghsjeuekt

AGRE5SIEHT nado this . ' day of .,1962,
by and between- RAINBOW PRODUCTS OSS, IHC., a California 'f
corporation (hereinafter referred -.to as "Producer”-): and' . /
•UNITED ARTISTS COEPOEATxON, a Delaware corporation (herein- ■ ■ ■ 
after referred to as "United"). -.h . . *' ' .

' l ■' "f.j":-; U I T ’N'E'S’S E T E: •'

',6 '. In consideration o f the', snutual promises and 
.agreements herein contained, and■for other' good and valuable 
consideration,. - the parties hereto' tio -hereby agree as follows:

. lV-:; The Picture;';.! Producer will ,preduce, complete.. 
and deliver/to .United a new and original feature length, sound 
and talking--mot ion picture photoplay, in- the English language 
tentatively entitled THE' LILIES OF. THE FIELD, ' (hereinafter 
referred to as the "Picture”), starring Sidney Poitier^ - 
based on an original screenplay by Janes Poe, based on an 
original novel by William E, Barz-ett, and to be produced and 
directed by Ralph Nelson1 The Picture - will be photographed 
in such process as United shall approve apd shall not be less 
than 7,500 feet nor.more than 9,000 feet, in length, including 
main and end titles, unless otherwise agreed in writing. The. - 
Picture shall not contain more than 5.00 feet of stock shots
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or stock .material, as said phrases' are comtibnly understood ^ .
in the motion picture industry, unless otherwise agreed in '/ triy-i:

; writing.' The Picture .shall be fully edited, titled and - ■' ; ■
. synchronised arid assembled;'and suitable in all respects for- . .
general release.and exhibition by means .of a so-called wide 

: screen projection (i.e.;,. an aspect;!rat 1 o' of 1 , 8 5 : 1 )  as well : V-
./■ aS by means of standard projection(1.e . a n  aspect ratio, of *
" 1.33:1) as those terms!"'ar e .'commonly -understood in the notion'-

• The Picture shall be produced, so as. to meet the qualifications ' ' mv!,: •
' and standards- for suitability for;;delivery, acceptance and •* • 
exhibition." under. the Distribution: 'Agreement between the . :!
parties hereto which is being -executed 'concurrently .. •

-. herewith (hereinafter referred to as the "Distribution - - •• i
, /Agreement")./;- ^  - . - . ' /

■ /■ 20 Obligation to Einance:' /Subject to its right/-. / /sMi/i'/‘• I
';://; of prior approval and to all of the other "provisions of this / -///;///' ;."
V ' agreement, United agrees to lend (or cause a loan or loans /..
/•. to be made by one or nore. third parties) to Producer such stlms, -.''-

hot to exceed Two Hundred Seventy Thousand. Dollars ($270.,000.00); s - . ■
as may be. required to cover the cash requirements for the , . ■ r /

' production of the Picture, but only to the extent of the cash -' .
requirements contained, in the Picture’s final Production 

- Budget prepared in conformity with the provisions of Paragraph 7:
hereof.-, The said 'loans, which are. hoeinafter referred to as ;/-//.

: ‘,1/ / 5 ::; > / / ;/ ; / / /  . : -  v : ; : ;



’•Production Loans", shall be r.ade. at tho time, in the Cannes’-- 
.'..'• and subject to the conditions herein contained.
/ ,• Producer, hereby ho'r. agrees to be fully responsible .•>. % "iijU'for the completion.and delivery of the Picture, pursuant to; • 

i  :y‘the terns of this Agreecent and of the Distribution Agreement, 
r^iand to provide, or cause thereto be provided, tvo - thirds 
.■(2/3) of the first $30,000. of all cash requirements therefor, ••

subject only to the provisions of the Guarantee of Completion '.,:
, m :;’ ■ , - • • • K jkit hereinafter referred :to. ’ Producer hereby further agrees to

■■■■ ,• ■• !'v • - . ' , . • • v:it;;;•;] furnish; to United, prior to the' time United shall be obligated 
.. .Vv/z to advance any Production Loans hereunder, .a Guarantee of •

Cocpletion and Delivery executed by Producer and Ralph Nelson,
...completion

and delivery hereunder of the Picture and guaranteeing that ail 
. sues, required to be supplied hereunder', by Producer, will be 
furnished forthwith for the completion of the'production of the 
'Picture in accordance;with the provisions of.the said Guarantee 
of Completion Agreement.• ''All .completion advances made'by or 

.'•■ . on behalf of Producer hereunder shall be recouped as .
provided in subparagraph (c) Third of Paragraph 16 hereof. ''

: 3, Approvals: United is hereby granted the right
to approve the following in connection with the Pictures . ’ ’

•'*'' ' ' J;/ , . ' - "I : ■.<> ;; (a) ; The story upon which the Picture is to bo
' *■'. • Vm ; i: based, the screenplay,' the writers thereof,'! and all costs thereof j ;

9/10/G2 ..;
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(b) .Tko director, tho producer and the Production .
..... : Manager1 of the Picture and the compensation, •" ‘ - •' 

i'-it : ' including any deferments, .'f.payable to such . '• f'
. ;'Y •' ; person or persons;. ; . • i. • • . :.*• ...

   . ■ .  - U i '
;v ‘-! V •• v v  v n v t i i  a v a .- v u u j .a-

• v;;'? services, provided hor/evor;• that United shall - iii'i;.P 
: ; '•••' U. V;;-'nerely have a. right of consultation with respect P’-V ; •

- •• ' S. :U  vh-,1 to the principal feniale star if Producer *s . - '• : ’ .
’ rv ' selection is to receive total compensation" of.

4p"-: '•.! p: less than $10, COO (with respect . to all jQ,@^formers :1' . ' '
T:t:. ' . V*:•!,: other t'hn'.n the nrincin^.l e nr d fenr;.ie'stnrs _ • : ,

\v-=:

 ̂"''vi .decisions, with respect thereto without Uni tod's .... ' •: •

• -:'v (d) .r The final production budget ;Vj- p r;r:.'X".' V "'UUUUf... , .a; (e) The final production schedule; ' yr:':J:yV-;Xi;. tp";
': • • X;. • ' . ■ : ■ ' ■' " if'.ir::k. • : :".X. • , ..Jii; • Ct) ..,Apy,,,aiid̂ all.̂ deformohts..and ..p%ofit..,partici- ..%ip' ;r .y: i

I X  r U  ' t d i ,■ - :.:;U-X- y X X x -  x X x X
(g). : The locale of the Picture,.

V ' . : ■ ..if:' T

r}) i:Y:

In the absence of such approvals. United shall ' iy
not be obligated to finance or distribute the Picture.. X:

X . The Production Budget shall' be deemed approved ifX' -
it'meets the qualifications and requirements set forth in ." ' . : • " . v " . X'X
Paragraph 7 hereof, and the Production’Schedule if it meets '
the qualifications and requirements set forth in.Paragraph 3 ' X'yXv.
hereof o ! y ' : . X ; ' . 1' X  X ’ ::X

With regard to all necessary approvals. mentioned
above or in any other part of this Agreement, unless otherwise
specified,"; approval shall be deemed denied unless specifically . X X.

'X' ■; , .. !;
S/10/S2 y : . . . .
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granted in writing by United, ; v/£th'in ten (10) days, cxclusiva 'C .*!,
o f  Saturdays,' Sundays and holidays',' aiter 'receipt thereof'by '. :
United in Kew York City, New York, of Producer’s submission, ; .-': 'i;:',;.,:
Producer agrees to uso its best efforts in good faith to - j ; X o )' ''
revise any itea disapproved by United so that it will be 1 '> !.

■ . ' ." ' ■ ' • ' ’ = 
acceptable to United and to cooperate. with United, to the •' '
end that all necessary approvals can be-obtained. Producer 
agrees that all submissions made by it will be in good faith f‘. U jii;
and submitted in writing.; : T #

,i . . '1. . United acknowledges that it has heretofore approved each and
. ;  • - ’ ■ ' ’ :’-i irj,• all of the following items with respect to the production of the■ -1 ;; || 

■ • y'.. V (a) ' .The- novel by YZilliaia. E.Barrett, . entitled - ■ '.••' :

£
'■ ■ A-irf- dv:.;.(b):"y Sidney Poitier as the male star of the ' '•? -u :i Vvvhif.u’.':;' i;-';•-,! ’■ iu;v\ Picture and the compensation payable to him £ £ ' : ' • % ' £ -u £ ' •£££:% ' • for his services including the deferred • '£' .. ::•;> !•
• " portion thereof; ; ; - : - . ■ . ' ffr

u a \ • :ir.y.‘V -rv . . . . ■ ■ ■ " ■' ■ -f.',.;.'. '••■';£ iXu) James Poe as the screenplay writer for the .. '. •. ;"j;
• ' .;.cf Picture and the, compensation payable to him ''•'

•'•v;- ' b; ' : :for his services including the deferred : :;•£ • .•
m' ' . •Hi portion thereof; • i ■ m•'•:.:: ' : '• '■?; •• • ‘

t-"' portion thereof. . •
.............................................. K - i h i i t :f •' . . 4 .  'Sound and Recording facilities: In the

production of the Picture, Producer shall use sound and

S/10/62 . : ̂  -• IV:'.; ' ■
: - ■ k •: .. • :' ■ ' • • ‘



recording. facilities and equipnont of either Y/estern Electric 
or Eadio. Corporation of'-America (or .any subsidiary or‘affiliate 
of Radio Corporation of America) or such other licensor of 
sound recording equipment as United "will approve in. writing.

.da 5. Time of Production: . Producer 'rill, subject -to" 
the terms of.this agreement, .commence principal photography of 
the Picture not later, thanVlTovember 12, '.1S52,; and shall nroceed 
with, the' photography .'and ■production, of ;.;the': Picture diligently'-: 
there after until delivery of the Picture to United, ready in ''. 
all respects for general, release and exhibition no later than 
Hay 31, 1963. ; The Picture shall "bo produced , so as to meet '• :
the qualifications and standards required for suitability 
for exhibition,' delivery and acceptance .under the terms of the 
Distribution Agreement,' :i ' : ■ ■. '

6,;': Rough Cut.s: . United and its representatives 
shall have the right to view rough, cut sequences of the Picture 
as that .term is understood in the motion picture industry. ■;

i. 7, Production Budget: ■ At least two (2) weeks prior 
to the commencement -of principal photography of the Picture, ' 
Producer agrees to submit to United aPinal Production Budget 
which shall show .a total cash, cost not to exceed Two Hundred 
Seventy Thousand Dollars ($270,000) and.a Pinal Production 
Schedule, for the Picture which shall be based upcn the final -: 1 
screenplay prepared by Producer for. the Picture,

9/10/62



The 2?inal Production Budget for the Picture shall "• : ■' ... ■ ; V,--4- : : - ,  . ' : . .'iinclude'.'.the following: ; . -j.
■ (a)-' The costs of the services of the screenplay - f

j' writer, of the services of all principal.
■ Si . ■ • members of the cast, of the director and ' i.'ii.:: : - - '...of the producer.

i si-v,'L.(b),'The cost of all other production elements
usually and customarily included in 

“ production budgets as part of the negative - %
cost of a-motion'1 picture-of similar size ‘ g 

.'kiT. and quality. % :.; . ; g _ : -;;i . • .. ; '■ ;g
- In connection v;ith .any Production and ' i--.'

; v ; • jii, g.Completion Loans- hereunder,, the cost of .;
u K :: attorney^’• fees of any bank or third t g- ;g;;

parties vhom' .United may cause" to advance ‘ • ; ■
Ig g;.: , :jig;.rv:;ig:;. any part or all of. the Production and 
v;' Completion Loans on the Picture, and not .*
:gi -Tu : exceeding One Thousand Five Hundred Dollars
1' gg : !!:.. ($1,500.00) as . compensation for the disbursing
'" .1 ' yjg : :C agent for the Picture -designated pursuant to ./ ,$: / ' % .. \ % .g ;•r •' ■ ■ gg g "‘.v’.’• ' ' . ' . "g-

i- % (d) '■» 1 All; actual overhead 'expenses-, "of ‘Producer
g:"' ‘ gli t’.gi as are normal and- custonary in budgets .of ,.'h

• -jig " j gg:* motion pictures of similar size and quality>
:•*. including but not limited to, . comoensation

v ffor Producer’s attorneys’- fees which in no ; ’
f i:'" Gvdnt shall exceed a. sum equal to one per cent . Cl%) of. the approved cash' production budget, i
;ii; (o) The cost of usual cast insurance covering ■ 
i* -; ’. ; ; the principal members of the cast and the 
Y A : - ‘ director, of insurance on the negative and 

- sound tracks, fire insurance, errors and 
-i;- • 1 omissions insurance, and other customary

insurance. •
(f) Any and all deferments approved by United . in connection with the Pictnre and the . ■

■ pertinent terms andprovisions. thereof.
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■ The final production budget for the Picture shall-. •••
shov in such ccnplete'detail as is custoaary in the notion 
picture industry, the estimated cost of all items which shall be 

♦. included in the negative cost of. the Picture. The final : . 
Production Budget for the Picture shall contain all items necessary 
for the. production and completion of the Picture, plus such over- - :i 

.head expense as is normal and customary in budgets of motion 
.pictures of similar size and quality, but shall not Contain any. j

i,matters or items not permitted, to. be' included under the terms '
.■ of this agreement or ..not usually. and customarily included in 
budgets' of motion pictures of similar cost and: quality. . As to 

■v the said Budget, Producer shall: submit and make available. to' . .- • • : 
..tfnitod such tLnformafion. «as.:United may »re:as.on.ab.ly. require for 
the purpose of verifying the accuracy thereof, and, in particular, 
shall permit United to inspect anyi.contractual commitments made „; 
by Producer which would affect, the.' Cost = of production , of the-. 
Picture,v Producer agrees that its.accountants, production 
managers and other .employees, who aided- in the preparation of 
..the Budget, or are familiar with the elements affecting the cost,
,- may be- consulted by United. ti :: "-

f'. United shall, be under' .no obligation to malce. any 
Production Loans on the Picture if the Final Production 'Budget '■ 
for the. Picture does not meet the qualifications and standards. . - ;-- 

' required by this Paragraph.

9AG/U2 !:



8..V Production Scheduler.' :: Concurrently with, .the ....
submission' by Producer.-to .United oi’.-the'Final Production Budget 

. for the Picture, Producer agrees to submit to United a Final : 
Production Schedule for the Picture which shall show in detail 
the estimated time required for the production of the Picture'" 
based upon the screenplay. The Production Schedule shall be 
such that the Picture can be made; within. the submitted Final . . 
cash production budget.;:"- Producer agrees to follow substantially 
the Production Schedule'for the'Picture and not to vary .... . b 
substantially there•fren without Unitedzs written .approval 
;which shall not be withheld unreasonably,'except that Producer . 
may make such reasonable deviations therefrom as the exigencies . 
of..prc^^tic^^ay^reguirc..'y . /%' .H-b-b. . \ /
f. ; 9.:; ' Preprcduction Advances:■ It is understood that
•in the usual course of motion.picture prodiction> certain, essen- 
: tial expenditures have, to be made over a period of several weeks 
. prior tp the commencement of :.principal photography of the • . 
Picture,: Accordingly, - and provided that United shall have ■•';
approved any; items requiring United^ approval. United agrees, 
to make such advances to Production, in nb event to exceed 
$5,000.00, as preproduction advances.. Producer will advise 
United as reasonably as. circumstances will permit in advance of .: 
the time it will require such'preproduction .adances and agrees ', 
to submit to United in writing,.the detailed items of the 
approved Final■Production- Budget for"• which such preproduction

9/10/62 : ■ ... :
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; advances' are to be used and the tine that , such advances are to be ' '
«,V •• expended by Producer.-; " %  ;•' • '-i'. '.'•'• • • T-: •
; V:' '--' All preproduction advances and the repayment % . . :ii ; • ' •: ■ •
•*:" thereof!in accordance with the provisions of this agreement, ' ; •

shall be secured by a grant, transfer, conveyance and assign- . . / '  ' •'
: aent, hereby made, by Producer to-United of all, of Producer's : l!: 
right, title' and interest in and to any 'and all film treat-"-•'• ••:'.•.' •%-:••' i'.- • <-/(-: ̂ . 

' meats and other literary properties'.upon; which' the '.Picture is ;-:•' 1 fi'- :■ • 
to be based,; including but'.not lliaited, .f o.; any sybpses.,. treat*- '

' ments, screenplays,' and copyrights. (including renewals) - in

connection therewith. For this-purpose, Producer agrees to 
register said screenplay for statutory copyright in the United . •• I; ■; .
^Bt'ates'lCopyright' TO'ffiee as soon as. possible, and to furnish. • ,:V :■ • •

.'.'• United with the copyright data../ Producer's failure to so ■’/.C -!'-
register shall not constitute a breach o> this agreement. ..I1;/':;:;'••iv.l .

/ If/however. Producer -fails to do so, United shall have the right' .!•;:':/
/. (but not fhe obligation) to talce such steps as United may deem .. ••'. ;

advisable to copyright the' screenplay and for such purpcs es I ' , i: • ' .'
United is hereby appointed the attorney-in~fact of Producer.;,' ';

‘ All of the said preproduction advances and "•
■;; the repayment thereof in accordance with.the .provisions hereof, .. =• ;• .•
.: shall be further evidenced by Producer’s demand promissory •. •/•,.- ,
; note or notes thich shall bear interest at the rate of six • ■, • • ;'••• ;
i' per cet (6%) per annum from-the date of each such note.
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Only if # and upon the due.commencement of principal phSography
of the Picture as required herein',: provided such amounts are
properly reflected in the Pinal Production Budget of the Picture,
said preproduction advances, shall automatically be converted
into advances against the production, costs of the Picture, and.
said preproduction, advances'shall be deemed to be part of the •
/•Production Loans for the Picture, and subject to the provistns-
of Paragraphs : 12, 13 and 14-hereof.1,; the said notes shall be . ' .

?. deemed satisfied and discharged and shall be returned to-Producer
..upon the execution and delivery of;all of the Production Loan'
-'documents as-herein in this agreement provided. •: • ' . ■ •

; 10. Completion l!one3',s: In the -evant Producer is
bbligdted to supply , of .'causes there- to'be supplied, completion
moneys if or the completion of production; of. the picture, Producer:'
shall not receive any additional'or'greater.share of the."net..
profits*1 v.( as. defined' in "Paragraph 16' and " applied in Paragraph 17.
hereof) from the Picture than;Produeer vould be entitled to '/■
under the'provisions of ..Paragraph'.17. of i.this. Agreement,' and '; 
Producer shall recoup any such completion advances as provided
in subparagraph (_). Third of■ Paragraph 16 hereof. In the.
event that United itself advances; or.causes others (exclusive of
Producer.) to advance moneys (herein referred to as "Completion . -.-•;
Loans") to complete the Picture', it being understood that \
United shall have no obligation to'protidb anymore than one-third
of the first Thirty Thousand Dollars ($30,000) thereof in excess
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of the approved final cash.production budget prepared in conformity 
with the provisions. of Paragr^h 7 hereof, then, notwithstanding::"; f .i. ' 

. anything to the contrary contained in this agreement, Producer '•
agrees to and does hereby irrevocably grant, set over, transfer ■ ' '.v;: i 
and assign to United a sum equal to one per cent (3cfx of the i I?'

; ' net profits of the Picture for each Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000.00),
' .••or fraction thereof , • of Completion Loans so advanced or caused . K

to be advanced;by. United, .'t'"- ' v;':. '-v v x/ij.;. V.
r.-U’.'-.V ' Ifat. any: time, the cash .negative cost of the Picture jv: t
It], exceeds the approved Cash Production Budget by fifteen per .cent'-.; sf: ( ' t 
; : (15%) thereof,. or, jf it reasonably-appears to United that, • • • • -ir.-u
:. because of a substantial, departure ..from the script or \

v.t: variance from:the Production Budget or Production Schedule, , or
delays in production ■ hereunder, or :■ other circumstances, the vv -i , :-.M
cash negative cost of the Picture will emceed the total cash : : ' . X't.f 

y/-;; Prodnctica Budget by fifteen, per cent- (15%) thereof, or in the.;.. 
event of .'any. default in the pErfcrmance by Producer in and ■' ‘r 
under his completion guaranty and responsibility, then, inany ‘V<: 1l"G.

. ..t or all of such events, ' United shall have the right (subject t:- v/ti'i
f to the provisions hereinafter - .set forth):. but not the obligation.

to assume complete supervision • and control of the completion • ;• =
of production of the Picture by " giving Producer three (3) '.'

; days’ notice (exclusive of Sundays and. holidays) of ;' i'::;q.
.' •f its election so to do, unless, .within said period,- Producer



advances-or causes some other" financially • responsible person U;
to advance or to' agree; to" advance ? the amounts by which ; 
such cash negative cost onceeds or reasonably appears likely
to exceed the total cash Production . Budget * ' ••.'/v

. V . In the event that United assumes the complete v, v;
suoervision and control of the completion of production of the ’^  "*» — - - - f

. Picture as heroin provided, Producer agrees to cooperate with 
• United to the fullest extent,, as nay- be required by United, - .t":. 
-'. in conplotihg the production of the Picture, and for this.: 

purpose, among other things, to assign to United, all or any 
■ contracts which Producer may have entered into with respect 
' to the--Picture. Nothing herein contained shall be deemed toy hi. ̂  

-:;;-u-«©;©Bs»t&tutie'».w»relve-ase.-*iOf «s-aŝy ;i.ot5--,=Pr»edB.c-.e-r̂.?iS.»©.bl;-ig.at-io.-ns under - ■]: -
■ : this Agreement in the event .that’ United assumes the complete i ...

supervision and control of the completion of production of 
the Picture as herein'provided.-'V 'i: •/." V ;• •'

; 'P- .. :rv; 12." Depositary: ; The Production Loans for the Picture
■yf.shall de deposited in a production account in Producer’s name ."i-in 

with a bank dr banks in New York, New York, or Los Angeles,. 
p.y:California,, designated by' Producer _and United, and United may-'r. f 

Bake or cause to be made, deposits'directly into such account. "
-Each advance made or caused to be made by United on account -.-
of the "Production Loans for: the Picture shall be made as : :=

0': rquired following the commencement of principal photography of -=;t



; the Pidture, and shall be conditioned tpon the delivery by _•
. Producer to United of a reasonably/detailed, proper, and

-r accurate cost statement for/the Picture,' prepared in accordance
p.. vith the - practice and customs of the industry,- certified and

svprn to as correct, by a principal' executive of- Producer. '-'"Pro-
/; ducer'agrees to submit -weekly, production reports on. the Picture'
to United, and upon completion of the Pic ture, to furnish V’
United with a final negative /cost .'statement for. the Picture, -''•
-said , cost statement to: be subject;! to' such ‘adjustments as . are
in accordance - with / the" normal':.’practice r'and' /custom of the >'
industry. Withdrawals'-frcm." the Production' Account.*' of.'the'- Pictur 

- shall bo used solely in connection -with tho production of , •
v'tbe -Picture in'"a'ccordance with this Agreement. Withdrawals ' -r
... of any or all of such specified sums by Producer shall be -
reflected in the Weekly Production Report made by Producer
to United as hereinabove provided, and shall be made only on /
checks signed by Producer or its representative and counter- i;

• signed by a disbursing agent or other person approved by -. ' . ..-//
... United or its designated representative. The countersignature
• ,of any checks by the said disbursing. agent shall .not be /
deemed to constitute a waiver of' any breach by or default of •

'. Producer of any of the terms of this agreement or any agree
ment executed in connection herewith. Subject to withdrawals’
as aforesaid, all balances in the said production account,:
from time to time,:shall be deemed additional security .

9/10/62
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", -.for the rforaanco by Producer of its: obligatioas to United

.• . 12/ Promissory Notest'' ; The Production Loans (and
; Completion; Loans, if any) made"Or caused to be .made by i••.
.•. United' for the Picture shall be evidenced by •Producer's. -

!:i /..promissory notes which shall be executed and delivered to United •
and/or to such other, third, party./or. parties as United shall. cause to maize
such loan or loans , concurrently: with the making of such Production :
Loans (and Completion Loans, if, any) „ Said notes shall be 'in fK'i-V "; ■ ■

; .i": the fern "satisfactory to United, ■ and/or to such, .other third '• ' vii’, -.
■ ji party or parties as..United shall■ cause to sake such loan or .: '
{ ' .. loans, - and shall be dated as' of the date' the' making of each ■• . .

advances is actually nade,' ori,caused to be made, oh the Picture i.-
by United on account of .such, loan •' and ..shall be payable to • : •'; •

■...United's order, and/br to. the order of such other third oaf tv'£- i' >.■'?' :
. .: 'or' parties, as United shall cause/to 'maize '' such loan or loans," i. r '
: at such places as-.United,/'and/orVs.uch ;other third party or.?'1 i v / . . :
... .■ partis as United shall.:.'causo;.:to' make. such loan .or loans*; may . J :
1.1: i designate, on demand, with interest thereon payable at the •/-.
: rate of six per cent. (6%) .per' annum, and shall state On ..the face . %

thereof that said notes are" subject to the terms and provisions
; of this Agreement' or of the Loan and Security Agreement, as the.-. :
: • case may, be. '• It is agreed that any. interest accrued on Prod-. •.' V,
..' v uction Loans (and. Completion Loans/' if any) for the Picture / .. ,.
' ‘ . shall not bo deemed to be included in or bo part of the Final .- ( .• . ' I ; '

0/10/52
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Production Budget of tho Picture',' nor shall such accrued in- .. '
tercst be deemed to be part of the'production cost of tho '" 

i Picture for'the purpose'of .computing any penalty as provided 
.■in Paragraph 10 of this Agreement.; Provided, and upon the 
condition that Producer is not in';material breach of any of : 
its warranties, representations-•.undertakings or agreements v
hereunder, United agrees, with respect to the Picture, that '. 
for a period of twenty-four (24)' months after .the date of the : t 
making of the first' advance- under, the .Production Loans, or 
eighteen (18) months after.the date of the-first release of • 
the Picture in the United Stateswhichever is soonef. United . 
and/or' such- other third party ' or".'parties as United shall - 

t.;.C:auso- ,t,o«--make'̂ such-'-.i<©a-n '’or - loans «on the - -PSeiur e, shall - be 
. entitled to'repayment of the Production Loans .(and Completion 
Loans,■if any).together with interest thereon, only out of the •; 
Producer’s Income (as that term is defined in Paragraph 13 of 
this Agreement) derived from '/the ■ Picture. T- However, if required r:-" 
by a bank or any other third party, or. parties as United shall '-.j; 

cause to make; Production Loans on the Picture, Producer agrees ' 
that the said: periods nay ••be for "lesser durations but not less 

■ than eighteen ' (18):' months ' after the date' of the making of the ' 
first advance'under .the. Production Loans,' or twelve (12) -v.i
months after tho.date'of the first'release of the Picture in the - 
United States, ,'whichever_ is ‘sooner ;¥in'.tho. event such shorter
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United, and/or to such other .thir'd party or parties as' United
shall, cause to make such loan or.-loans j the following; items;

(a) '. The promissory note or notes as- hereinabove I/!
provided in the previous Paragraph; - ' ’ V . '

. (b) All mortgages , pledges," assignments,
security instruments and other, documents .which may be
required to give effect to the security provisions . ■ /V ;;

.. . '. herein provided for; >• . v  • :
■ (c) • All documents 'evidencing' Producer’s right,' d - r

title and interest in and to the Picture (including I ■
;. the underlying literary, dramatic • and musical - .i j;/'v •:
material-'Upon, which .the Picture will be based):; • Vii
. " (d) ' All subordination agreements executed by j ' '.
- any.'firms, persons or corporations having any financial • / •

’ interest in the Picture,. or to whom' Producer may. . ' ■- •'
; be indebted for any - items other than items’ to be payable . :
..in cash, in .accordance with- the., final budget, deferring \
'the payment'of any compensation .or ..consideration in - . . •

' . connection with the Picture; :. " -
: (e) A laboratory pledgeholder’s agreement • in the :' ; dl-t:-

customary form executed by. the laboratory, or laboratories*, 'k1.;. /• 
processing the film exposed in the photoplay ••of. the  ̂ '. k K.k'h
Picture or fabricating the. prints thereof ; \ h

(f) Written confIrmation of the approval of - the f 11 .• 
final screenplay Of the Picture by the Production" Code • 1

/if.'- Authority and a copy of such 'screenplay; , Ik i
! • / (g) Originals or duplicate originals of all '; 1 i

insurance policies affecting the production of the Picture; V . ;
(h) Sxecute.d copies of. all agreements covering the - I t

'k:':.-:. -' . services of the producer, directorand- principal members .: :
of the cast of the Picture; ’■ ■. .' ' vt k "v-:

i -•'/■' ‘ (i) Final budget of the Picture and production , . r- -
. schedule; in accordance".with' the - provisions Of,-.Paragraphs '7 ij

1 : ; k and 8 hefeof; and f k .v :1 ‘ .'•f
•' (j) ■ Any and all other documents and' instruments elsewhere '

' ' agreed to be furnished to United prior to. the making of any
advances, and any and all other documents and. instruments .
.'such as are customarily delivered .-to. banks • arid. other, lending 1 /■.■

9/10/62
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: periods aro required, United agrees that, ]5rior to or at '
. the close of such periods .■ it vzill cause the said periods to . ••
„ •.;•••• be extended to tventy-fcur (24) months and eighteen (18) -

• ; _ months, respectively, t If Producer is .in 'material breach of u-;/ •
i any of _ its 't7arrant3.es,: representations, undertakings or ' ; ' '
.y '.' ’ agreements hereunder, then Producer agrees, to repay the V: •r. . '

unpaid' balance of such.moneys to United, and/or such other - > ’
• third party or'parties as/United shall- cause to make such - • - u

.1“ '-; loan or loans, immediately upon demand therefor. • /'V:' -'! f :
: Notwithstanding :.the foregoing ' provisions or any ••
provisions :of the notes relating to the Production Loan only., . ; v
and conditioned on Producer-’s full performance of • each and'.' ' •

: all ,of...4ts.:.®St̂ rlalj,totoligations ̂ nd.-.-covehant-s hereunder, •' .
. Producer’s obligation to repay :,the Production Loan only shall ..
: not be an unconditional • obligation of - Producer but shall be . : r. ;:

limited to the extent of the 'Producer’s Income and any
otherproceeds of recovery from the Picture and the collateral i'LW/,' r ' 

- securing the notes, without recourse to any other assets of : - 
-  "Producer. '.In the event any provisions of any Production :v • . V ;

Loan Agreements are inconsistent-1 with* the terms and conditions .
. of this .’agreement, it is 'agreed,as .between'- Producer' and - v'

’ Unitedi - the terms of this .agreement shall control. . ' ri-' !
13# Security Documents: Before United shall be ■

Obligated to make, or cause to be made, any Production Loans (or Comple
tion Loans) ' ! ’/ o n  the Picture hereunder, Producer; agrees to deliver to • ;

9/10/62 . •; ;



institutions in connection with financing'transactions of 
this nature .'in the motion picture industry„

:: i ' , -

• .. "For' the purposes- of this Paragraph 13 and of Paragraph "14 of •vh- 
this • Agreement, .Producer.f s • obligations -xand ‘references""herein
and therein) -to "United'* shall'be'deezned: ..to'mean and extend to h:;

T

all banks or :'othor: lending'institutionsz'Xvhich''United:may causo 
y - ■' •'to make any'-advances'or .loans''hereuudesty.;',: ̂ . . :: . • • •

. - . y.'""' 14. Security for' Production and Completion loans:
All advances and..Production and/or.Completion Loans, for the Picture,

' if any,'hereinabove provided'for shall bo secured by, among other
things, the following items pertaining to the; Production and/or ■
Completion Loan or■Loans or advances' made for the Picture;

v lit \ .-y (a) A mortgage,' 'pledge, and assignment by -
•yv". via = .1....»«5iBO:du.Cser-«tOvUnited,,-aor -to ..such other

; . third party or parties' as United shall direct, of 
h- all of producer’s right, title and interest, at 
' present and in the future,. .in and to the Picture,

I'P: the negative ,and positive 'prints, sound track and
t;'': v r-; sound records, the copyright' and the right no secure 
i-d .-I., copyright. and renewals thereof, all literary,.

.y "'. dramatic • and lausicalx-y-.aterial. used therein or ac- 
l cuired in connection: therewith, the right to- distri- 
bute, sell, lease, license, .televise-, broadcast,

. :' reproduce or. otherwise exploit the Picture "-y any art
. . or method, ail rent, '-revenue, income, coiyonsaticn 
-.and prof its derived or to bo-derived therefrom, any 

: i-- insurance recoverable by reason of damage to or •
' - ;3truction of the Picture or any part thereof and ' .

■ in every right, property and material '.whatsoever 
ft'; / .i arising out of or connected.with or in any way per- - 
y .' -V:. taining to' the. picture,. then owned or thereafter 

acquired by Producer or.'in which it- may the.', or 
--.' thereafter have an interest, wheresoever situated, 
it being' understood and- agreed, that the foregoing 

■ enumeration shall not in any way, .limit the generality 
" of the foregoing; . '

It"

• r '  -  

:
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(b) - The .appointment,' to be executed iu a for:sal 
. - .instrument to be prescribed by United., of. e iebora- 
.; ■ tory or laboratories as pledg.elol.der for United to 
hold for its ussy benefit and. .protection; . suci. of 

. the tangible personal property pertaining to the 

..... Picture as. may from tine tp. time be. in. its possession;
'...• (c) Producer1 s agreement. hereby made that, prior

to the delivery of the picture to United or no the
• •, laboratory, producer .will. hold, the Picture and all 
:■;. properties pertaining thereto, as trustee for United,
with line effect as if United, as pledgee in pc .session 

. of the picture and properties thereof, had delivered 
possession thereof to Producer to hold as trustee

• . for United; / - - . ; ;.v. ; / h i  ■ • .
(d) Producer4s. agreement to execute a mortgage " 

of the U, •' 3 „ ■ copyright; of ■ the - picture, to United 
’which shall create at" all times a valid first lien 
upon the copyright' thereby, mortgaged; .

-;(©) - producer arpxeoment . hereby made not" to 
.'y'sell, transfer, license,, subli.: use, convey or .... ' .

assign,, nor to enter into' any agreement' in writing 
... or otherwise, for the - distribution, exhibitir.n, '
'■’’tii^lcit'ation, ' mafhetlng,. .sale or other dispcsition ■'
’ of the Picture - or . any right therein,' except""to ■
United„ Hotwithstandiug. .tlio provisions of this . 

ysubdivision <e).,it is understood and agreed that 
nothing heroin contained shall preclude Producer 
.from assigning its'share, of the receipts from the.
py - "'"uro, - provided that written"" notice of ou - an sign- - 

'. i 1' ' dll b o ’nrouptly .-given to United and unat such
■ \......'i'.V,ichit shall be .subye-ct. and subordinate no the.

.’..rights of ..United hcreuc'in.-and 'the provisions .of 
. paragraphs 10 . and 17 .o:i this. Agreement ;

(f). • .Produ;- ...'rs agreement hereby made' that upon 
the completion arc delivery of the.picture it will . 
execute and deliver to United .a mortgage of chattels 
(including copyright), pledge and assignment "(United 
to the licensed territory) of the picture, and if 
required by Unitedy a .supplemental chattel mortgage,

y pledge and assignment (limited to the licensed terri
tory),. all in a form satisfactory for purposes of 
recording; . , •

(g) Producer's agreement hereby made to cause 
mil contracts nertaininp to the Picture,. for the
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: ;

3]'" : - . literary, dramatic and musical material to 1 contained'
■ therein, and ail contracts with producers; directors, . 

Tid;-/ : / writers, actors and others to bo assignable to United or its ̂ assignees and to assign such contracts to 
United or its assignees. only for the' purposes of l.:• completing the Picture, if .United or its assignees, so .. d; • elect; e ' \ '.f. ' ;

di • *. (h) Producert s agreement hereby made that it -
"will appear in.and defend- any and ail actions and pro- • 
ceedings affecting'title to the picture and righcs 
‘affected herein or affecting security interests herein 
:or hereunder, - and that it will obtain and furnish to 
'United'from time to time, upon demand, such releases or subordinations' of claims or liens which may be

• v.:: required to maintain .the '.priority of'•" Uniter’s '-lien'."-
; J hereunder; ' v \ ' V
.••p-' -■ '(!)' ■ Producer53' agreonent hereby nade "hat i.t

a', shall' fcave no right to".assign, hypothecate, certgage 
'.'Vi-.v •. or pledge the picture 'or any rights therein, or pro- 
0  ceeds thereof, for any purpose whatsoever without 
n/ - ; written .consent frpm United; . . :

O ) • Producer{s ...agreoinsnt ..to .execute, achnow- 
'Tedge and deliver such further evidences, notices,. 
mortgages, pledges, assignments, transfers and other - 

•1*'.. documents as shall be required to better assure all 
. thesecurity described herein or referred to herein.

i f - - '

' r": 15.. Distribution:- The Picture will be distributed
• -throughout the licensed territory by United in accordance with the 
- terms, conditions and provisions of the Distribution Agreement„ ; 
Producer.shall cause there to be included in.the production budget 
of . the Picture and to be paid as a production "cost the items of. : 
delivery set forth in‘Paragraph 9 of the Distribution Agreement.
; . It. is agreed that,• upon the expiration or sooner
termination of the distribution rights -granted’to -United in and 
under the Distribution Agreement, Producer and United shall have 
joint control over the further, distribution/ exploitation, exhibi-
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. 'tion, sale or any other disposition whatsoever of the picture and 
the ..properties thereof (including without limitation all reiaska- 
rights, if any) in and for - the- .licensed: territory,and ho disposi
tion whatsoever shall be inado p£ the Picture or any part thereof by 
cither Producer or United-without the written consent.of the' a:her, 
and both parties hereto agree not, to withhold such written 
consent capriciously or arbitrarily. Producer and United 
agree to use their best efforts to agi'ee as to what daspo-t ...

; -sitibn to nalce of the Picture upon.the. tornination of 
;..distribution rights granted under the Distribution Agreement.
• ; . At any time after .the expiratidn. of the term of.,.
the Distribution Agreement', • either' party shall have the 

•''right'to subriit in writing to the . other party an offer t o  

■:such other party stating the■prae'at which' the. offering ' • b;
.party is willing .to .buy, for cash, the other party's interest .
'in the Picture,- and all rights' pertaining thereto, and , in 
*■ the.alternative, the; price at which the- offering party is 
. willing to sell , • for cash) the' Interest .of 'such party in
. . • ■ v • '• ■ \v: . .. : "' the Picture and all rights pertaining.thereto; provided 
.. however, that the buying. price; shall bear the same ratio to 
' the selling price as -the profit participation percentage; thezv 
owned by the party to whoa the offer is made bears to the.. ' "
profit participation percentage then owned-by the party'nahing 
such offer. The party, receiving such offer .shall have ,a



period of forty-five (45) .’days in which it must decide to "buy • -;- 
or sell;at the respective prices contained'in- the offer.
Failure of such party to agree' within such period to buy ■ ’
at the buying price shall be construed as a binding agreement 
to sell at the selling price/. The said price shall be paidV 
within one (1) v̂ eek after the .close of the said forty-five

.«» :: v y  ■ ;
16.. Dlvl£±>n of Pypducer *s Incone: The

Producer's Income" shall be and include the aggregate of the
following;' \ : ‘ ; V'; / ' ;

• ; ; " (a) The "net Producer's share" as defined "in'
'Paragraph. 26 of the 'Distribution Agreement

; ' - - (b) All sums - received by Producer or f o^:
.v.' Producer's account from any. distributor ether than 

•••:; ' . 'I'.' United on account, of receipts derived from the sale,
distribution,, marketing or other . disposition of the 
Picture or 'any rights therein' in the licensed iorri-' 
tory,after first deducting from such receipts, the full; 

'"di:: i",; •' distribution fees and. charges, .payable to the' distri-
,:'X-ry."'̂ V‘ tutors and .all costs, charges, expenses and other 
v: . items (including but not limited to the cost of prints,-

.'-V' ’ sound records, advertising, .exploitation and publicity,
; t": duties, taxes, foreign language versions. Insurance, . 
b.. -royalties, copyright, shipping" charges, ctc») • which .. 

b the distributor is entitled to deduct or. recoup, pur~ .
"'..•/h;' suant to the distribution agreement between Producer 

i Si- and said distributor .relating to the Picture or which . 
are incident to the distribution, ; exploitation;'and 

't. • marketing of the Picture, and chargeable to Producer 
gv and not deducted by said distributor from the sums 

payable to distributor under the said distribution 
• .' agreement, it being, understood, that distributors' '. '
‘ • k ••{Vother than United are not to be utiliaed in the absence

. of prior proper termination of the Distribution Agree- . 
.ii'i.ment between United and Producer.
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= r. •' .vV.'t ' .(c) . All 'suns ‘received by Producer or for Pro-
.-f-.I'.'ducer’s account froni any person, .firm or corporation 

.... (other, than a distributor as specified in subparagraphs
; ' . (a)' and (b) hereof) on account' of the sale, lease,.

. . Ky license, other disposition or the infringement of. any
:t' ' it' rights of any nature in, to or concerning the Picture

and/or any literary, dramatic, music or music perform- 
• ; .. try ing rights, or other• material used therein or on which 

-V; the Picture is based, in•the licensed territory <in- 
y-' .'eluding but not limited to. sums received from publica- 
. tion,. radio, television, reissue and substandard film 

, , rights) ,. "after first deducting therefrom all costs,
. .. ... ._ .-charges and expenses incurred .or paid in connection

with any such sale,- lease,' license or other disposition- • 
'a' or in deriving any revenue, therefrom,.

‘Prcducer shall keep full and complete•books and records, together ,
'with vouchers, -receipts- and ".other records,' showing -in detail all-
’.'receipts^ income and other: portinent data with respect to/sub-
paragraphs (b> and. (c) . abovei -• United shall.have'the^pight, at all
.. titica.,. ,s.tP,̂ ause.-sSaid,ebooks:'■aad/re'eor ds to; be chocked - and -audited,
as well - as tho right to malce' copies-' of .all .suc.h, books., and records •.
and•to take excerpts therefrom.. .producer"shall render to United
y- : :.:' -., ; , y # '  -
quarterly statements for three, .(3) years, and thereafter semi- 
annually (except that no statements need be rendered for a semi
annual period during which no income is.received) with regard to 
subparagraphs (b) and (c) above. producer shall accompany each 
such statement with a remittance to united, or as United may direct, 
of the sums received by producer or for its account under sub- 
paragraphs (b) and (c) above. - - "

. The : Producer’s Incojue from the Picture shall be
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utilised to reimburse and pay the amounts hereinabove provided for 
in this Agreement,, in the following order of priority: ■ :

• . ■ ,-(a) First - To United and/or such other third party
.‘or parties as United shall cause to make 
. such loan or loans, the amount of the Pro- •

- ' - : k' ’I;./--.';-:, duction Loans advanced in connection with
• .V ; the production of th'e Picture, together with
. ' F- " • ' . . , interest thereon at the rate of six per cent

.|"!v v p yhts:.: (5%) per . annum, and costs of collection
: p .. ' r ( i f  any); together with interest at the. rate

/ ' : ML ' ' rl /p't-v: of six' per cent (€•%) per annum on the Pre-
tiV \ h't'Production Advances made on the Pic "-.ire,

. v; ; 'f .. : A' ': provided such interest has accrued hut has
" .. not theretofore been paid. . ■

/. . t -.; :. ' wl (b) ' Second: To United, and/or such othor third party.
..v;' 'v. or parties as /United shall cause to- make „ " " j.
' ''''/T'Ou.: ' such' Ipan or. loans, '.tho amount of Completion" ". ''
; 1 :uLoans advanced," if any,' together with interest "

h ; ! v /.i ./'■/*i. y.'t. at the rate of six par .cent (6%) per annum,
" i ' .I- •'! ■" x/zuid costs-of. .collection, if any. . ..5

"■ ■ ' . " "  . : ' v" • /  i ■ i ' ' '.. . -' - . yl <c>. ...Third:;; To Producer, or,- as directed by Producer.
.t'. .. 'V;.,- u h/r';./the amount of completion moneys, if any, ...

/ d;.'. . ../. advanced by or on behalf of Producer to conpleuo
•" •• the-Picture,, with interest at the rate of.

v . '  - ■ " idb; hf :; fv . / ' :Y; six per ce± (5%) per • annum. ' .
. .;;.y.. :t(d) .Fourth: To any other" persons, -pari • passu, the an ount .

of their-deferred compensation, as provided in -
.I-' ' ■". " t ’ the Final Approved Production Budget. ■
(o) Thereafter, all of the: Producer$s Income shall be 

* "i;: . .. " ••..'deemed to be net profits, and shall be allocated
- : . ; • ' •' as' hereinafter provided.-. \ ,.

■■•.17.. . Allocation of Met Profits:- ' Producer agrees to and 
does hereby irrevocably grant, set .over, .transfer and assign to 
United, a sum equal to thirty-five per cent (35%).of thenet profits.
Tho balance of the net. profits to be derived from the Picture ' 
shall, be allocated to Producer or Producer * s assignees, subject
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tc the provisions of this Agreement; = " ' ‘ .* "
expressly' ' ' . '. ./

• It is./under stood ■ . and; agreed that' United fs interest ' .
sn. the not profits to bo derive'd;/tron . the : Picture-shall'= bo in perpetuitv
.and shall, not/except for the. of f ect:-̂ .f f oroclcsuro of any Production:. . - ; - " vfLoans, be subject to diminution, or .termination ' for any reason- ;
- whatsoever, including ..but •without '.’limitation of. the. foregoing, .

the expiration or sooner termination of United1s‘ rights of 
■ distribution of the ■ Picture hereunder and pursuant to., the 
..Distribution Agreement» "Producer agrees .that, anything herein I- :
contained -.in1 this agreement, to the contrary- notwithstanding > • but 
subject to the provisions of this Paragraph 17, any share of the 
net profits of the Picture . or any. of the participating interests 
in the Picture which nay be granted or otherwise transferred 
by Producer, shall be expressly subject to the interests of United 
in the net profits of the Picture pursuant to the provisions hereof, ; 
and shall be deducted‘solely from Producerfs share of the net 
profits 0\ Any inconsistent provisions of - the Distribution 
Agreement to the contrary notwithstanding, it is agreed that the 
copyright shall be obtained in the name of Producer, and Producer • 
agrees to renew the copyright upon the Picture within thirty;(SO) 
days after: notice from United to'renew- the copyright. andin the .■ 
event of Producer1s failure to renew the copyright at least 
six. (6)' months prior to the original expiration date, Producer 
hereby irrevocably authorizes: and appoints United, or id; .. .

• . S / 1 0 / C 2  V : ;  - \ ; r  :  ' - v  : ‘ ; :
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ncoince or assignee to act .as its attorney—in-iact for the
purpose of caking application for the rehey/al of such copyright,

to hold the copyright, as well as renewals thereof, if and when

.'• all of the. rights' and licenses herein contained, as wel^ 
as all of the rights and licenses granted, sold, assigned,
■ transferred and conveyed to United under the terras of the 
.Distribution Agreement; and that there are not and Will 
,'not be outstanding any .claims, liens, encumbrances or ' . : •
.;rights of any nature in or- to the property, rights and 
■ licenses herein referred to or the Picture, which can or 
• v/ill impair or interfere nvj.ti-the rights or licenses 
. herein granted to United;

(b) Neither the picture nor any part thereof (including 
.the. sound synchronization therewith), nor the exercise 

• by any authorized party of any right granted to United 
hereunder, will violate, .or infringe upon the trademark, 1 " 
trade.name, copyright, literary, dramatic, music, artistic, 

x .personal, private:, civil or any other rights of any party;

but united shall have no obligation so to do. Producer agrees • '

obtained on the Picture, in trust for the joint benefit of .
Producer and United, as their respective interests may appear. 

Notwithstanding any .of the other provisio ns of

thereof. . ■'
•Id. Warranties: producer hereby represents and warrants

that in connection with the Picture: . . : ' * ' : .'
• ■ . (a) It has the right to enter into this Agreement

' '=. (and to grant, sell, assign, transfer and convey to United

this Agreement, both parties acknowledge and agree that neither • 
makes any representation, warranty ,•; guranty or agreement to 
the other as to the gross receipts,. net ! receipts or profits •' 
to bo derived from the Picture or; the distribution or exhibition

o
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(c) It has not sold, assigned, transferred or con
veyed, and will not. sull, assign, transfer or convey, to 

. any party any right, title or interest which is the sub
ject matter of this Agreement or'any right, title or 
interest:in and to the Picture or any part thereof or the 
dramatic or literary material upon which it is, or is to 
be, based, adverse to or derogatory of the rights granted 

» to United, and Producer will not, and will not authorize 
any other party during the term hereof to produce, distri
bute or exhibit in the licensed territory any motion 
picture or television show based in whole or in part upon 
such literary or dramatic material and will not authorize 
any other, party to exercise any right or take any action 
which might tend to derogate from or compete with the 
rights herein granted or agreed to. be granted to United;
. (d) It. does presently or it will prior to the
completion of the Picture own or control all motion picture 
rights in and to the picture and all literary, dramatic . 
and musical material contained therein, required for the'p. 
full and complete, exercise ' and enjoyment of all rights '

: granted to United, without any., limitation on the part of 
any person., firm or corporation whatsoever;

(e) Neither the. dialogue nor the photography of the . 
picture will -contain any "reference to, or representation 
of, any. product, commodity, or service which can be con- . 
strued as an advertisement or recommendation "of such 
product, commodity or service;- ' ; '• ;

(f) It will not enter, into; and that it has not 
entered into, any .agreement-rw-ith any other party that is 
or will be in.derogation of the rights-herein granted to 
United.: ' . ;

19. "Insurance; Producer covenants and warrants 
that it will carry 02C!22S2232C •' -... ' tbpfullly: cast
insurance to cover all ■ cast principals and the director 
of the Picture. -Said insurance shall be in an amount to 
b o approved by United. If United has a blanket cast insur
ance policy and/or errors and omissions insurance policy in 
force at the time principal photography of the Picture is

9/10/62
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started and the insurer'is willing to extend the coverage of 
either or both of said policies to cover the Picture, Pro
ducer agrees to accept such coverage and to pay the premiua 
thereof as. a production coste "i

!' ' .  Producer also covenants and warrants • that it will
naintain, or cause to be maintained, for.the Picture, insurance 
on the..negative and sound"tracks, fire.insurance,• errors and 
■ omissions insurance and 'such•other' insurance as. is customarily 
written to cover the production'of . a notion.'picture and as 
United nay reasonably require»• .. Such'insurance is to be for 
•..the full value of. the Picture or, for, the naxinun percentage 
of the full value for which insurance can be obtained. ''

'. It is expressly understood' that any- such insurance '. t 
referred: to above cay . be subject.to.reasonable deductible 
. provisions’as Producer-may, elect-and United shall approve,, 
which, approval shall not'be unreasonably withheld. All 
•such insurance•is to be written by' insurance companies of 
adequate responsibility, 'the policy binders and/or certi
ficates thereof to be delivered to United and to bear, 
appropriate endorsements providing for the adjustment of 
any losses with Producer, but,the, payment of proceed^,.
• however,, to be paid to United or such party or parties as 
nay be .designated by United,: as,their interests nay appear.

9/10/62
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Yho cost or expense of maintaining''a'll. insurance referred : •'
to herein shall be paid by. Producer-and treated as part . 
of Production'Cost, / Producer shall have-the right to'use 

• any insurance recovery 'proceeds •obtained.prior ....
v - i.-r-- . • - v  ca)

. - • - edelivery of the Picture solely for the production of the Picture 
in the manner provided herein and subject to the terms and condition 
hereof. In the event of a recovery of any insurance proceeds • 
after completion and delivery of the Picturesuch proceeds '
shall be applied first in reduction of the Completion Loans, 
if any, made in connection with the Picture in an order which 
is the reverse, of tithe order in. which such loans were made or 
in the absence of any Completion Loans, ‘such proceeds shall 
be added and applied to the ’’Producer's Income’’ from the 
' Picture for application pursuant _t.o theprovisions of Paragraph 16 
hereof, beginning with subparagraph (a),Pirst of said Paragraph 16.

20.;: Force Majeure; . Anything herein contained to the 
contrary notwithstanding, neither party shall be in default under 
this Agreement for any failure of either, party to perform any 
act hereunSr which is caused by any fire, earthquake, flood,. 
.epidemic, accident, explosion, casualty, strike, lockout, labor 
controversy, riot, .civil disturbance, act of a public enemy, . 
embargo, war, act of God, by any municipal, state or federal
ordinance or law/ by any legally constituted authority whether

' ' . ’ ' ' . municipal, state or federal, by the issuanceo of any executive or
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judicial order, by any failure or• delay in respect to anyelectrical or 
sound equipment or apparatus, or.by any laboratory, by any failure, 
without fault, to obtain material, transportation, power or any other 
essential thing required in the conduct of its business, or by any 
similar cause. Notwithstanding any of the provisions of this paragraph, 
the contingencies in this paragraph-shall not operate to extend 
. the delivery date of the Picture beyond tv/elve (22) months from the
commencement of principal photography-of the Picture. .'-

21. Default by Producer: " tv In the event Producer / / '
' shall breach or become in default-.of 'psf ormance-. of any • _ ' :
zcterial term, condition. or covenant contained '-in this Agree-.- 
cent,' and shall - fail' to, cure',' correct or. remedysuch breach - . - '
or default within thirty (30.) days aftor- service of written. :;v
notice specifying same, or in the -event: that Producer . 
shall breach any representation, or warranty contained in •. rd /v;
this Agreement and fail to cure, correct or remedy the same - *"
within thirty (30) days after service of written notice ' -
specifying the same', or -in’ the event- that a<f any time prior 
to delivery of.the Picture to United, Producer shall (a) be 
adjudicated a bankrupt, or (b).shall petition for or consent- 
to. any relief under any bankruptcy, reorganisation, .receiver
ship, liquidation, compromise or.arrangement or moratorium 
statutes, whether now in force or hereafter enacted, or . (c) 
make an assignment for the benefit of its creditors, or (d)
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petition for the appointment of--a' receiver, liquidator,
trustee or custodian for.all or a substantial part of its
assets, or (c) if a receiver, liquidator, trustee cr cus~. • '
-todian is appointed for. all or;a substantial part of its .
assets and is not discharged within sixty (60) days front
the date of appointment thereof, or'.(f) if the Picture ,
or any portion thereof is. attached or levied uoon and such
attachment or levy is not released..v/ithia thirty(30)- days'
after such levy,- or (g) if Producer,..shall cause the pro-
duction of the Picture/to; be -abandoned after.-coamencezae.nt of
principal photography thereof, dr <h) if Producer admits7~':-/
in writing-its • inability to pay its debts generally when
due, then in. any of said events'XJaited .may.elect to:
. . (1) •. terminate this Agreement in its entirety and 

be relieved of any- obligations to advance or 
' ■ : . . -  cause to be advanced, any- further moneys;
. ; (2). accelerate, and declare -due and payable Producers "■ -

.. / 'indebtedness to United for pre-production advances,
. Production Loans and Completion Loans and any note or notes given to United;..

(3) _ enter, upon the premises or. wherever the Picture may ‘ 
be. and take possession' thereof,. tipnand and receive 

1 '.possession from anyone who has --possession thereof, -. 
remove, keen 'and store tho: Picture/or any portion 

•- thereof, or put a custodian in charge thereof , and .
take such other aoasuros as riay bo deemed n e c e s s a r y  

h- or proper for the carc or protection thereof, in-/
. eluding but not limited to the right to conplcto' the 

Picturo t/nd to causa it to Lo dehivorad for dis- ■’ .... 
/•: tribution; . /- -.: . i •

9/10/62
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(•1) soil any of tho collateral plcdgod pursuant hereto
as security for the repayment - of such pre-production 
advances, and Production and Completion Loans, in its 
entirety or .in parcels, at. one time, or from time to 
time, either at public or private sale, .and v/ith or 

• .'without notice to Producer, at which United may bid

y!' ping reasonable attorneys' fees, to tho amounts of 
■ ••••'. j / i j. : such advances and loans remaining unpaid,, together 
.• ’-"f in with interest thereon, ‘̂ nd any-remainder shall bo

•!:.* paid. to Producer " a n t i  United, in proportion to their 
: f :;_ profit participation;

• (5): cause tho pledgeholders, or- any of them, to hold .a 
. .. " pledge sale or sales of the Picture or any part .

; thereof, in tho name manner, with the same effect,
• ' . ' .-ii:-.:;,*-and subject to a2,1 the same terras and conditions-
‘ -* as specified in subparagraph <4) of this Paragraph.
. ..> -.'i’iVi'Vi If any such pledgeholder' fails or refuses to hold hV such sale within -ten (10) days after written notice

by United to: hold such sale , United may demand that 
such pledgeholder (who is hereby/authorised to do

• '".Ml'f so) deliver to it} the Picture or such parts thereof 
■:.;Vî ,v:::J:i;e;;;.̂ b̂ ,hin..d;hs.450sss.ssaon-̂ Gf ..such pledgeholders-, and

United may then cause a-sale thereof. - In the event' 
pledgeholder fails or refuses, to deliver the Pic-" 

.t.i; .-;ture or any part 'thereof then in - its possession,.;-...
''. such possession shall be doomed tho possession '

• " -/̂ l - of United, which shall be deemed ia "constructive f: .
possession thereof; -.- l ;

• . (6) - institute any proceedings at law, in equity, or
otherwise for the1 foreclosure of the collateral. '
To the extent permitted by law, any sale thereof 
shall ba held in the samo manner, with .the same . 
effect and subject to the samo terms' and conditions 
as specified ia subparagraph...(4) .of this Paragraph.. f

■All.rights and remedies'granted .’to United hereunder are cumu~ .-
lativo and the exercico of■’one: shall .not limit or affect its
rights concurrently or subsequently to exorcise any other right   i * .

or remedy and shall be in addition to such other rights or-"
- ' " ; •' : ' • ' r''remedies as it may hav-e at-law,-'in equity, under this fgrce- 

Ksst ''or- otherwida.. . '
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.22. Default by United: .In the event United
shall breach or become ,in default•of performance' of any 
material term, condition or .covenant contained in this 
'agreement, involving the advances of- money required to 
be made hereunder,. and shall .fail.to cure, correct or : 
remedy such breach or default within ten (1 0 ) days after 
service of written notice specifying same, or in the event 
United shall breach any representation or warranty con- ' •  
tained in this agreement and fail to cure, correct or 
remedy same within thirty (30). days after service of 
written notice specifying the Same, or in the event that 
at any time prior to making of all pre-production advances, 
Production Loans .and-.Completion Loans, i+g any, to, be made 
or caused to be made hereunder'by United, United shall 
(a) be adjudicated a bankrupt, or (b). shall petition for 

. or consent to any relief under any bankruptcy, reorganisa
tion, receivership, liquidation, compromise or arrangement 
or moratorium statutes, whether now.in force or hereafter 
enacted, or (c) make an assignment-'for the benefit of its 
creditors, or (d) petition for the appointment of a receiver, 
liquidator, trustee or custodian for all or. a substantial 
part of,its assets, or (e) if a receiver, liquidator,
"trustee or custodian is appointed for all- or a substantial 
part of United*s assets and is not discharged within 
sixty (50) days from the date of appointment thereof, then

. 9/10/62



in any of said events. Producer, in addition to such other
. •. rights or remedies which it may have under this Agreement 

. at lav/, in equity or otherwise, may elect to. terminate 
this Agreement- in its entirety.■. In order to ezercise such 
right of termination, Producer must notify United in writing 
that'it has elected to do so within sixty (60) days after■
. such right of termination arose '

•• 23. Right to Audit: Producer • agrees to keep and
maintain full, ■ true and accurate-:accounts and records of al 
of Producer's operations in. .connection v/ith the Picture., '

which will be in accordance with generally accented accouuv 
. ing' principles and practices in the motion picture industry 
■ n-»addi-tiony-fProtiucer - "agrees' to keep, p f u f :  -
• ' ... • ’ true .and accurate and complete _
- books of. accounts, together v/ith vouchers, receipts and 
other records showing in detail all costs of items of

• expenses and charges incurred'in the production of the 
Pictureo United shall have the right at all times during 
the term of this Agreement .to cause Producer's 2 3 .33:

; books and records to be checked and audited,
in addition to which United shall have the right to make ... 
copies of all such books and records .and take excerpts' ;

- therefrom relating to the Picture only„ All books and 
records referred to herein shall be kept at Producer's 
principal places of business,
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otherwise designated in writing;:
To Producer, by sending the original of said 

notice; : • : . r : : \ EAZKEOW PROPUCTiONS, I1\TC„

and a copy thereof:
• r i.:i (-i :'i;! v Z A G O K ,  AAEOy & SCE1FF

- i" : 435 KG. EBD-JOBD DIt.
■■%. ■ ' - - . A A V '  bevssly eills,calipobkia'/

fv • ' * • f ■ : ' -//- . if. ••• ••; : To;United, by sending the original of said
notice ■ ■' -
; ,:i:: di AET1STS CORPORATION
• . :fi ' : -729 Seventh Avenue- 4': ' /i/.; -iy-;' :! R: Now .York, New York

and-a copy thereof to:
■ ■' BIJITED ARTISTS CORPORATION '•

. ' '> R R. - R, 1041 ‘NORTH FORMOSA .
: " i;:- V. 4 .• '• •. HOLLYWOOD,CALIFORNIA .

Each such notice shall be deemed given on the day.of mailing
or on the day :o£ delivery, of such telegram to the telegraph'
^office.V- • EdvV : . ... A ■

y ' 27, No Continning Yaiver; ' No waiver by either party 
of any breach, hereof shall be deemed a waiver of any pre
ceding or succeeding breach hereof., -

: 28, Construction r This Agreement shall be made -
and is to be construed and interpreted under the laws
of the State of New York, E .S,A.
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respectively, and Producer shall at all times keep United 
advised as to where said..books and records are kept and 
maintained.' ■

' 2 4 , ' Additional D o c u m e n t s Producer and United-
agree to make, execute and deliver such additional agree
ments, assignments, acknowledgements, approvals, consents 
and other documents and instruments as may be necessary 
or appropriate to carry into ''effect, the purposes of this 
'Agreement.
; 25. Ko Partnership: ' . HO thing herein contained

shall constitute a partnership between.or joint venture 
by Producer and United-hereto or. constitute either party the 
agent of the other.Neither party.shall' hold itself cut 
contrary to the terms of this Paragraph, and neither party 
shall become liable by any representation,, act or omission 
of the other contrary to the.provisions hereof. This Agree 
»ent is not for the',benefit of any. third party not a signa
tory hereto and it shall not be deemed to give any right
or remedy to any such party whether referred to heroin or

• 2S. Notices: All notices required to be given in
.-; cordanco with the provisions of this Agreement shall be

. . .  .• • ‘ 5 v

given by registered mail or telegraph as follows, unless
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IN WITNESS 17ESSB0P, the parties hereto have caused
• this Agreement to bo 'executed by their duly authorised •
officers the day ..and year .first above written,
' V, . t % mZTSD ARTISTS CORPORATION

•••; ■ "EAINEOV/ PRODUCTIONS, INC...
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APPENDIX Q

DETAIL BUDGET INDEX PAGE FOR THE LILIES 
OF THE FIELD -

. .The following form, represents the first estimate 
for the production of The Lilies of the Field*
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APPENDIX R

PINAL PICTURE COST FOR THE LILIES 
' OF THE FIELD

The following form represents the expenses and 
' revenues for certain items of ahove'the line costs for 
the production of The Lilies of the Field*
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FINAL PICTURE COST V \ / '
TITLEt "LTLIFS OP THE.FIELD8 DATE; July 1, 196 3

X-

•"•••« X CHARGES TOTAL
• THIS TO TOTALPERIOD_______DATE ______ BUDGET

1, • Story . 20e000,00 25,000.00 .'25",000,00
2, Continuity & Treatment 1|0,000.00 50,225,00 50,250,00
3-4. Director - Producer 1*0,000.00 52,500.00 50,000.00
5. cast .. ■: : " , , 5 7 ,6 7 1 . 2 1 5 9 A 2 o.oo
.60 Bits ' ’ ■■ /' • 100.00 ' 600.00
I * Extras , ' i < ‘i: v . - ' 1,331*.00 . . 2;* 156,00
80 Production Office Salaries 9,920.81 . 9,1*00,00
9, Production Operations Staff • ; x ■29,1*96.27 31*,!*35.00
1 0 o "Sot Cons truction ' % ' j . / : 9 ,1*0 9 .1*2 1 1 , 8 0 0 , 0 0
11. Set Operations Expense V ill,536.29 .1^,1*50,00
12. Cutting - Film - Lab . \ ' : 23,532.55 23,753-00
1 3 . Fusio : . . . :';V. .. ■' 8,087.53 5,000.00
;il*. sound •' " v ; . .8 ,2 3 8 . 5 6 6 ,3 9 0 . 0 0
15. Tranaportation-Studio '■'.. : 2 0 0 , 1 8 650,00
16 . Location ■-.; 1 ' : 2 9 ,6 9 0 , 6 3 39,550.00
19, Publicity ; '■' '■ 1*6.35 2,979.17 I*,000.00
21, Insurance,Taxes, Licenses,Fees 121*,03 18,216.55 2l*, 1*1*0,00
22. Oeneral Overhead I*. 150.58 . 9,017.83 11,01*6.00

101*,3 2 0 . 9 6 3 5 0 ,1 5 8 . 0 0 3 7 2 .3 6U .00
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